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Abstract

A resistive switching (RS) phenomenon offers various opportunities such as nonvolatile memories
and neuromorphic logics. Resistive random access memory (ReRAM) is one of the emerging
nonvolatile memory, which has a metal-oxide-metal (MOM) structure. The RS phenomenon in
transition metal oxide (TMO)-based ReRAM cells is often explained as nonvolatile transitions
in the cell resistance between high-resistance state (HRS) and low-resistance state (LRS) by
formation and rupture of localized conductive filaments, after the initial voltage application called
forming. However, cell-to-cell and cycle-to-cycle variabilities such as transition voltages hinder
the understanding of an universal RS mechanism.

In this thesis, as an approach to elucidate the RS mechanism, distributions of forming voltage
and the origin of conductive filaments by forming were investigated in binary TMO-based RS
cells. In particular, the formation of a conductive filament with a quantum point contact (QPC)
by forming in nickel oxide (NiO)-based RS cells was described. Moreover, the appearance and
disappearance of nonpolar RS characteristics based on quantized conductance were discussed.

In Chapter 1, the background of the present work was given, together with the focal point and
the originality of this thesis.

In Chapter 2, deposition methods of NiO and titanium dioxide (TiO2) layers as the TMO and
platinum (Pt) electrodes were outlined. The TMO layers were deposited by reactive sputtering,
which enabled the control of oxygen composition by means of varying the oxygen (O2) flow rate.
Not only the fabrication procedure of the TMO-based RS cells but also the deposition systems
and their modifications for various layers were also described. In addition, dependences of the
deposition rate and oxygen composition in the NiO layers on O2 flow rate during reactive sputtering
were analyzed based on Berg’s model. As well as the appearance conditions of the RS phenomenon
in TMO-based cells, the RS condition based on quantized conductance in NiO-based RS cells was
investigated.

In Chapter 3, admittance spectroscopy was performed on NiO layers with various oxygen
compositions deposited on n-silicon (Si) substrates. In addition, current-voltage (I–V ) measure-
ments of Pt/NiO/Pt structures on p-Si substrates were also conducted. The correlation between
the oxygen composition and these electrical properties was investigated. Based on these results,
characterization of localized trap levels and uncertainties of the technique for the NiO layers were
discussed. Moreover, potential for high-temperature operation of the NiO-based RS cells was
described.
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In Chapter 4, effects of crystallinity of the TMO layers and deposition condition on RS
characteristics, especially forming characteristics, in TMO-based RS cells were discussed. At
first, the annealing contributing to oxygen diffusion toward the NiO surface resulted in changes of
the crystalline orientation, strain, and oxygen composition in the NiO layer. Next, crystallinity and
time-dependent forming characteristics in as-deposited Pt/NiO/Pt and Pt/TiO2/Pt RS cells were
investigated. While the NiO layers exhibited a granular structure on Pt bottom electrodes (BEs)
deposited by electron beam (EB) evaporation, NiO columns preferentially stood <111> orientation
on the Pt BE deposited by sputtering. Conversely, whereas both the TiO2 layers exhibited a granular
structure in the two types of samples, the concentration of oxygen vacancies (VOs) differed between
these samples. In addition, Weibull distributions of time to forming in various cells indicated that
the formation of conductive filaments at forming followed a weakest-link theory, and that the
weakest spots such as VOs were distributed in the TMO layers according to Poisson statistics.
The difference of Weibull distributions between the TMO-based RS cells reflected differences in
both grain boundary (GB) density (crystallinity) and the VO concentration (oxygen composition)
in the TMO layers. Furthermore, both a possible reason for the difference of correlation between
variations of initial resistance and distributions of time to forming, and where conductive filaments
created in the TMO layers by forming were also discussed.

In Chapter 5, the appearance condition of conductance quantization in the Pt/NiO/Pt cells was
discussed. Dependence of forming characteristics on the number of VOs at GB triple points was re-
vealed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)-energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX)
mapping. Moreover, cell size dependence of “semi-forming,” characteristics was also explained
by the area scaling law, which indicated analogy of semi-forming with “second forming,” corre-
sponding to the conventional forming. In addition, an RS model based on quantized conductance
was proposed as follows. A voltage sweep resulted in a conductive filament with a QPC created
by semi-forming at the weakest VO-rich GB. Upon the voltage sweep after semi-forming, the
conductive filament with a QPC began to be fat according to conductance quantization. If the
voltage sweep stopped just after semi-forming, RS behavior was observed due to the rupture and
formation of the filament by re-applications of voltage.

In Chapter 6, the physical origin of conductance fluctuation accompanied by conductance
quantization in the Pt/NiO/Pt cells was described. The voltage-driven conductance fluctuation
before and after semi-forming resulted in the cell conductance being a non-integer multiple of the
quantized conductance G0 and originated from the modification of VO concentration at GBs in
the NiO layer. In addition, conductance fluctuation as well as conductance quantization possibly
disappeared upon heating the RS cells to 470−570 K or Joule heating conducted from another
fat filament in the NiO layer created by second forming. From the viewpoint of voltage- and
heat-driven disappearance of the conductive filament with a QPC and the modification of VOs,
driving force behind the reset after semi-forming based on how Joule heating affected conductance
quantization and conductance fluctuation was also discussed.

In Chapter 7, the summary of this thesis was presented, together with the remaining challenges
and suggestions for future studies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Every time the author hears his children sing “it’s a small world,” he becomes more aware of this
busy and hurried world, being brought back to consciousness from a temporal respite. Because
people can find everything they want on the internet conveniently by the recent expansion of mobile
communication equipment, such as smart phones and tablets, they are always busy with nerve-
fraying e-mail correspondence from social networking services (SNSs) and are eager to acquire
“good” reactions from someone they never actually meet, even during lectures and meetings.

In the actual world, people can make high-speed and large-capacity communication anytime and
anywhere owing to remarkable advancement in memory devices, especially nonvolatile memory
(NVM). Flash memory, one of the dominant nonvolatile solid-state storage devices invented in the
1980s [1], has rapidly enhanced its performance with the development of fabrication technique
according to Moore’s law [2]. However, the memory is approaching its scaling limit and facing
the problem of limited further dramatic improvement due to its intrinsic operating principle. In
addition, another problem is the latency gap between very-fast-operating volatile memory, such as
dynamic random access memory (DRAM) and flash memory, as shown in Fig. 1.1 [3]. Therefore,
storage class memory (SCM) is the most promising candidate for replacing traditional NVM, such
as hard disk drives (HDDs), not only in mobile terminals but also as external storage memory for
supercomputers.

One solution to these problems is multiplication of the number of bits per cell in flash memory
[4]. While a conventional single-level cell distinguishes between a “0” and “1” depending on
the charge of the floating gate of the cell, giving each cell 2−4 bits by increasing the number
of threshold levels possesses larger benefit for increasing storage capacity drastically without an
increase in process complexity. In fact, NAND flash memory continues to advance toward higher
density and lower power, resulting in low-cost storage solutions according to this trend over the
past 15 years, as shown in Fig. 1.2 [5]. However, the increase cell bit capacity requires additional
circuitry and programming algorithms to compensate for the degradation of performance and
endurance.
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Figure 1.1: Layered structure of the current memories [3].

Figure 1.2: Storage capacity trends for emerging NVMs [5].
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Another reasonable solution to the problems is the development of the emerging NVM, which
avoids the scaling limit to find an alternative to flash memory. In particular, the replacement of
volatile memories, including static RAM (SRAM) and DRAM, with the emerging NVM is crucial
for obtaining “normally-off computing”, in which operating power can be dramatically reduced
[6]. Therefore, various next-generation nonvolatile memories, such as magnetic RAM (MRAM)
[7, 8], phase change RAM (PRAM) [9–11], and resistive RAM (ReRAM), have been developed.
MRAM seems difficult to pursue toward further high density because of its complicated structure
and relatively large operating current, although the current of spin-torque-transfer MRAM has
drastically decreased. Thus, MRAM may be suitable for cache memory (post-SRAM) and main
memory (post-DRAM) owing to its high endurance. Nevertheless, PRAM and ReRAM are
appropriate for a large-capacity applications (such as SCM) because of its simple stack structure.
From the storage capacity trend shown in Fig. 1.2, ReRAM is the most promising candidate for
emerging NVM to overcome the problems described above.

1.2 Resistive Switching Phenomenon

1.2.1 Concept of RS

First, as classifications based on a resistive switching (RS) operation, two different types of
RS in ReRAM are well known. Figure 1.3 shows two different types of current-voltage (I–V )
characteristics by a voltage sweep. Basically, the resistance states in ReRAM are called high-
resistance state (HRS) and low-resistance state (LRS). In the initial state, ReRAM generally
exhibits high resistance, which is not necessary the same as HRS. Most ReRAM cells reported
in the literature exhibit bipolar RS, as shown in Fig. 1.3(a). When a voltage is increased, current
abruptly increases at a certain threshold voltage, which leads to LRS. This initial transition to the
LRS is normally called “forming” or electroforming. An increase in voltage of opposite polarity
to set voltage results in a transition from LRS to HRS. When the following voltage is swept to the
opposite direction, a transition from HRS to LRS occurs. In general, forming voltage magnitude
is the same as or greater than the following set ones, the case of forming voltage same as set
voltage is called forming-free. The transitions from the HRS to the LRS and from the LRS to
the HRS are called “set” and “reset,” respectively. Conversely, Fig. 1.3(b) represents unipolar RS,
which exhibits both set and reset in only one bias polarity. Reset voltage magnitude is generally
smaller than set one, and thus a voltage sweep should be stopped after reset to avoid unintentional
occurrence of set. Both in the LRS and the HRS, set and reset take place alternately in the similar
manner by the following voltage sweep. Here, the current limit as compliance current (Icomp) is
adopted during forming and set by measurement system and/or an external circuit to avoid damage
to the cell and to optimize the RS operation. It is important that the Icomp is inactive (or quite
large) in the voltage sweep because reset current is often larger than Icomp at forming and set. A
read operation is performed at a smaller voltage magnitude than the transition voltage magnitude
to detect the current while avoiding a detectable change of the state. Furthermore, an RS operation
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Figure 1.3: I–V characteristics of (a) bipolar and (b) unipolar RS. The opposite polarity for set
and reset is required in bipolar RS, while set and reset occur by the same polarity in unipolar RS.
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in which reset can occur by a voltage bias of both positive and negative bias polarities is often
referred as nonpolar. Note that the actual device applications will use the pulse application instead
of the voltage sweep.

ReRAMs can be classified by their switching mechanism basically depending on the combina-
tion of an insulator and electrodes. The three main types of ReRAMs are electrochemical memory
(ECM), valence change memory (VCM), and thermochemical memory (TCM). ECM and VCM
exhibit bipolar RS, while TCM typically displays unipolar or nonpolar RS.

In ECM cells, the metal-insulator-metal (MIM) stack structure consists of one electrochemi-
cally active electrode, such as silver (Ag) or copper (Cu), and generally the counter inert electrode
including platinum (Pt) or titanium nitride (TiN). When a positive voltage is applied to the active
electrode, cations (Ag+ or Cu2+) generate at the electrode by oxidation and migrate to the counter
inert electrode in the insulator. The reduction of cations takes place at negatively biased electrode,
and active atoms grow from the inert electrode toward active electrode in sequence, finally result-
ing in the formation of conductive bridge corresponding to set. Under a negative voltage applied
to the active electrode, the bridge is dissolved as in the opposite manner, corresponding to reset. In
the literature, ECM is known as conductive bridge RAM (CBRAM). The insulator in ECM works
as a solid ion conductor, which includes binary oxides such as silicon dioxide (SiO2) [12, 13],
chalcogenides such as Ag2S [14, 15], and superionic electrolyte such as AgI [16].

In contrast, VCM and TCM cells with metal-oxide-metal (MOM) stack structures require
forming before emergence of RS, which is believed to be the formation of conductive filaments
with reduced chemical composition of metal-rich or oxygen-deficient. The difference between
VCM and TCM is reset operation. In VCM cells, disruption of the conductive filament with
a valence change in the cations occurs by ionic defect migration upon applied voltage [17].
Conversely, in TCM cells, dissolution of the conductive filament by local oxidation occurs by
Joule heating (thermochemical effect) [18, 19], which can be independent of voltage polarity.

From the viewpoint of the locations of the RS event in a MIM stack structure, RS behaviors
can be categorized into two types, filamentary RS and interfacial RS. The RS types of most of
cells described above are based on the filamentary RS, which occurs at a localized area and is
independent of a cell size in LRS. The filamentary RS is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.4.
In the initial state, a conductive filament is created by forming, trigger process to appearance
of RS. After forming, reset and set occurs alternately because of rupture and reformation of the
filament. In contrast, the interfacial RS is cross-sectional area proportional, and seems to occur
close to one electrode. Approximately half of VCM cells with asymmetric stack structure exhibit
the interfacial RS because of two electrodes with different oxygen affinity and/or work function,
which is suitable for the investigation where RS occurs. The interfacial RS is schematically
illustrated in Fig. 1.5 [20]. The RS mechanism without forming possibly originates from charge-
induced change in the insulator formed at the one metal/oxide interface. In the interfacial VCMs,
the modulation of a Schottky barrier at the interface between an electrode and an oxide probably
dominates RS [21].
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1.2.2 Memory application

RS has been studied in various materials for more than 50 years. The negative resistance effect
in MIM stack structures was reported as the first RS phenomenon in 1960s [22]. Bistable RS
was reported in binary transition metal oxides (TMO), such as nickel oxide (NiO) [23], tantalum
pentoxide (Ta2O5) [24], titanium dioxide (TiO2) [25], and hafnium dioxide (HfO2) [26]. Through
a stagnation period for RS in a quarter-century due to insufficient analytical tools, applications
based on RS gradually enter the spotlight.

Atomic switch is known as one of ECMs, which enables a control of conductive bridge on
a nano scale [14]. While the initial structure of atomic switch consists of active metal electrode
(Ag, Cu) and ionic conductor (mainly sulfides) [27, 28], oxide-based atomic switch has been
proposed for neuromorphic devices owing to a synaptic behavior [29]. In contrast, the first report
on the interfacial VCMs is RS characteristics in PrCaMnO (PCMO) [30], and the PCMO-based RS
memory was presented later [31]. In recent years, the PCMO-based RS has been investigated for
neuromorphic system [32, 33]. Thus, nonvolatile RS is a promising candidate for neuromorphic
computing, thanks to its fast operation, low-power consumption, and multibit storage.

As a binary TMO-based TCM, the first demonstration of ReRAM was presented in Pt/NiO/Pt
stack structures [34]. From then on, the performance of ReRAM cells has remarkably enhanced
owing to development of fabrication process. However, TCMs were replaced with ECMs and
VCMs as ReRAM trend due to mainly large required current in the mA range especially for reset,
while ECM and VCM cells can be turned to switch at less than 10 µA. In fact, an ECM 16 GB
ReRAM chip was proposed by Micron and Sony, and a VCM 32 GB ReRAM chip was introduced
by Sandisk and Toshiba.

A basic-cell structure of ReRAM is a capacitor, where a RS material is sandwiched between a
top electrode (TE) and a bottom electrode (BE). Every memory element is connected to a selector
such as a transistor. Such cells in active arrays are called 1 transistor - 1 resistor cells (1T1R),
in which cell area is approximately 6F2 (F is the lithographically defined minimum feature size).
The selector should be required to avoid a sneak-path problem and an interconnect effect [35–37].
The merit of 1T1R is regulation of series resistance by selecting gate bias to suppress overcurrent
at set. However, a passive array with a cross-point architecture with 4F2 area is preferred for
further high-density integration. The selector can be a bidirectional device such as a varistor for
bipolar RS, or a diode (1D1R) for unipolar RS. As a selector diode, oxide-based pn diode such
as NiO/TiO2 junction or Schottky diode with Pt/TiO2/Ti/Pt has been proposed [38]. Moreover,
vertical-type ReRAMs sandwiched between the pillar electrodes and multilayer plane electrodes
were also demonstrated [39, 40], as in three-dimensional Flash memory.

In summary, an RS phenomenon is promising for a number of applications, such as memristive
devices consisting of TiO2 [41], logic gates [42], and compact FPGA (ON/OFF switching circuits)
[14]. However, ReRAM face a challenge with respect to not only cell-to-cell but also cycle-to-
cycle variabilities. The large variabilities should originate from the filamentary nature of the active
region in the cells and the stochasticity of the filament states on the nanoscale in filamentary RS
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cells. Although the origin of filaments probably related to defects in oxides as resistance change
materials [43, 44]. The detailed properties of the filaments including sizes, chemical composition,
and electrical properties are still not fully clarified. In addition, the physical mechanism of RS
operation has not been completely understood. Of course, the facing problem strongly depends
on the type of RS cells, combination of materials, and the featured resistance ranges. Therefore,
no one provides guiding principle to reduce the variation.

1.3 Outline of Thesis

A variety of oxides have been reported as a resistance change material. Most of them are metal
oxides [3, 17, 45], such as NiO [46–49], TiO2 [50–52], Ta2O5 [53, 54], and Pr1−xCaxTiO3

(PCMO) [33, 55]. In addition, double-layer oxides with different oxygen compositions are often
adopted as a combination of an RS layer and a reservoir layer of defects [41, 53, 56]. In general,
such a double-layer oxide-based ReRAM sandwiched with the same inert electrodes tends to
exhibit bipolar RS, as observed in VCMs, while single-binary TMO-based ReRAM sandwiched
by the same inert electrodes is a TCM. However, only bipolar RS was reported by a few groups in
Pt/NiO/Pt RS cells, which should be known as a typical TCM. As a result, whether RS cells can
be categorized as VCM or TCM never depends on the combination of materials.

The author’s group has focused on NiO and TiO2, well-known resistance change materials,
since the beginning of RS fundamental research. How the different types of conductivity affect RS
characteristics should be clarified to investigate the carrier transportation mechanism during RS. In
general, NiO exhibits p-type conductivity because of lithium substitutions or nickel (Ni) vacancies
[57]. Conversely, TiO2 exhibits n-type conductivity originated from oxygen vacancies (VOs) or
even excess titanium (Ti) atoms [58].

The main adversity for this research probably refers to the RS cells without structural charac-
terization. Almost all of real oxide samples are never single crystals containing only point defects.
Grain boundaries (GBs) as planar defects in the polycrystalline oxides seem reasonable candidates
for the weakest spots to create conductive filaments at forming and set processes, because GB
diffusion of physical origins of the filaments can be normally dominant rather than bulk diffusion.
Despite the importance of GB, many reports have not considered GBs in theoretical calculations.
In addition, even the structural characterizations of experimental samples, such as crystallinity and
oxygen composition in oxides, have not been given sufficiently for validation as appropriate ref-
erences in most studies. Although several analyses, such as cross-sectional transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) [59–61] or conductive-atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) [50, 62–64], have
been conducted in several studies, the drawbacks of each analysis produce uncertainties and often
hinder the direct and intrinsic characterization of the filaments.

From a practical point of view, atomic-scale filaments have been observed. When a atomic
switch is used as a trigger [14], observation of quantized conductance steps has been reported in
oxide-based RS cells [29, 65–71]. More details are provided in Section 5.1. Although the specific
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characteristics can provide multilevel storage as the basis for analog computing and neuromorphic
computing, the appearance condition of quantized conductance in each cell is not given, and hence,
remains unclear. Furthermore, the author’s group reported the RS operation based on quantized
conductance even in TCMs through accumulated studies [72].

Moreover, RS seems to be a result of the combined effect of the electric field and Joule heat [73].
The thermally enhanced diffusion of ions or vacancies is thought to be dominant, especially in
nonpolar RS, based on thermal simulations under various assumptions [74–76] and the detection
of Joule heat by a temperature mapping microscope [77, 78]. However, these studies are intended
for reset with large current, not reset based on quantized conductance described above.

Therefore, in this thesis, the author focuses on nonpolar RS based on quantized conductance to
obtain the clue for elucidating the universal RS mechanism in binary TMO-based ReRAM cells.
The importance of crystallinity and oxygen composition in resistance change materials is revealed.
In addition, appearance and disappearance conditions of the original nonpolar RS characteristics
are discussed. From the results involving the disappearance of conductance quantization and
conductance fluctuation by heat, the author verifies whether driving force behind reset after semi-
forming is Joule heating.

In Chapter 2, the deposition methods of NiO and TiO2 layers used as the TMO and Pt electrode
are outlined. The TMO layers are deposited by reactive sputtering at various oxygen (O2) flow
rate. The fabrication procedure of the TMO-based RS cells and the deposition systems are also
described. In addition, dependence of deposition rate and oxygen composition in the TMO layers
on O2 flow rate during reactive sputtering is analyzed based on Berg’s model.

In Chapter 3, admittance spectroscopy in Pt/NiO/n-silicon (Si) stack structures and electrical
measurements in Pt/NiO/Pt stack structures are performed. The correlation between the oxygen
composition in the NiO layer and these electrical properties is investigated. Characterization of
localized trap levels and uncertainties of the technique for the NiO layers are discussed.

In Chapter 4, effects of crystallinity of the TMO layers and deposition condition on RS charac-
teristics, especially forming characteristics, in TMO-based RS cells are discussed. The annealing
contributing to oxygen diffusion toward the NiO surface causes changes of the crystalline orienta-
tion, strain, and oxygen composition in the NiO layer. In addition, crystallinity and time-dependent
forming characteristics on NiO and TiO2-based RS cells are investigated. The correlation between
Weibull distributions of time to forming between the TMO-based RS cells and GB density (crys-
tallinity) or the VO concentration (oxygen composition) in the TMO layers is discussed. Moreover,
both a possible reason for the difference of correlation between variations of initial resistance and
distributions of time to forming, and where conductive filaments create in the TMO layers by
forming are also discussed.

In Chapter 5, the appearance condition of conductance quantization in the Pt/NiO/Pt cells
is discussed. Dependence of forming characteristics on the number of VOs at GB triple points
is investigated by TEM-energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX) mapping. In addition, cell
size dependence of forming characteristics is also revealed. In summary, an RS model based on
quantized conductance is proposed.
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In Chapter 6, the physical origin of conductance fluctuation accompanied by conductance
quantization in the Pt/NiO/Pt cells is described. The voltage-driven conductance fluctuation before
and after semi-forming is confirmed, which indicates the cell conductance being a non-integer
multiple of the quantized conductance. In addition, disappearance of conductance fluctuation
as well as conductance quantization by heating to the cells or Joule heating in the NiO layer is
also described. From the viewpoint of voltage- and heat-driven disappearance of the conductive
filament with a QPC and the modification of VOs, driving force behind reset after semi-forming is
discussed.

In Chapter 7, the summary of this thesis and the suggestions for future studies are given.
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Chapter 2

Fabrication of Resistive Switching Cells

2.1 Introduction

Resistive random access memory (ReRAM) can be described as a simple two-terminal device, such
as a resistor and a diode. The description of resistive switching (RS) characteristics is quite difficult
despite its simple device structure. Although an equivalent circuit model of ReRAM may be given
in the strictest sense, including stray capacitance and unignorable leak paths (conductance), RS
cells are assumed to be variable resistors, which depend on applied voltage and each resistance state,
such as the initial state, high-resistance state (HRS), and low-resistance state (LRS). Therefore,
overcurrent through the cells at the transition of resistance states is neglected in experimental cells
larger than a practical RS cell size, although the overcurrent can cause serious problems [1].

As described in Chapter 1, RS cells are composed of oxides sandwiched by metal electrodes. A
variety of combinations of resistance change materials and electrode materials have been proposed
to exhibit an RS operation. Several studies were introduced in Chapter 1, and an endless number
of examples can be given. In addition, these materials with various crystalline structures have
been deposited by numerous methods. In any case, the specific combination of materials and
deposition methods that are most promising is still shrouded in mystery.

In this chapter, the properties of nickel oxide (NiO) and titanium dioxide (TiO2) used as binary
transition metal oxide (TMO) layers in the present study and metal electrode are described. More-
over, their deposition methods are outlined and the deposition systems are explained, as well as the
modifications the author made to accomplish specific purposes. The TMO layers are deposited by
reactive sputtering using a metallic nickel (Ni) or titanium (Ti) target and oxygen (O2) as a reactive
gas together with argon (Ar), which is often used in reactive sputtering. Platinum (Pt) electrodes
are deposited by electron beam (EB) evaporation or sputtering. Furthermore, dependences of de-
position rate and oxygen composition in the NiO layers on O2 flow rate during reactive sputtering
are analyzed based on Berg’s model [2, 3].
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2.2 Metal Deposition for Electrodes

Electrode materials for RS cells affect the RS characteristics, especially a voltage bias polarity for
transitions of resistance states. When an inert electrode is needed, Pt has been most frequently
adopted [4–12]. However, titanium nitride (TiN) is often used [12–15], and other materials used
according to each needed resistance change, including the same materials as a composed element
in the oxide [16, 17]. Silver (Ag) and copper (Cu) are electrochemically active noble metal in
electrolytes and used for ECMs, but they are outside the scope of this thesis.

The selection of an electrode material should take into account that electrode materials can be
oxidized during NiO deposition [18]. RS characteristics may be affected by the oxidation of the
electrode material. Pt is a noble metal, and it is most frequently used as electrodes for TMO-based
RS cells, because stable RS characteristics have been reported in cells with Pt electrodes. The
crystalline structure of Pt is a face-centered cubic (fcc) with a lattice constant of 3.923Å [19].
Pt has a high work function and is insensitive to oxygen. As a result, Pt is often adopted as an
electrode material.

The author used EB evaporation or sputtering as a deposition method for bottom elec-
trodes (BEs) and top electrodes (TEs). Although these methods are forms of physical vapor
deposition that uses a metal source, the deposition mechanism is different as explained below.

In EB evaporation, a source is bombarded with an EB given off by a tungsten (W) filament,
which results in atoms from the solid phase to transform into the gaseous phase. These atoms from
the source are deposited on the surface of samples in the vacuum chamber. The EB deposition
system (ANELVA: L-043E) that the author used enables not only EB evaporation but also resistance
heating deposition. The author tried to use only EB evaporation because the melting point of Pt
is relatively high. The wire-cut Pt source with a purity of 99.99% (4N) is evaporated by an
EB irradiated from the W filament, which is kept out of the deposition area. The accelerating
voltage and background pressure are approximately 4 kV and less than 2.0×10−4 Pa, respectively.
Moreover, the deposition rate of Pt is kept to be under 1.0 Å/s because a larger rate causes
unintentional abrasion from the silicon dioxide (SiO2)/Si substrate. The author adopted adhesion
Ti layers deposited also by EB evaporation to avoid abrasion, as discussed in Section 4.3.

In sputtering, a source is bombarded with energetic particles, particularly ionized inert gas
excited by glow discharge. The incident particles that have a kinetic energy greater than that of
the surface binding energy cause collision cascades and ejection of atoms or molecules from the
source, finally reaching the surface of samples in the vacuum chamber. Sputtering is done using
either AC or DC voltage, depending on the equipment. A radio-frequency (RF) sputtering system
(EIKO: ES-250L) is described in detail in Section 2.3.2. A DC sputtering system (SANYU: SVC-
700TMSG) is compact and has a “desktop” size. The purity of Pt and the Ti target with a diameter
of approximately 49 cm is 99.99% (4N). The target-substrate (T-S) distance and background
pressure of the chamber are 40 mm and less than 1.0×10−3 Pa, respectively. The Ar gas is
introduced through valve regulation to keep pressure and current during depositions of the desired
values.
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2.3 Reactive Sputtering for Transition Metal Oxides

2.3.1 RS material

The author adopted NiO and TiO2 as resistance change materials from the viewpoint of different
types of conductivity, as described in Section 1.3. These materials are well known as promising
resistance change materials because of satisfactory RS characteristics. Moreover, Ni and Ti are
practically used in the back-end of complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) processes
and possess high compatibility with conventional production lines.

NiO is an anti-ferromagnetic material [20] and a charge-transfer-type insulator [21, 22]. The
crystalline structure of NiO is shown in Fig. 2.1, and it exhibits a sodium chloride (NaCl) type
structure with a lattice constant of 4.177Å [19]. A number of studies on the electrical properties of
NiO have been made [23–27]. The RS characteristics of NiO have been also extensively studied
since its RS phenomenon was first reported in 1967 [28].

TiO2 has been examined extensively because it has many applications, such as in photocatalysts,
powder pigments, and antibacterial agents [29]. The crystalline structure of TiO2 is shown in
Fig. 2.2. Among its three main metastable polymorphs, including anatase, rutile, and brookite,
the anatase type and rutile type are relatively stable. The anatase phase is stable near room
temperature (RT) despite its non-equilibrium phase at RT. At temperatures more than 550◦C, the
anatase phase converts to the rutile phase. The temperature of this transformation tends to strongly
depend on the impurities or dopants in TiO2 [30]. As a result, rutile crystal is thermodynamically
the most stable at all temperatures [31].

NiO layers have been deposited by various methods, as described in Section 3.1. In the
present study, sputtering was employed for the deposition of NiO and TiO2 layers because it is
the most simple and widely-used commercial method. Moreover, a TMO layer is deposited using
a metallic target and O2 as a reactive gas together with Ar. This deposition method is known as
reactive sputtering, which is defined by the reaction between atoms sputtered from a metal target
and reactive gas (oxygen molecules) diffused from a discharge gas on the substrate to produce
compound (oxide) layers. When the reaction occurs on the substrate, the deposited layer becomes
a mixture of a metal or oxide, as determined by the deposition rate and O2 gas pressure.

A DC reactive sputtering system is composed of a pair of planar electrodes. When a DC voltage
is applied between a substrate anode and a cathode, a glow discharge occurs and generated Ar ions
are accelerated toward the cathode, which results in sputtering in the cathode target and deposition
of oxides on the substrate. However, in DC reactive sputtering, it is impossible to sustain the
glow discharge if the target surface is covered with an insulating oxide. Nevertheless, RF reactive
sputtering, in which the DC power is replaced by an RF power with a blocking capacitor and an
impedance-matching circuit, enables the sputtering of an insulator.

As a result, RF reactive sputtering enables a control of the amount of O2 process gas during
sputtering [5, 32], and therefore, is suitable for the investigation of the influences of the oxygen
compositions on the RS characteristics.
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2.3.2 Sputtering system

The sputtering system used for NiO deposition (ANELVA L-250-FHL) is composed of sputtering
features on not only the cathode side but also on the anode side. Three planar targets (cathodes)
with a diameter of 2 inches can be set on each magnet electrode on a sputtering gun opposite each
anode (substrate holder). An RF power supply (frequency: 13.56 MHz) under the sputtering guns
is used for glow discharge. The vacuum chambers consist of a sputtering chamber and a load-lock
(LL) chamber so that sample holders can be exchanged without exposing the sputtering chamber to
the air. The sputtering chamber is evacuated by a turbo molecular pump (TMP) with an auxiliary
rotary pump (RP), while the LL chamber is evacuated by another RP. The background pressure
of the sputtering chamber can reach 5×10−5 Pa without substrate heating, by which the substrate
holder can be heated up to 600◦C. Three kinds of gases, such as Ar, O2, and hydrogen (H2) can
be introduced to the sputtering chamber with a flow rate controlled by three separate mass-flow
controllers (MFCs). The schematic illustration of the system is given in Fig. 2.3.

During NiO deposition, a Ni target with a purity of 99.99% (4N) and a mixture of Ar and
O2 as a process gas were used. At the early stage of fabrication of NiO-based RS cells, the
RS characteristics exhibit large dispersion and poor reproducibility. Therefore, the author added
purifiers to the Ar and O2 gas lines, resulting in improved reproducibility. In addition, the most
effective modification of this RF sputtering system is replacement of the MFC for the O2 gas line.
For the appearance of quantum point contact (QPC), the O2 flow rate during the deposition should
be controlled within the extremely narrow window of no more than 0.04 sccm, as described in
Section 5.2.1. However, the conventional maximum flow rate and resolution of the flow rate of
the MFC is 30 sccm and approximately 0.1 sccm, respectively. Therefore, the author replaced the
conventional MFC with new MFC with a maximum flow rate of 3.0 sccm, which means that the
resolution of O2 flow rate was 0.01 sccm.

The author designed and introduced another sputtering system (EIKO: ES-250L), as schemat-
ically shown in Fig. 2.4, to add new targets, such as Ti for TiO2 deposition. The sputtering system
includes at most five planar targets with a diameter of 60 cm. Not only a RF power supply but also
a DC power supply is provided. A substrate holder can be set to manipulator (anode), including
a halogen lamp for heating a substrate in diagonally opposite from a sputtering gun under the
cathode. A main chamber and a LL chamber with a transfer rod (TR) are continuously evacuated
by each TMP with each auxiliary scroll pump (SP). The background pressure of the main chamber
can be less than 1×10−5 Pa. The substrate holder can be heated up to 500◦C and rotated to obtain
uniformly thick deposition layers over the sample holder in plane. The shutter for pre-deposition
is placed under the sample holder, which enables a minimal change in the main chamber state
from pre-deposition to deposition. Three kinds of gases, such as Ar, O2, and nitrogen (N2) can
be introduced to the main chamber through each indispensable purifier with a controlled flow rate
using each MFC. The sputtering system can deposit NiO by introducing a Ni target in addition to
TiO2. However, in the present study mainly TiO2 and Pt/Ti BEs were deposited by RF sputtering
in this system.
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Figure 2.3: A schematic illustration of the sputtering system for NiO deposition.
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During TiO2 deposition, a Ti target with the purity of 99.99% (4N) and a mixture of Ar and O2

as a process gas were used. The author introduced a plasma emission monitor (PEM) to confirm
stable plasma emissions during the pre-sputtering and sputtering. In the similar manner, a logger
software can monitor the self-bias voltage during sputtering by the modification of a connector
line from DC voltage measuring equipment. In addition, the author replaced the conventional
MFC for O2 with a maximum flow rate of 10 sccm, with a new MFC having a maximum flow rate
of 2.0 sccm. Moreover, the author replaced a blank flange and a shutter for target changeout with
two transparent windows to observe the entire target surface, which provides a way to see whether
extraneous particles have fallen on the target surfaces without breaking the vacuum in the main
chamber.

2.3.3 RS cell fabrication

The structure of an RS cell is composed of a TE/TMO/BE stack structure. The typical example
of the cross section of the RS cell is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.5. In this thesis, the author
prepared two kinds of TE/TMO/BE RS samples. One is capacitor-type RS samples, which is easy
to fabricate and a basic type throughout the study. The other is crossbar-type RS samples, which
is used in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 for obtaining smaller cell sizes than those in the capacitor-type
samples. The author used Pt as BEs and TEs as described in Section 2.2.

Capacitor-type Pt/TMO/Pt RS samples were fabricated as follows. A Pt BE was deposited by
RF or DC sputtering on a SiO2/p-Si(100) substrate. A TMO layer as a resistance change material
was subsequently deposited in Ar and O2 gas mixture by using reactive RF sputtering. The details
of the parameters for TMO deposition are explained in every chapter. Pt TEs with a diameter of
50−500 µm were deposited on the TMO layer by EB evaporation through a metal shadow mask.
However, the diameter of less than 100 µm has low precision because of processing dimension of
the metal mask with a thickness of 100 µm. The Pt/TMO/Pt RS cell size is determined by the area
of the Pt TE. An optical microscopy image of a capacitor-type sample is given in Fig. 2.6, where
a number of Pt TEs with different diameters are formed all over a TMO layer. The inner squared
region with round corners is a TMO layer. A Pt BE is on the entire area of the substrate, and is
exposed to the air near the edges of the sample.

Crossbar-type Pt/TMO/Pt RS samples were fabricated as follows. The Pt/TMO/Pt RS cells
were directly sandwiched between bar-shape top and bottom electrodes with pad regions selectively
formed by ultra-violet (UV) photolithography. The details of the parameters for Pt BEs and a
TMO layer are explained in every chapter. Pt TEs were deposited on the TMO layer by RF or DC
sputtering. The TEs of cells were separated from each other to avoid a sneak-path problem [33, 34].
The cell size is equivalent to the cross-point area between both electrodes, which falls in the range
from 4 × 4 µm 2 to 88 × 88 µm 2. In addition, several tens of RS cells with a structure of the
capacitor-type cells are fabricated on planar-BE areas. An optical microscopy image of a crossbar-
type sample is shown in Fig. 2.7. The bar-shape BEs have two pad regions on the left and right
outside the NiO region to contact BE in all cells.
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Figure 2.5: A schematic illustration of the cross section of a sample.

Figure 2.6: An optical microscopy image of a capacitor-type sample.

Figure 2.7: An optical microscopy image of a crossbar-type sample.
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2.3.4 Theory of reactive sputtering

In this subsection, the O2-flow-rate dependences of deposition rate and oxygen composition in the
NiO layers during reactive sputtering were analyzed based on Berg’s model [2, 3]. The details of
the model are described in Appendix A.

The author determined the parameter required for the calculation according to Berg’s model
based on the O2-flow-rate dependence of the experimental O2 partial pressure. The deposition
condition of the NiO layer is for the appearance of QPC, as described in Section 5.2.1. The
dependence exhibits a hysteresis in the O2-flow-rate range of 1.0−1.3 sccm, as shown in Fig. 2.8(a),
which is a typical characteristic of reactive sputtering. The sputtering modes in region below 1.0
sccm and that above 1.3 sccm are called a metallic mode and an oxide mode, respectively. The
values of the parameters are shown in Table 2.1. By using these parameters, the O2-flow-rate
dependences of the deposition rate and oxygen composition x in NiOx are calculated as shown
in Fig. 2.8(b) and (c). Although the gaps between the experimental and calculated values are
relatively large for the deposition rate in an oxide mode and for the oxygen composition in a
metallic mode, the experimental values almost agree with the theory.

For the appearance of QPC, the O2 flow rate during the deposition should be controlled within
the extremely narrow window of no more than 0.04 sccm. One of the window is 0.94−0.98 sccm,
as described in Section 5.2.1. Nevertheless, these values should be tuned depending on changes
in deposition parameters, such as the erosion depth (equivalent to effective target size At) of the
metallic Ni target. In fact, the O2 flow rate for the appearance of QPC was 1.1 sccm in the previous
study of the author’s group [35]. Therefore, the deposition condition for the appearance of QPC
is very difficult to control.

Since the effective target size At can not be measured, how to search for the best value of O2

flow rate for the appearance of QPC is to vary an RF power every 1 W. It seems not to be the best
approach to vary O2 flow rate by a potentiometer, because the resolution of 0.01 sccm is large to
control yet. Figure 2.9 exhibits the calculated dependences with different RF powers. The various
RF powers can correspond to the difference of the ion current density J. The correlation between J

and the RF power turned out to be 0.072 A/cm2 for 90 W, 0.076 A/cm2 for 100 W, and 0.081 A/cm2

for 110 W, respectively, through many experiments during the specific period. The deposition rate
and oxygen composition in a NiO layer are very sensitive to the RF power in the O2-flow-rate range
of 0.9−1.1 sccm. Moreover, another parameter with a relatively large unintentional variation is
the collector size Ac, which corresponds to effective sputtered area including a substrate, not the
actual surface area inside the chamber. The effective area Ac may change due to a memory effect
(previous deposition conditions) and discontinuation of the chamber evacuation. As a result, the
difference between 0.96 sccm and 1.1 sccm as the best value for the appearance of QPC can be
within the expected range, as discussed in Section 5.4.3.

In contrast, the deposition condition in an oxide mode can be more stable, such as TiO2

deposition. From the viewpoint of reproducibility, the deposition in an oxide mode should be
desirable.
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Figure 2.8: O2-flow-rate dependences of (a) O2 partial pressure, (b) deposition rate, and (c)
oxygen composition x in NiOx by experiments and calculation according to Berg’s model.
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Table 2.1: Values of parameters used in a calculation according to Berg’s model.

target size At 4.7 cm2

collector size Ac 320 cm2

sticking coefficient for target αt 0.8
sticking coefficient for collector αc 0.8
sputtering yield of compound Yc 0.1

sputtering yield of metal Ym 0.65
exhausting speed S 0.03 m3/s

ion current density J 0.076 A/cm2
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2.4 Summary

The properties of NiO and TiO2 as binary transition metal oxide (TMO) layers in the present study
and a Pt metal electrode were described. The TMO layers were deposited by reactive sputtering
by using a metallic Ni or Ti target and an O2 as a reactive gas together with Ar. In contrast, Pt
electrodes were deposited by EB evaporation or sputtering. Moreover, the outline of deposition
methods of them and the deposition systems were explained, as well as the modifications the
author performed for improvements of reproducibility of the RS cells and controllability of O2

flow rate. Furthermore, dependences of deposition rate and oxygen composition in the NiO layers
on O2 flow rate during reactive sputtering were analyzed based on Berg’s model.
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Chapter 3

Characterization of Defects in NiO Layers

3.1 Introduction

Nickel oxide (NiO)-based resistive random access memory (ReRAM) cells have been reported
to exhibit a resistive switching (RS) phenomenon. Various NiO deposition methods are adopted,
such as not only reactive sputtering using oxygen (O2) and a metallic nickel (Ni) target [1–5], but
also sputtering using a NiO target, electron beam (EB) evaporation [6], thermal oxidation [7, 8],
pulsed-laser deposition [9], and atomic-layer deposition [10]. However, the common factor among
these methods is that only NiO is used as a resistance change material, and the physical origins of
the RS behavior in the NiO layer have not been clarified.

In the case of single crystalline NiO, most defects under thermal equilibrium are Ni vacancies
(VNis) that act as acceptors, which leads to p-type conduction [11–14]. However, the crystalline
structure of NiO layers deposited by various methods is not actually a single crystal. Moreover, a
non-stoichiometric oxide includes defects, such as oxygen vacancies (VOs) in the matrix. Normally,
point defects (vacancies or interstitials) in ideal oxide matrix act as dopants, which transforms the
material from an insulator to semiconductor [11]. Furthermore, the degree of non-stoichiometry
of NiO layers was rarely determined, and macroscopic oxygen compositions in resistance change
material were not investigated in most studies on RS characteristics. Therefore, characterization of
defects in NiO with various oxygen compositions is one of the reasonable approaches to elucidate
the physical origins and the mechanism of an RS operation.

In this chapter, admittance spectroscopy measurements are performed on NiO layers with
various oxygen compositions deposited on n-silicon (Si) substrates. The oxygen composition x

in NiOx was intentionally changed over the wide range of approximately 1.0 to 1.2, as confirmed
by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS). Current-voltage (I–V ) measurements of plat-
inum (Pt)/NiOx/Pt structures on p-Si substrates are also conducted. The correlation between the
oxygen composition and these electrical properties is discussed.
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3.2 Sample Fabrication

3.2.1 Device structure

To characterize defect levels in a semiconductor material by admittance spectroscopy, a depletion
region in the material is required. The author assumes a Schottky barrier junction between a metal
and a p-type material with a single hole trap level shown in Fig. 3.1. A diffusion potential and a
reverse bias is Vd and Vr, respectively. The deep trap level Et crosses the Fermi level Ef at point
xt less than depletion width w, while the level of shallow acceptor does not cross it. Within the
depletion region, the positive and negative charge increments for a change in bias are spatially
separated.

As described above, NiO is normally considered as a metal deficient oxide, and thus, a p-type
semiconductor [14]. However, the ideal Schottky barrier junction was difficult to obtain in spite
of utilizing many electrodes as a metal with low work function. One of the reasons seems poor
crystallinity of bottom electrode (BE), which may lead to an insufficient clear interface for the
characterization of defects near the interface. Therefore, the author prepared highly-doped n-type
Si substrates (approximately 2 × 1019cm−3) instead of metallic BE on substrates. The admittance
of a pn junction is determined by the changes of the total charge in the junction bias [15]. When an
acceptor concentration Na in the p-type NiO is smaller than a donor concentration Nd in the n-Si,
a space charge region assumingly exists only in the NiO side, as shown in Fig. 3.2, and the n-Si
can be regarded as a metal for a Schottky barrier junction. A reverse bias Vr is zero, and bandgaps
of NiO and Si are approximately 4 eV and 1.1 eV at room temperature (RT), respectively. As a
result, the author attempted to perform the characterization of defect levels in the NiO layers using
the p-NiO/n-Si heterojunction.

The stack structure for admittance spectroscopy is Pt/NiO/n-Si/aluminum (Al), as shown in
Fig. 3.3. After the chemical treatment of the n-Si substrate, NiO layers were deposited on the
substrates by using reactive radio-frequency (RF) sputtering system (ANELVA: L-250-FHL). The
purity of a Ni target was 99.99% (4N). The proportion of O2 in the argon (Ar) + O2 gas mixture was
varied in the range from 3% to 10% to change the oxygen composition in NiO (hereinafter, referred
to as NiOx). The total pressure, substrate temperature (Tsub) and RF power during sputtering were
kept at 1.0 Pa, 300◦C and 100 W, respectively. The thickness of NiOx layers was 200 to 300
nm. The cross-sectional high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) showed the
deposited NiOx layers to be a mixture of both polycrystalline regions with grain sizes of less than
50 nm and amorphous regions. The oxygen composition x of NiOx films was determined as 1.0
to 1.2 by RBS and energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX). Pt electrodes with a diameter of
300 µm were deposited by using an EB-evaporation system (ANELVA: L-043E) through a shadow
mask. Finally, Al layers was deposited on a backside of the n-Si substrates for obtaining an ohmic
contact.

The device structure for RS cell is composed of a typical Pt/NiOx/Pt stack. Pt was deposited
as a BE on the entire area of a p-Si substrate by EB evaporation. The thickness of BEs was
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approximately 100 nm. Over 100 nm-thick NiOx layer was deposited by the method described
above. Approximately 100 nm-thick Pt top electrodes (TEs) was deposited by EB evaporation.
The diameter of TEs was 200, 300, and 500 µm.

3.2.2 Admittance spectroscopy

Admittance spectroscopy is useful for characterization of localized defect levels in semiconductor
bulk or films [16]. Although several defect levels in the materials and their effects on the admittance
should be taken into account [17], only a single deep levels in a p-type semiconductor is assumed
in this subsection.

Admittance spectroscopy can be explained as follows. Admittance Y is divided into conduc-
tance component G and capacitance component jωC;

G
ω
=

ωτ

1 + (ωτ)2∆C, (3.1)

C = CHF +
1

1 + (ωτ)2∆C. (3.2)

Here, ω and τ represent angular frequency of a small AC bias and emission time constant of hole,
respectively. Figure 3.4 shows ideal frequency dependence of these parameters in the films with
a single carrier trap level. CHF and CLF = CHF + ∆C are the high and low frequency limits of the
capacitance, respectively. CHF reflects the change of the charge due to shallow acceptor, while CLF

reflects that due to shallow acceptor and hole trap because hole emission/capture from/to the trap
can occur only at much lower frequency than 1/τ near the point xt in Fig. 3.1.
τ can be estimated from the peak position of G/ω curve because the maximum of G/ω equals

with ∆C/2 at ω = 1/τ in Eq. (3.1). The temperature dependence of τ is given by

τ =
1

Nv⟨vth⟩σp
exp

(
Et − Ev

kBT

)
. (3.3)

Here, Nv is the effective density of states in the valence band, ⟨vth⟩ the mean thermal velocity of
holes, σp the hole capture cross section; kB and T are the Boltzmann constant and the absolute
temperature, respectively. When Nv and ⟨vth⟩ are assumed to be proportional to T3/2 and T1/2,
respectively, the activation energy of the hole trap Et − Ev can be estimated from the Arrhenius
plot of log(τT2).

3.2.3 Experimental procedure

Admittance spectroscopy involves both frequency and temperature dependence of conductance G

and capacitance C. There are two methods to obtain the dependence. One is the plot of parameters
(G and C) as a function of temperature at several frequencies [18], the other is the plot as a
function of frequency at several temperatures [19]. In this study, the author adopted the latter
method because temperature response and stability of the samples during measurements seem to
be insufficient by using prober system below.
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The measurements were carried out by using prober system (Nagase Sangyo: BCT-
20MDCHT). Frequency dependence of G and C was measured using a Yokogawa Hewlett Packard
4192A LF impedance analyzer. Several times of frequency sweep were required in every frequency
range because the frequency step should be linear (impossible to sweep by the logarithmic step)
in the analyzer. The author tried to check G and C measured at zero bias of ceramic capacitors,
capacitance values of which are 1.0 nF and 0.22 nF. Figure 3.5 shows the plots of (G − Gdc)/ω

and C of the ceramic capacitors as a pre-measurement. Here, Gdc is the DC component of the
conductance of the investigated samples, which can be approximated to be the conductance at 10
Hz (the minimum frequency of the impedance analyzer). In the range of sub nF, (G −Gdc)/ω and
C increase abruptly over 3 MHz. The increase originates from LC resonance because C transfers
from positive to negative values at the point of resonance frequency (= 1/2π

√
LC). From the

LC resonance frequency, parasitic inductance L of the electric line in the prober system can be
estimated to be approximately 0.8 µH. The temperature range for the measurements was from 150
K to 400 K in vacuum (< 1 mTorr).

I–V measurement of Pt/NiOx/Pt structures on p-Si substrates were also conducted using a
Keithley 4200-SCS semiconductor parameter analyzer. During I–V and RS measurement, the
bottom electrode was grounded and the bias voltage was applied to the top electrode. The
temperature dependence of I–V characteristics was carried out in the temperature range from 300
K to 550 K.

3.3 Defect Levels in NiO Layers and Resistive Switching
Characteristics

3.3.1 p-NiO/n-Si heterojunction

The author prepared not only Pt/NiOx/n-Si/Al stack cells but a Pt/n-Si/Al cell to check the
intentionally correct operation of the p-NiO/n-Si heterojunction. Figure 3.6 shows the plots of
(G − Gdc)/ω and C measured at zero bias and at RT of both cells, the oxygen composition x in
the NiOx is 1.07. (G − Gdc)/ω of Pt/NiO1.07/n-Si/Al has a single peak, while (G − Gdc)/ω of
Pt/n-Si/Al has no peak. Moreover, capacitance-voltage (C–V ) characteristics of Pt/NiOx/Pt RS
cells indicate almost constant capacitance values irrespective of applied voltage less than forming
voltage. Therefore, Pt/NiOx junction can be regarded as ohmic instead of at least Schottky-like.
As a result, origin of the peaks in various NiOx layers is confirmed to be NiOx/n-Si heterojunction.

The author performed the C–V measurement of a typical NiOx/n-Si heterojunction at RT.
Figure 3.7 shows the result of the cell with oxygen composition x in NiOx of 1.07. The dif-
fusion potential Vd and the net acceptor concentration Ns of NiOx layers were confirmed to be
approximately 0.8 eV and in the 1018 cm−3 range, respectively. The depletion layer width of
the heterojunction was about 10 nm at zero bias, which is much thinner than the thickness of
NiOx layers within x of 1.0−1.2. Furthermore, I–V measurements of the heterojunction were
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also performed. Figure 3.8 shows I–V characteristics of a Pt/NiO1.07/n-Si/Al stack. Although
leak current and tan δ in Fig. 3.7(b) at reverse bias (especially over 1 V) are relatively larger, the
heterojunctions were confirmed to show good rectification at the voltage range of −1 to 0.2 V.
Therefore, the author selected zero DC bias during admittance measurements below.

3.3.2 Dependence of defect levels on oxygen composition in NiO layers

Figure 3.9 shows the plots of (G −Gdc)/ω and C measured at zero DC bias for three p-NiOx/n-Si
heterojunctions as a function of frequency at different temperature. As described in Section 3.2.3,
the sharp rise of (G − Gdc)/ω at more than 3 MHz was confirmed to originate from the reso-
nance caused by the measured capacitance and parasitic inductance (approximately 0.8 µH) of the
measurement system. The result reveals that the NiOx layer has a single defect level, of which
emission time constant decreases with elevated temperature.

Figure 3.10 shows the plots of (G − Gdc)/ω and C measured at RT for the NiOx/n-Si hetero-
junctions with various oxygen composition x as a function of frequency. The localized levels in
NiOx layers strongly depend on the oxygen composition. For the NiOx layers with low oxygen
compositions (x ≦ 1.07), only a single peak is observed in the (G − Gdc)/ω curve, whereas
two peaks (or one peak and a shoulder) exist for the NiOx films with higher oxygen composition
(x ≧ 1.15). For the layers with high oxygen compositions, the capacitance values exhibit a steady
rise toward the low-frequency region, indicating an additional defect level. All of the peak fre-
quencies decrease with elevated temperature. Moreover, the emission time constant at RT (τRT)
increase with an increase in oxygen composition in the NiOx layer. τRT is 1.8 µs for NiO1.05, and
8.8 µs for NiO 1.15. Note that the emission time constant which originates from the additional
defect level is much smaller (0.24 µs) for the NiO1.15.

The energy levels of observed defects located above the valence band edge (equivalent to
Et −Ev) in each NiOx layer are obtained from the Arrhenius plots of log(τT2), as described in
Section 3.2.2. Figure 3.11 shows the Arrhenius plots of log(τT2) in various NiOx/n-Si heterojunc-
tions. The value of Et −Ev in NiOx layers with low oxygen compositions (x ≦ 1.07) is relatively
large, 120−170 meV, while that in layers with higher oxygen compositions (x ≧ 1.10) is smaller
than 100 meV.

3.3.3 Dependence of RS characteristics on oxygen composition in NiO
layers

The author investigated RS characteristics of the Pt/NiOx/Pt stack cells with a TE-diameter of 300
µm at RT. Values of resistance, such as resistance in the initial state Rini, that in high-resistance
state (HRS) RHRS, and that in low-resistance state (LRS), were measured at 0.3 V in this chapter.
Figure 3.12 shows the oxygen composition dependence of Rini in the Pt/NiOx/Pt stack structures.
Rini exhibits remarkable decrease with an increase in the oxygen composition of NiOx layers.
Samples with higher oxygen compositions (x ≧ 1.10) do not show RS operation because Rini is
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too low. The current reaches the compliance level (Icomp) of more than 10 mA before the forming
process occur. The NiOx layers with oxygen compositions of 1.15 and 1.20 were deposited by
reactive sputtering in an oxide mode, which tended to result in low resistance of several tens of Ω.
Conversely, samples with lower oxygen compositions (x ≦ 1.07) exhibit RS operation. The NiOx

layers in these samples were deposited by reactive sputtering in a metallic mode. Rini in a sample
with an oxygen composition of 1.10 indicates 300 Ω, which may be involved in the NiOx layer
deposited in the mixture of the metallic mode and the oxide mode because O2 flow rate corresponds
to a transition region during reactive sputtering.

Note that RS operation was repeatable and stable especially in the Pt/NiO1.07/Pt stack structures.
The author focuses on the RS characteristics of the Pt/NiO1.07/Pt stack structure in the temperature
range of 300− 550 K. Temperature dependences of Rini and RHRS in Pt/NiO1.07/Pt stack structures
with a TE-diameter of 200, 300, and 500 µm are shown in Fig. 3.13. Icomp was set to 10 mA
to avoid damage at forming. Rini and RHRS of the Pt/NiO1.07/Pt stack structure exhibit very
similar temperature dependence. The cell size dependence reveals almost constant resistivity of
the NiO1.07 layer, indicating that Rini and RHRS are proportional to cell size. Moreover, resistivity
of NiO is thermally activated [12, 13, 20], and Rini can be described by:

Rini = R0 exp
(

Ea
kBT

)
, (3.4)

where R0 is a constant and Ea is the activation energy. Therefore, using the Rini values near RT,
the activation energy was estimated. The Arrhenius plots of Rini and RHRS result in the activation
energy Ea of 170 meV.

Figure 3.14 shows the typical RS characteristics of the Pt/NiO1.07/Pt stack structure at 300,
400 and 550 K. The set voltage Vset was confirmed to be independent of current level before set
and measured temperature, whereas the reset voltage Vreset increased with increased current level
before reset. Typical RHRS and RLRS values at 300 K were approximately 40 kΩ and 50 Ω, and
those at 550 K were approximately 2 kΩ and 50 Ω, respectively. Therefore, the approximate
on-off ratio of cell resistance (RHRS/RLRS) is 800 at 300 K and 40 at 550 K.

3.4 Discussion

The concentration of shallow acceptors Ns is obtained from the C–V measurement at high fre-
quency where the holes trapped at defect levels can not follow. In contrast, the concentration of
hole trap levels Nt can be estimated from the equation as [16]

∆C =
ε

w

Nt
Ns

1 − xt
w

1 + xt
w

Nt
Ns

. (3.5)

When xt at which the deep trap level Et crosses the Fermi level Ef is much less than depletion
width w,

∆C ≃ ε
w

Nt

Ns
, (3.6)
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is established. Here, ∆C can be obtained from the frequency dependence of (G − Gdc)/ω and
C as Eqs.(3.1) and (3.2), respectively, and ε is dielectric constant of NiOx layer. Since ∆C can
be obtained from (G − Gdc)/ω and C values at ωτ = 1 by admittance spectroscopy, Nt can be
estimated from the equation as

Nt ≃ 2
(

C
G/ω

�����ωτ=1 − 1
)−1

Ns. (3.7)

The estimated parameters, such as τRT, Et− Ev, Ns, and Nt with various oxygen compositions,
are summarized in Table 3.1. Note that the faster defect level can not be observed for NiO1.10 layers,
and the slower defect level can be observed for only NiOx layers with higher oxygen compositions
(x ≧ 1.15). τRT of each peak tends to increase with increased oxygen composition in NiOx layers.
Although Ns increases with increased oxygen composition, Nt remains unchanged by varying the
oxygen composition.

The concentration of hole trap levels is higher than or equivalent to that of shallow acceptors,
which suggests that most holes in NiOx layers are trapped. NiOx layers with lower oxygen
compositions (x ≦ 1.07) have a relatively high concentration of hole trap levels and high activation
energy. This is why most holes are trapped by the defect levels at RT and Rini is sufficiently
high. Conversely, in the case of NiOx layers with higher oxygen compositions (x ≧ 1.10), the
concentration of shallow acceptors and hole trap levels are high and the activation energy is low,
which suggests that most holes are thermally excited from shallow acceptor even at RT and Rini is
low.

From the viewpoint of RS operation, these different properties of RS originate from the
difference of the energy level of the hole trap located above the valence band edge. The desirable
range of oxygen composition of NiOx layers may be narrow for obtaining repeatable and stable
RS operation. Note that in the p-NiO1.07/n-Si heterojunction, the activation energy of 170 meV is
similar to Et− Ev estimated above from the emission time constant. Carrier conduction in NiO has
been reported according to small polaron hopping [12] or band conduction [21]. The activation
energy of 170 meV reflects most likely the temperature dependence of the carrier concentration in
NiO bulk. Thus, thermal excitation of holes from the defect level at 170 meV above the valence
band edge dominates the electrical conduction, at least, above 300 K.

However, these experimental results include several uncertainties. One is whether a NiOx/n-Si
heterojunction as a Schottky barrier is completely valid or not. In addition, Ns and Nt may not
be neglected compared to donor concentration of approximately 2 × 1019cm−3 in n-Si substrates.
A reverse leak current and the index of tan δ of several samples were relatively large despite
sufficiently small reverse voltages, especially for NiOx layers with higher oxygen compositions
deposited in the oxide mode. Therefore, the author was forced to perform admittance spectroscopy
at only zero DC bias. DC bias dependence of (G−Gdc)/ω and C is necessary to confirm the validity
as a Schottky barrier. Moreover, the author should perform other experiments to characterize defect
levels in the NiOx layers. Deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) is a powerful candidate for
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Table 3.1: Emission time constant at RT, activation energy, and concentration of defect levels
obtained by admittance spectroscopy on NiOx layers with various oxygen compositions.

x in NiOx τRT (µs) Et − Ev (meV) Ns (cm−3) Nt (cm−3)
1.05 1.8 120 2 × 10−18 1 × 10−19

1.07 2.3 170 5 × 10−18 1 × 10−19

1.10 0.18 72 8 × 10−18 5 × 10−19

1.15
0.24 52

1 × 10−19 5 × 10−19

8.8 30 8 × 10−18

1.20
0.88 70

1 × 10−19 5 × 10−19

11 3 1 × 10−19
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the characterization. The signal C(t) is as follows,

C(t) = Cst

{
1 − Nt

Ns
exp

(
− t
τ

)}1/2
(3.8)

≃ Cst

{
1 − 1

2
Nt
Ns

exp
(
− t
τ

)}
. (3.9)

Note that the approximation is effective when Nt is much smaller than Ns, which is not estab-
lished from the results of admittance spectroscopy. Therefore, isothermal capacitance transient
spectroscopy (ICTS) is more appropriate characterization of defect levels in NiOx layers on n-Si
substrates, because the signal S(t) is given by the following equation [22],

S(t) = t
dCst
dt
= C2

st
t
τ

Nt
Ns

exp
(
− t
τ

)
. (3.10)

Second, the crystalline structure of NiOx layers on n-Si substrates for admittance spectroscopy
may be different from that of NiOx layers on a Pt BE, as discussed in Chapter 4. The crystallinity
of a NiOx layer strongly depends on a lower BE, and thus, RS characteristics have clear difference
between NiOx layers on different BEs, or NiOx layers even on the same material deposited by
different methods. Accordingly, the author intended to avoid the uncertainty of different NiOx

crystallinities. However, the author did not confirm the reset process in the Pt/NiOx/n-Si/Al
stack structure, although another study reported that Pt/NiO/n-Si stack structures exhibited an RS
operation [23]. Therefore, a comparison of depth of the trap level Et − Ev estimated from the
emission time constant by admittance spectroscopy and the activation energy Ea derived from
temperature dependence of Rini and RHRS in the Pt/NiO1.07/Pt RS cells may be invalid because
these NiO1.07 layers are not identical.

In addition, the activation energy Ea exhibits unignorable gaps from the results of the author’s
group. It was estimated from the temperature dependence of Rini of the other Pt/NiOx/Pt RS cells
that Ea was approximately 330 meV above 170 K [24]. Although oxygen composition in the NiOx

layer (x was 1.11±0.1 [25]) differs from that in the NiO1.07 layers, the value is twice as large as
170 meV in the Pt/NiO1.07/Pt RS cells. The gap may originate from the difference of NiO layers
because of difference of Pt BEs.

Nevertheless, the on-off ratio of cell resistance is approximately 800 at 300 K and approximately
40 at 550 K. These ratios are sufficiently large to provide a dynamic margin for practical switching
operation. Regarding the rupture of conducting filament paths by Joule heating [26–29], the present
result indicates that the critical temperature of the inner paths at which reset occurs is at least higher
than 550 K. Other emerging nonvolatile memories, such as magnetic RAM (MRAM), will face
severe difficulty in high-temperature operation due to the relatively low Curie temperature, while
the NiO-based RS cells exhibit the potential for many applications at extremely high temperatures.
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3.5 Summary

Admittance spectroscopy measurements were performed on NiOx layers with various oxygen
compositions (x =1.0−1.2). The samples for the measurements were Pt/p-NiOx/n-Si/Al stack
structures as pn heterojunctions. Several properties of the hole trap levels in NiOx layers were
characterized. The activation energy of localized states in NiOx films with low oxygen composi-
tions (x ≦ 1.07) deposited by reactive sputtering in a metallic mode was relatively large, 120−170
meV, while that with higher oxygen compositions (x ≧ 1.10) deposited in the oxide mode was
smaller than 100 meV. The results indicated that most holes were trapped by the defect levels at
RT and Rini was sufficiently high for the low oxygen composition.

The best oxygen composition of NiOx layers turned out to be about 1.07 for obtaining repeatable
and stable RS operation in Pt/NiOx/Pt stack structures. The NiO-based ReRAM cells showed
promise for high-temperature applications in the future, because the present Pt/NiO1.07/Pt stack
structure exhibited repeatable RS operation even at temperature as high as 550 K.
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Chapter 4

Effects of Crystallinity of Transition Metal
Oxides on Resistive Switching
Characteristics

4.1 Introduction

As a resistive switching (RS) mechanism in transition metal oxide (TMO)-based RS cells, the
formation and rupture of conductive filaments composed of oxygen vacancies (VOs) or cation
atoms have been widely accepted [1, 2]. The cell shows reversible transitions by applying repeated
electrical stress between the low-resistance state (LRS) and the high-resistance state (HRS). Al-
though many efforts have been made to find the conductive filament structures, understanding
of the RS phenomenon is still not satisfactory. Forming by the application of electrical stress
to a pristine cell is generally required to create conductive filaments in TMO layers between top
electrodes (TEs) and bottom electrodes (BEs). Therefore, forming is a key for elucidating the RS
phenomenon, especially in binary TMO-based resistive random access memory (ReRAM).

Forming in the cell to create the conductive filament exhibits some analogies with dielectric
breakdown of silicon dioxide (SiO2) thin films in metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structures [2].
Time-dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB) is a useful method for the analysis of failure
mechanism and reliability of insulators in MOS structure. This analysis is based on a percolation
model, where percolation paths are formed by defects due to electrical stress [3–5]. The distribution
of time to forming in ReRAM cells under constant voltage stress can be similar to that of the time
for SiO2 breakdown. Despite the analogy with breakdown, there are few studies with statistical
analyses of time-dependent forming (TDF) characteristics in nickel oxide (NiO)-based ReRAM
cells [6]. In addition, the formation of a conductive filament that includes VOs or is composed
of TinO2n−1 (Magneli phase) seems to be required to induce the RS phenomenon in titanium
dioxide (TiO2)-based ReRAM cells [7]. Although a few papers have reported on the electrical
properties of resistive switching cells with some TiO2 crystallinities [7, 8], it remains unclear how
conductive filaments are formed at grain boundaries (GBs) in a TiO2 layer.
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In this chapter, the author assumes a conductive filament model in the forming process in
pristine TMO-based RS cells. Dependencies of the electrical properties, especially forming
characteristics, of the cells on TMO deposition conditions using a common BEs are investigated.
Effects of TMO crystallinity and deposition condition on TDF characteristics are discussed.

4.2 Changes of Crystalline Structures by Thermal Annealing

4.2.1 Purpose of thermal annealing

Thermal annealing is a most simple method to make an alloyed material or enhance solid-phase
growth in the material, which results in a possible change in a crystal structure and chemical
composition of the material. In a previous study by the author’s group, oxygen desorption from
NiO layers as a resistance change material was observed by thermal annealing with specific
conditions [9]. In addition, thermal annealing without oxygen desorption invoked an increase in
the initial resistance and the activation energy of the resistance, which originates from a change
of formation properties of conductive filaments in the NiO layers [9]. Moreover, another group
reported that forming voltage of hafnium dioxide (HfO2)-based RS cells could be reduced by
high-temperature and high-pressure hydrogen (H2) annealing [10].

For an investigation of the thermal annealing effect, NiO/platinum (Pt) BE stack structures
were fabricated as follows. First, 50-nm-thick Pt BEs were deposited directly on p-silicon (Si) by
electron beam (EB) evaporation. NiO layers were deposited by reactive sputtering in a mixture
of argon (Ar) and oxygen (O2), of which the proportion of O2/(Ar + O2) was 5%. The substrate
temperature and total gas pressure were kept at 300◦C and 1.5 Pa, respectively. The thickness of
the NiO layers was 270 nm for investigation of crystalline structure by X-ray diffraction (XRD) or
approximately 45 nm for other characterizations.

Thermal annealing was carried out without deposition of metallic TEs to avoid a chemical
reaction at the TE/NiO interface, and only the effect at the NiO/BE interface was investigated for
simplicity. Annealing temperature was 400−1000◦C in an O2 or Ar atmosphere. Annealing time
was 5 min, 10 min (only 800◦C and 1000◦C) and 30 min. After the thermal annealing, effects of
various kinds of thermal annealing were investigated.

4.2.2 Effects of thermal annealing

Surface morphologies of NiO layers were characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM).
Figure 4.1 shows typical AFM images of the NiO before and after thermal annealing. When root
mean square (RMS) roughness with a scan size of 2.0 µm × 2.0 µm is adopted, the values of
NiO layers are 0.8−1.4 nm before thermal annealing. Figure 4.1(a) indicates that the grain size of
as-deposited NiO layers is approximately 50 nm. After the thermal annealing at less than 600◦C,
the morphology remained unchanged. In contrast, the roughness and grain size after the thermal
annealing at more than 800◦C increased with increased annealing time and temperature, as shown
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(c) annealed 1000℃,10 min

(a) as-deposited

(b) annealed 800℃,10 min

Figure 4.1: AFM images of (a) as-deposited NiO layers. The morphology changed to (b) after
thermal annealing at 800◦C during 10 min in Ar atmosphere, or (c) after thermal annealing at
1000◦C during 10 min in Ar atmosphere.
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in Fig. 4.1(b) and (c). The annealing temperature dependence of the roughness of NiO layers are
exhibited in Fig. 4.2. The increase in the roughness by O2 annealing was confirmed to be larger
than that by Ar annealing. Moreover, the cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images in Fig. 4.3 revealed a change in the crystalline structure of NiO layers by thermal annealing
at 700◦C for 30 min in an Ar atmosphere. Although the as-deposited NiO layer indicates a mixture
of both polycrystalline regions with grain sizes of approximately 50 nm, the annealing at 700◦C
can enhance a solid-phase growth in the NiO layers, resulting in the expansion of grain size to
approximately 100 nm.

A NiO crystal has a face-centered cubic crystal lattice, and the lattice constant is 4.17Å at room
temperature (RT). XRD curves of NiO/Pt/Si samples before and after the thermal annealing in an
O2 atmosphere are shown in Fig. 4.4. The thickness of NiO layers are approximately 270 nm.
NiO (200) and (111) diffraction peaks are detected respectively at 2θ = 37.2◦ and 43.3◦ because
the X-ray wavelength is 1.5406 Å (CuKα1). Although the Si (200) forbidden diffraction peak is
detected in several samples, the peak is confirmed to depend on whether the thermal annealing
was carried out. The diffraction peaks at 2θ of 37−47◦ revealed a polycrystalline structure in
the NiO and Pt BE layers before the thermal annealing. The thermal annealing at 600◦C can
relax a compressive strain in plane of NiO layers from the shift of the peak position of NiO
(200) diffraction, which agrees with experimental results of a strain relaxation by annealing at
500◦C in vacuum or air [11]. Moreover, the relative intensity of the NiO (200) diffraction peak
tends to increase with increased annealing time and temperature, indicating the acceleration of
crystallization and solid-phase growth in NiO layers.

XRD curves of NiO/Pt/Si samples before and after thermal annealing in an Ar atmosphere
are shown in Fig. 4.5. As a reference, the result for a NiO/Si sample after thermal annealing at
1000◦C for 30 min is added on the top of the curves. The relaxation of the compressive strain and
crystallization in NiO layers can be also confirmed by the thermal annealing at 600◦C. In addition,
separation of the nickel (Ni) phase begins to be observed as a Ni (200) diffraction peak due to the
Ar annealing at more than 600◦C. In addition to the Ni phase, the thermal annealing at 1000◦C
induces an additional shoulder peak on the higher-angle side of the Si diffraction peak. The
appearance of the additional peak may originate from formation of the platinum silicide because
the annealed NiO/Si reference sample does not indicate the peak.

To determine whether thermal annealing changes the oxygen composition in a NiO layer,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM)-energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX) and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) were performed. The oxygen composition represents x in NiOx

as described in Chapter 3. Note that an x value of approximately 1.07 was confirmed in as-
deposited NiOx layers by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) because the quantified x

values from EDX results have a large margin of error based on whether the ZAF method or ϕ(ρz)
method is adopted for correction. Thus, x values of annealed NiOx layers in Fig. 4.6 are only
relative compared with the value of the as-deposited NiO1.07 layer. Figure 4.6 reveals a decrease
of the oxygen composition with elevated annealing temperature. In O2 annealing, however, the
decrease is gradually saturated to the minimum of x=0.9, which indicates an oxygen desorption
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Figure 4.3: Cross-sectional TEM images of (a) as-deposited NiO/Pt sample and (b) annealed
NiO/Pt sample at 700◦C during 30 min in Ar atmosphere.
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thermal annealing in Ar atmosphere.
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caused by heating in a reducible gas (Ar). In fact, the author also confirmed the decrease of the
oxygen composition by nitrogen (N2) annealing at 400−700◦C. Furthermore, the depth profile of
the oxygen composition in the NiO layers was investigated by XPS. Figure 4.7 shows XPS spectra
of the surface of the as-deposited sample after Ar ion sputtering every 10 min. The sputtering rate
is estimated to be approximately 0.9 nm/min because Pt BE appears after the sputtering during
more than 50 nm. Although the depth profile can be estimated by integrating O1s and Ni2p line
peak intensities, the ratio of integrated intensities of the O1s line to those of the Ni2p line is just
a relative value instead of an absolute oxygen composition in a NiO layer. Thus, the oxygen
composition after the sputtering should be normalized to that before the sputtering, as shown in
Fig. 4.8. Thermal annealing tends to decrease the oxygen composition in the NiO layer along
the depth direction, an example of which is O2 annealing at 1000◦C. The result indicates oxygen
diffusion from an inner part near the NiO/Pt interface toward the surface of the NiO layer by the
thermal annealing in both O2 and Ar atmospheres.

4.2.3 Discussion

The thermal annealing changes the crystallinity in NiO layers as described above. The surface
roughness and grain size of NiO layers increase with elevated annealing temperature in O2 and Ar
atmospheres. In conjunction with enhancement of the crystallization and the solid-state growth,
relaxation of a compressive strain in plane of NiO layers can be observed by thermal annealing
at more than 400◦C. These experimental results suggest that the solid-state growth of NiO
eliminates compressive strain from Pt BE and reconfigures the structure according to the intrinsic
crystal lattice of NiO.

In addition, the oxygen composition in NiO layers is also sensitive to thermal annealing at more
than 400◦C, which decreases the oxygen content during thermal annealing. The author’s group
reported that no marked change in the chemical composition of NiO layers was observed after
thermal annealing at lower than 300◦C in an Ar atmosphere [9]. In contrast, the oxygen composition
decreased by thermal annealing at 300◦C in vacuum. Considering the results, whether thermal
annealing is done in an oxidable, reducible gas atmosphere or in vacuum is crucial for varying
degrees of oxygen desorption from the NiO layer, even at the same temperature. Moreover, the
depth profile of the oxygen compositions of NiO layers in Fig. 4.8 should be further considered.
The oxygen composition is regarded as unchanged along the depth direction in the as-deposited
NiO layer, which indicates that a selective sputtering of the NiO can be neglected and the decrease
in depth profile of the oxygen composition in O2-annealed samples are essential. Therefore,
oxygen atoms near the NiO/Pt interface tended to diffuse toward the surface of the NiO layer by
thermal annealing at 400◦C at the lowest. Furthermore, the author also focused on Si2p line peaks
in XPS spectra before and after Ar ion sputtering. The Si2p line peaks were not observed in most
of the samples before and after the thermal annealing. In the case of the Ar sample annealed at
1000◦C, however, a peak at 103.3 eV can be confirmed even at the surface of NiO layers (before
Ar ion sputtering), and the peak gradually shifts to 99.8 eV as the sputtering proceeds. The former
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and latter peaks are attributed to SiO2 (Si4+) and Si (Si0), respectively. The existence of the latter
peak seems to reflect the additional shoulder peak of Si diffraction in Fig. 4.5, which may originate
from formation of platinum silicide. These results suggest that not only O2 in NiO but also Pt and
Si can diffuse toward the surface during thermal annealing at 1000◦C in an Ar atmosphere. As a
result, especially in a reducible gas atmosphere, too high of an annealing temperature should be
avoided to prevent the diffusion of Pt or Si. The authors will adopt thermal oxide (SiO2) covered
Si substrates instead of Si substrates going forward because a barrier layer between the Pt BE and
Si substrate is needed to prevent the formation of platinum silicide.

Next, the author investigated effects of thermal annealing on the electrical and RS characteristics
in the NiO/Pt samples. A tungsten (W) probe directly contacts the NiO surface instead of TEs.
The cell size nearly corresponds to a contact area of the probe with a tip curvature radius of
approximately 25 µm. The BE was grounded and a bias voltage was applied to the W probe.
The RS characteristics of W/NiO/Pt stacks were measured in a voltage-sweep mode by using a
Keithley 4200-SCS semiconductor parameter analyzer at RT in air. The author confirmed that
initial resistance (Rini) at 0.1 V was over the range of 1 to 100 MΩ before the thermal annealing.
After forming with a compliance current of 10 mA, RS operation can be observed. Typical
resistance in the low resistance state (RLRS) is 50−80 Ω. After the thermal annealing, the RLRS

changes as shown in Fig. 4.9, and the RS operation was confirmed. The RLRS values gradually
increase with elevated annealing temperature. Here, in the samples annealed at more than 800◦C
in an Ar atmosphere, Rini values were lower than 3 kΩ (indicated in Fig. 4.9 as RLRS), but RS
did not occur. This initial low resistance can originate from the diffusion of Pt and Si into NiO
layers. Note that several contact points in the samples annealed at 400◦C in an Ar atmosphere
and at more than 600◦C in an O2 atmosphere exhibit RS characteristics with multiple ranges of
resistance in the high-resistance state (RHRS). An example of the RS characteristics is shown in
Fig. 4.10. Although two RHRS values (RHRS1 and RHRS2) can be obtained in this case, whether
RHRS after reset indicates RHRS1 or RHRS2 was uncontrollable, nor could the author control reset
voltage. However, the specific RS operation holds potentialities for multiple resistance states
because thermal annealing changed the properties of NiO.

4.3 Crystallinity of Transition Metal Oxides

4.3.1 RS cell fabrication

As a resistance change material, the author adopted NiO and TiO2 hereinafter in this chapter. A
NiO is normally regarded as a p-type semiconductor as described in Chapter 3, while a TiO2 is
well known as a typical n-type semiconductor. Materials for both electrodes were Pt for simplicity.

Pt/NiO/Pt stack structures were fabricated as follows. A Pt layer as a BE was deposited
with a thickness of 80−100 nm on a SiO2(200 nm)/p-Si substrate as discussed in Section 4.2.3.
The authors inserted a titanium (Ti) layer between Pt BE and SiO2 interface because Pt removes
easily without sticking sufficiently to SiO2 sometimes especially when a Pt layer was deposited
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by EB evaporation with a higher deposition rate than 1.0 Å/s. The thickness of the Ti inserted
layers was approximately 5 nm and thereby adhesion force enough. A NiO layer as a resistance
change material was deposited on the BE in an Ar and O2 gas mixture by using reactive radio-
frequency (RF) sputtering system (ANELVA: L-250-FHL). The purity of a metallic Ni target was
99.99% (4N). The thickness of NiO layer (dNiO) was varied from 30 nm to 100 nm for RS cells
and over 100 nm for structure analyses. Pt TEs with diameters in the range from 50 µm to 500
µm were deposited on the NiO layer by EB evaporation through a metal shadow mask. A cell size
is equivalent to a TE area. The above is a common procedure in fabrication of Pt/NiO/Pt stack
structures.

Two kinds of BE layers were prepared, deposited either by EB evaporation or RF sputtering
(SP). A sample with the Pt/NiO/Pt cells using Pt BE deposited by EB or SP is referred to as the
EB-Pt samples or SP-Pt samples, respectively. The deposition of Pt BE in the SP-Pt samples was
carried out by using multi-target sputtering system (EIKO: ES-250L). The purity of a metallic
Pt target was 99.99% (4N). The deposition conditions of Ti adhesion layers and Pt BEs by RF
sputtering are summarized in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, respectively. The substrate temperature
during NiO deposition in one condition (condition A) was RT. Condition A was adopted as the
standard deposition condition of NiO layers in the EB-Pt samples. After the author’s group
introduced Pt BE deposited by RF sputtering, NiO deposition at high substrate temperature was
basically adopted from the viewpoint of high reproducibility of the deposition. Here, the authors
investigated temperature dependence of a surface morphology of Pt BE on SiO2(200 nm)/p-Si
substrate after a thermal treatment in vacuum during 1 hour in the sputtering chamber (ANELVA:
L-250-FHL) [12]. This condition of the thermal treatment corresponds to before pre-sputtering
for the NiO deposition. The surface morphology and grain size of Pt were confirmed to remain
almost unchanged compared with the as-deposited sample when the temperature was less than
450◦C. Therefore, the author adopted basically 350◦C as a substrate temperature during the NiO
deposition. After the optimization of deposition condition, NiO layers in the SP-Pt samples were
deposited under condition B, which was different from condition A. The Ar and O2 flow rates,
and substrate temperature in condition A and condition B are summarized in Table 4.3. Unless
otherwise specified, the condition A or condition B was adopted in the EB-Pt samples or the SP-Pt
samples as the deposition condition of NiO layers, respectively.

In contrast, Pt/TiO2/Pt stack structures were fabricated as follows. A Pt layer as a BE in the
EB-Pt samples was deposited in the same method as described above. The deposition of Pt BE in
the SP-Pt samples was carried out by using DC sputtering system (SANYU: SVC-700TMSG). The
purity of a metallic Pt target was also 99.99% (4N). The pressure and current during depositions of
Ti adhesion layers and Pt BEs by DC sputtering were kept to be approximately 0.8 Pa and 30 mA,
respectively. The thickness of the Pt BE layers was 25−70 nm. Next, a TiO2 layer as a resistance
change material was deposited on the BE layer by using reactive RF sputtering system (EIKO:
ES-250L). The purity of a metallic Ti target was 99.999% (5N). The deposition condition of TiO2

layers summarized in Table 4.4. The thickness of the TiO2 layers was in the range of 30−50 nm
for RS and over 100 nm for structural analyses. Pt TEs with a circular shape and diameters of
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Table 4.1: Deposition condition of Ti adhesion layers by RF sputtering.

Ar flow rate (sccm) O2 flow rate (sccm) Substrate temperature
5.0 − RT

Pressure (Pa) RF power (W) Deposition rate (nm/min)
0.25−0.3 255 3

Table 4.2: Deposition condition of Pt bottom electrodes by RF sputtering.

Ar flow rate (sccm) O2 flow rate (sccm) Substrate temperature
5.0 − RT

Pressure (Pa) RF power (W) Deposition rate (nm/min)
0.25−0.3 245 8

Table 4.3: Ar and O2 flow rates, and substrate temperature in condition A and condition B during
NiO deposition by RF sputtering.

Ar flow rate (sccm) O2 flow rate (sccm) Substrate temperature
condition A 9.1 0.8−0.9 RT
condition B 7.8 1.04−1.10 350◦C

Table 4.4: Deposition condition of TiO2 layers by RF sputtering.

Ar flow rate (sccm) O2 flow rate (sccm) Substrate temperature
10.0 1.0 RT

Pressure (Pa) RF power (W) Deposition rate (nm/min)
0.675 290 0.4
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100−200 µm were deposited on the TiO2 layer by EB evaporation through a metal shadow mask.
The thickness of the Pt TE layers was approximately 25 nm.

If the EB-Pt samples with NiO layers and with TiO2 layers are potentially confusing, these
samples will be designated as “EB-Pt NiO samples” and “EB-Pt TiO2 samples”, respectively. The
same is true of the SP-Pt samples.

4.3.2 Crystalline Structure

The authors investigated crystallinity of a resistance change material before performing electrical
measurements, because the crystallinity (of NiO layers or TiO2 layers in this section) naturally
affects to the electrical and RS characteristics of the RS cells as discussed in Section 4.2.

First of all, surface morphologies of the samples were characterized. Figure 4.11 shows typical
AFM images of Pt BE layers of (a) the EB-Pt sample and (b) the SP-Pt sample deposited by RF
sputtering. The thickness of the Pt BE of the SP-Pt sample was 60 nm and that of the EB-Pt
samples was either 70 or 25 nm: the latter is designated as the “thinner EB-Pt sample” shown in
Fig. 4.11(c). Pt BE layers deposited by RF sputtering are for the SP-Pt NiO samples. A typical
AFM image of Pt BE layers deposited by DC sputtering is shown in Fig. 4.11(d). A root-mean-
square (RMS) roughness value from a scan area of 0.5 µm × 0.5 µm was used hereinafter as an
index for the surface roughness. The typical roughness values of Pt BE layers deposited by RF and
DC sputtering are approximately 0.5 nm in common. The value of the Pt BE surface of the EB-Pt
sample (0.6−0.8 nm) is greater than that of the SP-Pt sample. Conversely, the Pt BE roughness
value of the thinner EB-Pt sample (0.3−0.4 nm) is smaller than that of the SP-Pt sample.

Figure 4.12 shows typical AFM images of NiO layers of the EB-Pt sample and the SP-Pt
sample. The typical values of NiO layers with a thickness of 50 nm of the EB-Pt samples and the
SP-Pt samples are 0.9−1.1 nm and 0.5−0.7 nm, respectively. Although the surface roughness of
NiO layers increases with increased NiO thickness, the NiO surface basically reflects the Pt BE
surface. In the case of TiO2 with a thickness of approximately 30 nm, typical AFM images of
TiO2 of the EB-Pt samples and the SP-Pt samples are shown in Fig. 4.13. Although the thickness
of the TiO2 layers was almost the same, the roughness values of the TiO2 layers increase as the
thickness of the Pt BE layer increases. Note that the typical value of the TiO2 layers of the SP-Pt
samples (0.9−1.0 nm) is smaller than that of the thinner EB-Pt samples (1.0−1.1 nm), although
the Pt BE roughness value of the SP-Pt samples is larger than that of the thinner EB-Pt samples.
Thus, the TiO2 surface reflected the Pt BE surface as in the case of NiO surface, and however, the
deposition method (EB evaporation or sputtering) for the Pt BE layer induce clear difference on
the TiO2 surface.

Next, the authors investigated the typical depth profile of the microscopic structure of resistance
change materials. Figure 4.14 shows typical cross-sectional TEM images of the EB-Pt NiO samples
and the SP-Pt NiO samples. Whereas Pt BEs in the EB-Pt samples contain granules, Pt BE layers
in the SP-Pt samples exhibit a columnar polycrystalline structure with a grain diameter of tens of
nanometers. The NiO/Pt interface in the EB-Pt samples is confirmed to be more rough than that in
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(c) thinner EB-Pt sample

(a) EB-Pt sample (b) SP-Pt sample (RF)

(d) SP-Pt sample (DC)

Figure 4.11: AFM images of Pt BE layers of (a) the EB-Pt samples, (b) the SP-Pt samples
deposited by RF sputtering, (c) the thinner EB-Pt samples, and (d) the SP-Pt samples deposited
by DC sputtering. A thicknesses of the Pt BE layer is (a) 70 nm and (c) 25 nm.
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(a) EB-Pt sample (b) SP-Pt sample

Figure 4.12: AFM images of NiO with a thickness of 50 nm of (a) the EB-Pt samples and (b) the
SP-Pt samples.

(c) thinner EB-Pt sample

(a) EB-Pt sample (b) SP-Pt sample

Figure 4.13: AFM images of TiO2 with a thickness of 30 nm of (a) the EB-Pt samples, (b) the
SP-Pt samples, and (c) the thinner EB-Pt samples. A thickness of the Pt BE layer is (a) 70 nm and
(c) 25 nm.
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NiO NiO

Pt Pt

(a) (b)50 nm 50 nm 

Figure 4.14: Cross-sectional TEM images of (a) the EB-Pt NiO samples and (b) the SP-Pt NiO
samples.
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the SP-Pt samples. Moreover, the crystallinity of the NiO layers in the EB-Pt samples seems to be
granular such as the Pt, and the structure of the NiO layers in the SP-Pt samples indicates columnar
polycrystalline as expected. In contrast, typical cross-sectional TEM images of the SP-Pt TiO2

sample and the EB-Pt TiO2 sample are shown in Fig. 4.15(a) and (b), respectively. Although the
TiO2 layers of both samples seem to be composed of granules near the TiO2/Pt BE interface, the
crystallinity of the TiO2 layer in the SP-Pt sample appeared to be better than that in the EB-Pt
sample, particularly at the region far from the interface. Selected-area electron diffraction (SAED)
images taken from the TiO2 areas in Fig. 4.15(a) both at a distance of approximately 60 nm from
the TiO2/Pt interface and near the interface in the EB-Pt sample, as shown in Fig. 4.16. Several
diffraction spots of d1, d2, and d3 exhibit rutile-type TiO2 (110), (101), and (310), respectively.
Thus, the EB-Pt sample in Fig. 4.16(b) exhibits more diffraction spots based on different crystalline
phases than the SP-Pt sample in Fig. 4.16(a). As a result, at greater distances from the TiO2/Pt
interface, the crystallinity of the TiO2 layer tends to improve. Note that the difference of the
crystallinity of the TiO2 layer along the thickness direction is not an important factor for the
Pt/TiO2/Pt RS cells because the TiO2 layers are sufficiently thin. Rather the crystallinity depends
on the deposition method of the Pt BE layers as described above.

The authors attempted to confirm the crystalline structure and the crystalline orientation by
non-destructive method. One of the appropriate characterization methods is XRD. However, if the
structure of characterized layers is not single crystal, the thickness of the layer should be relatively
large (normally larger than the thickness of resistance change materials in RS cells) because the
intensities of the XRD diffraction peaks are too weak.

Figure 4.17 shows out-of-plane XRD curves of both the NiO samples. The thickness of NiO
layers is approximately 100 nm. The XRD curves reveal that not only the NiO layer but also
the Pt BE in the EB-Pt samples exhibits diffraction peaks by both (111) and (200) planes, which
indicates that the crystalline orientation is not so strong. In contrast, columns of the NiO layer
and Pt BE in the SP-Pt samples are preferentially oriented to the [111] direction, which agrees the
cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) shown in Fig. 4.14(b). In the case of a sample with NiO deposited
under condition B on an EB-Pt layer, it was confirmed that the AFM image of NiO resembles
the typical NiO surfaces deposited under condition A on the EB-Pt layers (namely of the EB-Pt
samples), and that a NiO (200) peak in XRD was observed. In contrast, Fig. 4.18 shows out-of-
plane XRD curves of both the TiO2 samples. The thickness of TiO2 layers is approximately 500
nm. The Pt (111) and (200) diffraction peaks can be observed in the EB-Pt samples, whereas only
(111) diffraction peak from Pt BE exhibits in the SP-Pt samples in analogy with NiO samples.
Furthermore, both TiO2 samples include many diffraction peaks corresponding to anatase-type
TiO2, whereas the EB-Pt samples indicate the existence of rutile-type TiO2 component. Therefore,
the crystalline structure of NiO and TiO2 layers strongly depends on that of Pt BE. The tendency
is confirmed to be true in the sputtering parameters during NiO or TiO2 deposition,

The authors performed in-plane XRD measurements, irradiating both samples with X-ray at a
small incident angle because the diffraction peaks from polycrystalline thin films for RS cells is
available. In-plane XRD measurements for NiO samples were not conducted because the thickness
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(a) (b)Pt Pt

TiO 2 TiO2

Figure 4.15: Cross-sectional TEM images of (a) the EB-Pt TiO2 samples and (b) the SP-Pt TiO2

samples.
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(b)
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Figure 4.16: Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns of (a) an area of TiO2 at a distance
approximately 60 nm from the TiO2/Pt interface and (b) an area of TiO2 near the interface of the
EB-Pt sample. Several diffraction spots of d1, d2, and d3 indicates rutile-type TiO2 (110), (101),
and (310), respectively.
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Figure 4.17: Out-of-plane XRD curves of (a) the EB-Pt NiO samples and (b) the SP-Pt NiO
samples. The thickness of NiO layers is approximately 100 nm.
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Figure 4.18: Out-of-plane XRD curves of (a) the EB-Pt TiO2 samples and (b) the SP-Pt TiO2

samples. The thickness of TiO2 layers is approximately 500 nm.
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of NiO layers is nearly equivalent to that in RS cells and out-of-plane XRD of the samples already
done. The XRD patterns of Pt/TiO2/Pt RS samples were also investigated, as shown in Fig. 4.19.
Pt BEs were deposited by EB evaporation (the EB-Pt sample) and sputtering (the SP-Pt sample),
and the thickness of TiO2 was 40 nm. Although the SP-Pt sample is expected to exhibit only a
(220) diffraction peak from Pt BEs, corresponding to the [11̄0] plane perpendicular to the [111]
preferential orientation, additional diffraction peaks from (111), (200), and (220) are detected,
as shown in Fig. 4.19(b). Thus, the in-plane XRD measurements reveal that the SP-Pt sample
contains Pt TEs and additional peaks derived from the polycrystalline Pt TEs with an almost
random orientation. Several diffraction peaks from rutile-type TiO2 (110), (101), and (310) in
Fig. 4.19(a) agree with the SAED images shown in Fig. 4.16. Moreover, the diffraction peaks
from the TiO2 layers in both samples reveal that the crystalline structure of the TiO2 layers in both
samples is mainly a rutile-type polycrystal. Here, the integrated intensity ratio of the rutile-type
TiO2 (101) to (310) diffraction peaks in the SP-Pt sample was more than twice as high as that
of the EB-Pt sample. The EB-Pt sample peak ratio was very similar to that of powdered TiO2

with randomly oriented crystallites. Furthermore, the grain size from full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the rutile-type TiO2 (101) diffraction peaks was estimated by using the Scherrer
equation. The FWHM is 1.0 degree in the EB-Pt sample and 1.3 degree in the SP-Pt sample.
Although the estimated grain size of TiO2 in the EB-Pt sample is a bit larger than that in the SP-Pt
sample, the EB-Pt sample includes an anatase-type TiO2 component, as shown in Fig. 4.19(a),
and the in-plane crystalline orientation of the rutile-type TiO2 (101) in the SP-Pt sample is greater,
These results indicate that the TiO2 crystallinity of the SP-Pt sample is better than that of the
EB-Pt sample. In addition, compared to Fig. 4.19(a) and (c), Pt BE thickness tends to affect the
crystallinity of the TiO2 layers. The crystalline structure of the TiO2 layers on the thinner EB-Pt
samples is amorphous. Therefore, the crystalline orientation of the TiO2 layers as well as NiO
layers depends on the deposition method of the lower Pt BE layers.

4.3.3 Discussion

The crystallinities of NiO and TiO2 layers are confirmed to depend on the crystallinity of Pt BE
as described in Section 4.3.2. NiO layers on Pt BEs deposited by sputtering are preferentially
oriented to the [111] direction, which agrees with the XRD results of the author’s group in the
same structures with NiO thickness of 640 nm [12]. The author determined that the cause of the
strong [111] crystalline orientation of the NiO can be the [111]-oriented columnar polycrystalline
structure of Pt BEs, because both NiO and Pt compose a cubic crystalline structure. The difference
of crystal lattice constant between them is only approximately 6%, and thus, a NiO layer has a
high affinity for a Pt BE. In contrast, TiO2 composes normally three types of crystal forms. In
the author’s results, anatase and rutile-type with different crystalline structures each other can be
obtained. A TiO2 layer does not have affinity for Pt BEs because the crystalline structures of
anatase and rutile-type TiO2 differ from cubic one such as Pt. However, the crystalline structure of
TiO2 layers exhibits dependence of the crystalline orientation of Pt BEs. Note that the crystalline
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Figure 4.19: In-plane XRD curves of (a) the EB-Pt TiO2 samples, (b) the SP-Pt TiO2 samples,
and (c) the thinner EB-Pt TiO2 samples. The thickness of TiO2 layers is approximately 40 nm.
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structure of TiO2 layers changes as the TiO2 thickness increases. Figure 4.20 shows typical cross-
sectional TEM images of the EB-Pt TiO2 samples and the SP-Pt TiO2 samples. Although both
samples near the TiO2/Pt interface exhibit seemingly amorphous regions (irregular vague parts
in the figure), the average thickness of the amorphous in the EB-Pt sample is larger than that
in the SP-Pt sample. Considering the SAED images shown in Fig. 4.16 taken from the area in
the EB-Pt sample, amorphous regions seem to transfer gradually to rutile-type TiO2 as a TiO2

thickness increases. Furthermore, the in-plane XRD curves shown in Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.21
reveal that the rutile-type TiO2 transfers finally to anatase-type TiO2. The fact that the crystallinity
of the TiO2 layer improves as a TiO2 thickness increases, which suggests that the influence of
crystalline orientation of the Pt BE on the crystallinity of the TiO2 layer decreased gradually during
deposition. In addition, comparison between the out-of-plane XRD in Fig. 4.18 and in-plane XRD
in Fig. 4.21 reveals the stronger [001] crystalline orientation of the anatase-type TiO2 in the SP-Pt
samples to the thickness direction than in the EB-Pt samples. As a consequence, the influence of
crystalline orientation of the Pt BE in the EB-Pt samples is weaker than that in the SP-Pt samples.
The results above indicate the possibility of controlling the crystalline structure and the crystalline
orientation of TiO2.

The author should consider the effect of NiO deposition condition on the crystallinity of the
NiO layers. In short, the difference of condition A for the EB-Pt samples and condition B for
the SP-Pt samples is complicated, and therefore, the author confirmed the effect. The substrate
temperature during NiO deposition was 350◦C or RT. NiO layers in both samples were deposited
under the same condition at each substrate temperature. The Ar and O2 flow rates were 7.8 sccm
and 1.00 sccm at total gas pressure of 0.6 Pa, respectively, in which the reactive sputtering mode
was kept as a metallic mode. As a referenced sample, the author prepared a NiO layer deposited
in an oxide mode on the SP-Pt BE. The Ar and O2 flow rates were 7.8 sccm and 2.00 sccm at total
gas pressure of 0.64 Pa, respectively. The thickness of NiO layers was approximately 30 nm.

Figure 4.22 exhibits typical cross-sectional TEM images of these NiO samples. These typical
characteristics (contrast, Moiré fringe, etc.) indicate a granular polycrystalline structure of NiO
layers on the EB-Pt BEs and a columnar polycrystalline structure of NiO layers on the SP-Pt BEs
irrespective of substrate temperatures during NiO deposition. The NiO/Pt interface roughness on
the EB-Pt BEs is larger than that on the SP-Pt BEs. Nevertheless in Fig. 4.22(e), the crystalline
structure of the NiO layer deposited in an oxide mode exhibits remarked difference from others.
In-plane XRD curves shown in Fig. 4.23 confirms the results from the viewpoint of crystalline
orientations. Obvious diffraction peaks from (111), (200), and (220) of both NiO layers and Pt
BEs are obtained in the EB-Pt samples, indicating that the crystalline orientation of NiO layers
and Pt BEs is almost random. In contrast, Pt (220) and NiO (220) diffraction peaks is much
stronger than the other peaks in the SP-Pt samples. The (220) diffraction peaks in in-plane XRD
curves correspond to the [11̄0] plane perpendicular to the [111] preferential orientation along
the thickness direction of NiO layers and Pt BEs. The substrate temperature dependence of their
crystalline orientation reveals that the preferential degree of [111]-oriented NiO columnar structure
becomes stronger as the substrate temperature during NiO deposition enhances on the SP-Pt BEs.
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Figure 4.20: Typical cross-sectional TEM images of (a) the EB-Pt TiO2 samples and (b) the SP-Pt
TiO2 samples. The thickness of TiO2 layers is approximately 500 nm.
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Figure 4.21: In-plane XRD curves of (a) the EB-Pt TiO2 samples and (b) the SP-Pt TiO2 samples.
The thickness of TiO2 layers is approximately 500 nm.
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Figure 4.22: Typical cross-sectional TEM images of NiO samples. NiO layers were deposited at
350◦C on (a) EB-Pt BEs and (b) SP-Pt BEs, or at RT on (c) EB-Pt BEs (d) SP-Pt BEs, respectively.
In addition, NiO layers were deposited at RT on (e) SP-Pt BEs in the oxide mode.
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Figure 4.23: In-plane XRD curves of NiO samples. NiO layers were deposited at 350◦C on (a)
EB-Pt BEs and (b) SP-Pt BEs, or at RT on (c) EB-Pt BEs (d) SP-Pt BEs, respectively. In addition,
NiO layers were deposited at RT on (e) SP-Pt BEs in the oxide mode. The thickness of NiO layers
is approximately 30 nm.
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Intriguingly, the NiO layer deposited in an oxide mode suggests the [111]-oriented NiO component
on the SP-Pt BEs, weaker than that in NiO layer deposited in a metallic mode.

4.4 Weibull Distribution of Forming Characteristics

4.4.1 Weibull distribution

TDDB is a widely accepted characterization technique of breakdown in SiO2 of MOS structures.
This analysis is based on a percolation model, where percolation paths are formed by defects due
to electrical stress [3–5]. The statistics of the time to breakdown (tBD) can be described by the
Weibull distribution:

F = 1 − exp
( tBD
α

) β
, (4.1)

W = ln(− ln(1 − F)) = β ln(tBD) − β ln(α), (4.2)

where F is the cumulative breakdown probability, W the index of Weibull distribution (Weibit),
α a scale factor which means a modal value of 63% of the samples to breakdown, and β a shape
factor equivalent to a slope of Weibit.

Forming in RS cells by a conductive filament exhibits some analogies with dielectric breakdown
of SiO2 thin films in MOS structures [2]. The distribution of time to forming in RS cells under
constant voltage stress can be similar to that of time to SiO2 breakdown. Despite the analogy
with breakdown, there are few studies on statistical analyses of TDF characteristics in RS cells
using NiO, which is known as one of the most promising TMOs [6]. In this section, the authors
investigated TDF characteristics in Pt/NiO/Pt and Pt/TiO2/Pt cells in the EB-Pt samples and the
SP-Pt samples. The characteristic parameters in constant voltage TDF of time to forming (tform)
can replace tBD described above.

In electrical measurements, a Pt BE was grounded and the positive or negative bias voltage
was applied to a Pt TE. Current-voltage (I–V ) characteristics of the cells were measured in a
voltage-sweep mode using a Keithley 4200-SCS semiconductor parameter analyzer at RT. The
current compliance (Icomp) was set to be 10 mA to prevent catastrophic breakdown of the cells at
forming. Note that most of the cells in both samples were confirmed to exhibit unipolar and bipolar
type RS characteristics after forming. Forming voltage (Vform) in cells in NiO samples exhibits a
large variation, as shown in Fig. 4.24. For example, Vform values in the EB-Pt NiO samples are
4.0−6.0 V, and the values in the SP-Pt NiO samples are 3.5−7.5 V. Values of initial resistance
(Rini) at 0.1 V in the EB-Pt NiO samples with a NiO thickness of 50 nm and a TE diameter of
100 µm are in the range of 10−200 kΩ, whereas the values in the SP-Pt NiO samples with a NiO
thickness of 60 nm and a TE diameter of 200 µm are approximately 70 kΩ.

Figure 4.25 shows typical I–V characteristics in the initial state obtained by a voltage sweep of
the Pt/TiO2/Pt resistive switching cells with a TiO2 thickness of 30 nm. The range of Vform values
in the EB-Pt TiO2 samples is 2.7−5.1 V, whereas that in the SP-Pt TiO2 samples is 5.0−9.3 V.
Similar tendencies for the forming characteristics in samples with the other TiO2 thickness were
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Figure 4.24: Typical current-voltage curves in (a) the EB-Pt NiO samples with a TE-diameter of
100 µm and a NiO thickness of 50 nm, and in (b) the SP-Pt NiO samples with a TE-diameter of
200 µm and a NiO thickness of 60 nm.
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Figure 4.25: Typical current-voltage curves in (a) the EB-Pt TiO2 samples and (b) the SP-Pt TiO2

samples. A TE-diameter and TiO2 thickness are 100 µm and 30 nm, respectively.
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confirmed. The distributions of Rini for the EB-Pt TiO2 samples and the SP-Pt TiO2 samples with
different TiO2 thickness was also investigated. Here, Rini denotes cell resistance at 1 V, because the
resistivity of TiO2 layers are much larger than that of NiO layers. In the case of a TiO2 thickness of
30 nm, the ranges of Rini in the EB-Pt TiO2 samples and the SP-Pt TiO2 samples are from 0.1 MΩ
to 2 GΩ and from 40 GΩ to 350 GΩ, respectively. This result indicates that the Rini values in the
EB-Pt TiO2 samples are smaller than those in the SP-Pt TiO2 samples. Furthermore, the variation
of Rini in the EB-Pt TiO2 samples is much larger than that in the SP-Pt TiO2 samples. As a result,
variation of Rini does not affect that of Vform although Vform tends to increase with an increase in
Rini.

Values of tform in the cells were measured while keeping a constant applied voltage, value of
which (setting voltage: VS) was 50−95% of the typical Vform in each sample. Typical current-time
(I−t) characteristics during constant voltage stress are shown in Fig. 4.26. Here, Icomp was selected
as 10 mA to prevent sudden breakdown of the cells at forming. Figure 4.26(a) shows several I−t

curves of the EB-Pt NiO samples with a TE-diameter of 50 µm and a NiO thickness of 50 nm
under VS of 3.25 V. The range of current levels at even the same voltage reflects a large distribution
of initial cell resistance. Figure 4.26(b) shows several I − t curves of the SP-Pt NiO samples
with a TE-diameter of 200 µm and a NiO thickness of 80 nm under VS of 7.0 V. These figures
demonstrate that cell resistance remains almost unchanged before abrupt resistance degradation
(forming). After forming, all of the cells in both samples were confirmed to exhibit sufficiently
low resistance in the range of 20−200 Ω and to show repeatable RS characteristics.

Figure 4.27 shows the typical I−t characteristics in the EB-Pt and SP-Pt TiO2 samples with a
TiO2 thickness of 35 nm under VS of 6.6 V and 4.2 V, respectively. Here, the authors regard tform

as the time to reach Icomp despite a gradual increase in current before forming. The range of tform

in the EB-Pt TiO2 samples was larger than that in the SP-Pt TiO2 samples although the current
levels before forming were very similar to each other. The similarity of the current levels under
different values of VS indicates that the differences in the voltage were a few tens of µA for both
samples, as shown in Fig. 4.25. Moreover, current before forming gradually increases in the EB-Pt
TiO2 samples, whereas it slightly decreases in the SP-Pt TiO2 samples. Note that the small range
of the current level (approximately 0.01−1 mA) before forming in both samples is not linked with
the initial cell resistance at voltages less than approximately 2 V (including Rini), as can be seen
from Fig. 4.25.

4.4.2 Cell size dependence of Weibits

Figure 4.28(a) shows Weibits of tform for five cell sizes under VS of 3.25 V in the EB-Pt NiO
sample with a NiO thickness of 50 nm. The cell size dependence of Weibits of tform in SP-Pt NiO
sample with a NiO thickness of 80 nm is shown in Fig. 4.28(b). The VS value was set as 7.0 V,
about 80% of the scale factor of Weibits of Vform in the cells with a diameter of 100 µm. As the
cell size increases, tform tends to decrease. This characteristic reflects the result that the values of
Vform decrease with increased the cell size. The Weibits in the EB-Pt NiO samples and the SP-Pt
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Figure 4.26: Representative current-time curves of (a) the EB-Pt NiO samples with a TE-diameter
of 50 µm and a NiO thickness of 50 nm under VS of 3.25 V, and of (b) the SP-Pt NiO samples with
a TE-diameter of 200 µm and a NiO thickness of 80 nm under VS of 7.0 V.
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Figure 4.27: Representative current-time curves of (a) the EB-Pt TiO2 samples under VS of 4.2
V, and of (b) the SP-Pt TiO2 samples under VS of 6.6 V. A TE-diameter and TiO2 thickness are
100 µm and 35 nm, respectively.
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Figure 4.28: Individual Weibits of tform for different cell sizes of (a) the EB-Pt NiO samples
with a NiO thickness of 50 nm under VS of 3.25 V, and of (b) the SP-Pt NiO samples with a NiO
thickness of 80 nm under VS of 7.0 V.
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NiO samples with different diameters exhibit different lines with a similar slope of 1.5 and 0.9,
respectively. Note that the slope of the EB-Pt NiO samples is clearly larger than that of the SP-Pt
NiO samples, indicating that distributions of tform in the EB-Pt NiO samples are smaller than those
in the SP-Pt NiO samples.

The forming characteristics above can be quantitatively evaluated due to analogy with SiO2

breakdown. When defects related to the intrinsic breakdown in SiO2 thin films are randomly
distributed according to Poisson statistics, the cumulative breakdown probability can be described
as follow [13]:

F = 1 − exp (−DA) , (4.3)

where D is the defect density in a SiO2 layer and A is a cell area. From Eqs. (4.1) and (4.3), the
area scaling law using the reference area A0 can be expressed by [13, 14]

ln
(
− ln(1 − F)

A/A0

)
= β ln(tBD) + const. (4.4)

It is well known that formation of percolation paths, namely breakdown in SiO2 thin films follows
a weakest-link theory as an empirical model and satisfies Eq. (4.4) [3, 13].

Weibits of tform in the EB-Pt NiO sample normalized by reference area A0 of π(50 µm/2)2

applying to the area-scaling law are shown in Fig. 4.29(a). Although a few plots less than 10 s
are unsatisfied, almost all the normalized Weibits can fall in the same line. Weibits of tform in the
SP-Pt NiO sample are normalized with reference area A0 of π(100 µm/2)2 in the same manner,
as shown in Fig. 4.29(b). The normalized Weibits including different cell sizes also overlay each
other. At the same time, Fig. 4.30(a) and (b) exhibit the Weibits of tform under VS of 6.0 V and 6.6
V in the EB-Pt TiO2 samples and the SP-Pt TiO2 samples with a TiO2 thickness of 50 nm and 35
nm normalized by A0 of π(100 µm/2)2 applying to the area-scaling law, respectively. Although
some data points with Weibits of less than −2 lay outside the lines in both samples, most data
points followed the same lines with different Weibull slopes irrespective of the TiO2 thickness.
From the difference between the Weibull slopes of 1.1 in the EB-Pt TiO2 samples and 2.5 in the
SP-Pt TiO2 samples, the variation of tform under a constant voltage in the EB-Pt TiO2 samples is
larger than that in the SP-Pt TiO2 samples.

As a consequence, these results indicate that formation of conductive filaments at the forming
process by applying voltage follows a weakest-link theory. Furthermore, the weakest spots seem
to be almost randomly distributed in NiO layers and TiO2 layers according to Poisson statistics,
each of which can contribute conductive paths locally generated by an external stress.

4.4.3 Constant voltage and oxide thickness dependence of Weibits

The dependencies of Weibits of tform on an applied constant voltage (VS) were investigated.
Figure 4.31(a) shows Weibits of tform in EB-Pt NiO sample with a TE-diameter of 50 µm and a
NiO thickness (dNiO) of 30 nm. VS values were varied in the range from 2.5 V to 3.0 V. Although
tform values tend to decrease with increased VS, the shape factor β is 1.5 and independent of applied
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voltages. Figure 4.31(b) shows Weibits of tform in SP-Pt NiO sample with a TE-diameter of 200
µm and a NiO thickness of 35 nm. VS values were varied in the range from 3.0 V to 3.5 V. The
shape factors of 0.9 are also independent of applied voltages and smaller than the shape factors of
1.5 in EB-Pt NiO samples.

Here, the author assumes uniform distribution of electric field along the thickness of a NiO
layer. Figure 4.32(a) shows distributions of tform vs electric field (namely VS/dNiO) in EB-Pt
NiO samples with a TE-diameter of 50 µm and NiO thickness of 30−100 nm. The typical
tform decreases almost exponentially with electric field in the cells with the same NiO thickness,
tendency of which is the same as the report by Buh [6]. Given the range of tform, larger electric
filed is clearly required for thinner NiO layer. Beale et al. theoretically analyzed a simple model
of dielectric breakdown in a mixture of metal and dielectric layer, by which the average electric
field to breakdown decreases logarithmically with thickness (size) of the layer [15]. Although
our experimental results are described by tform instead of Vform, the NiO thickness dependence of
forming electric field (namely Vform/dNiO) follow their model. Figure 4.32(b) shows distributions
of tform vs electric field in SP-Pt NiO samples with a TE-diameter of 200 µm and NiO thickness
of 35−80 nm. Although NiO thickness dependence of forming electric field is less remarkable
than that in EB-Pt NiO samples, the above model is satisfied. Note that shape factors of Weibits
of tform remain constant (1.5 in EB-Pt NiO samples, 0.9 in SP-Pt NiO samples) and independent
of NiO thickness, applied voltages (electric fields), and scale factors of Weibits of tform.

The dependencies of Weibits of tform in TiO2 samples under VS of 6−7 V were also investigated.
The TiO2 thickness is 50 nm in the EB-Pt TiO2 samples and 35 nm in the SP-Pt TiO2 samples.
The value of tform decreased as VS increased in the both TiO2 samples, as well as the NiO samples.
Note that the β values of 1.1 in the EB-Pt TiO2 samples were also independent of the applied
voltage, and furthermore, these values were smaller than the β values of 2.5 in the SP-Pt TiO2

samples.

4.4.4 Initial resistance dependence of Weibits

The author investigated correlation between Rini and Weibits of tform. Figure 4.33 shows distri-
butions of Rini vs tform in both (a) EB-Pt NiO sample with a TE-diameter of 50 µm and a NiO
thickness of 50 nm and (b) SP-Pt NiO samples with a TE-diameter of 200 µm and NiO thickness
of 30−80 nm. In the case of the EB-Pt NiO sample, Fig. 4.32(a) reveals that variation of Rini

is large from 10 kΩ to 200 kΩ and that Rini is clearly independent of tform. Moreover, it was
confirmed that Weibits of tform of the cells, even when the cells with Rini < 70 kΩ were excluded,
remained almost unchanged. In contrast, Rini values in the SP-Pt NiO samples with the same
NiO thickness are almost constant of 75 kΩ (dNiO =80 nm) and 35 kΩ (dNiO =35 nm). Here, the
electric fields of these data are in a range from 0.8 MV/cm to 1.0 MV/cm. Although the variation
of Rini is very small, the variation of tform (1−300 s) is larger than that for the EB-Pt NiO sample,
which is consistent with the smaller slope of 0.9 as described above. Moreover, the current level
before forming in both TiO2 samples is not linked with the wide range of initial cell resistance at
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voltages less than approximately 2 V, as shown in Fig. 4.25. In cells in the same TiO2 samples, the
distribution of tform is very large, even though the initial resistance values before forming under
the same constant voltage are similar, as can be seen from Fig. 4.27. Anyway, these results imply
no relation between initial resistance and time to forming.

Meanwhile, the authors estimated the ratio of O to Ti in the TiO2 layers in both samples by
high-resolution RBS. The oxygen composition x in the TiOx was 1.41 for the EB-Pt TiO2 samples
and 1.57 for the EB-Pt TiO2 samples. Thus, TiO2 layers in the EB-Pt TiO2 samples contained
more VOs than those in the SP-Pt TiO2 samples, as estimated from the author’s previous results
of VO segregation at GB triple points in resistance change oxide layers [16, 17]. Another reason
for more VOs in the EB-Pt TiO2 samples is that the initial resistance values before forming in the
SP-Pt TiO2 samples were considerably higher than those in the EB-Pt TiO2 sample. Note that
there are considerable differences of the initial cell resistance and forming characteristics of the
both TiO2 samples irrespective of thickness (25−70 nm) as well as the surface roughness of Pt
BEs. Thus, the structural and electrical properties of the cells depend on the oxygen composition
of the TiO2 layers and the crystallinity of both the TiO2 and Pt BEs.

4.4.5 Discussion

First, the surface roughness of Pt BEs and NiO layers is described. The RMS roughness values
of Pt BEs increase with increased Pt thickness. For example, in the case of Pt deposited by EB
evaporation, the roughness is in a range from 0.3 nm to 0.8 nm as the thickness increases from
25 nm to 70 nm, as described in Section 4.3.1. The typical roughness values of NiO layers tend
to increase with increased NiO thickness, in a range of 0.8−1.6 nm for the EB-Pt samples and
0.4−1.0 nm for the SP-Pt samples with NiO thickness of 30−100 nm. Therefore, the shape factors
of Weibits of tform were confirmed to be insensitive to roughness (at least in the range of 0.4−1.6
nm).

The author considers that these different properties can originate from a difference of NiO
crystallinity. A NiO layer in the EB-Pt NiO samples or the SP-Pt NiO samples is composed of
granular or columnar grains of a NiO crystal, respectively. These structures shown in Fig. 4.34(a)
can be simplified, as shown in Fig. 4.34(b). A NiO layer in EB-Pt NiO samples is divided into
a grid pattern equivalent to GBs (black lines). For simplicity, every grain size is considered to
be similar and current can flow either horizontally and vertically through only GB paths. In the
case of the SP-Pt NiO samples, GBs exist along only the vertical direction. Assuming that defects
which act as the source of conductive paths by forming (white circles) are distributed on several
GBs in the initial state, as shown in Fig. 4.34(c). In a random circuit breaker (RCB) model, which
can explain not only forming but also unipolar RS behaviors [18], this situation resembles an
arrangement of on-state circuit breakers with lower resistivity on several GBs before voltage is
applied. The schematic shown in Fig. 4.34(c) reveals that the combination number of conductive
paths with a minimum resistivity (arrows) in a NiO layer for the EB-Pt NiO samples can be
naturally larger than that for the SP-Pt NiO samples. This result reflects difference of variation
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of Rini. However, the multiple conductive paths introduce more candidates for weakest defects
to forming process by the application of electrical stress. As a result, distribution of tform in the
EB-Pt NiO samples becomes more tight than that in the SP-Pt NiO samples. Whereas the driving
force for defect generation (switching of on-state circuit breakers from the off-state) is voltage in
a RCB model, it is natural to replace it with time to forming in the results for TDF characteristics
the author investigated. Although real grain sizes are different from each other and conductive
filament networks are complicated, the distribution of TDF characteristics can depend on NiO
crystallinity. A small variation in initial resistance tends to result in a large variation of time to
forming and vice versa.

Next, the author discusses the difference of the variation of tform between the EB-Pt TiO2

samples and the SP-Pt TiO2 samples. The authors can assume that conductive paths with minimum
resistivity are created along GBs (mainly at their triple points) with nearly random orientations in
the TiO2 layer. Furthermore, the conductive filaments likely originate from the weakest defects
at forming and are created along one of the conductive paths. The multiple conductive paths
naturally introduce more candidates for conductive filaments at forming and a larger variation
of the forming characteristics, such as tform under a constant voltage stress. In the EB-Pt TiO2

samples, more VOs are distributed mainly in GB network in the TiO2 layer than they are in the
similar GB network in the SP-Pt TiO2 samples; thus, the conductive paths are more pronounced
in the EB-Pt TiO2 samples than in the SP-Pt TiO2 samples and the variation of tform in the EB-Pt
TiO2 samples became larger than that of the SP-Pt TiO2 samples.

Finally, the author compared the Weibull distributions of the Pt/TiO2/Pt cells with the results
for Pt/NiO/Pt cells. In the Pt/NiO/Pt cells, the Weibull slope β under a constant voltage was
independent of the applied voltage and cell size, which was approximately 1.5 in the EB-Pt NiO
samples and approximately 0.9 in the SP-Pt NiO samples. The columnar structure in NiO layers
in the SP-Pt samples includes less candidates for weakest defects at forming because of fewer
conductive paths along the GBs than the granular structure in NiO layers in the EB-Pt samples,
and therefore, the variation of tform in the EB-Pt NiO samples is actually smaller than that in
the SP-Pt NiO samples. Conversely, in the Pt/TiO2/Pt cells, TiO2 crystalline structures in both
samples are commonly composed of granular grains. As a result, the variation of tform decreases
as the distribution of Rini decreases in the Pt/TiO2/Pt cell, while the variation of tform increases as
the distribution of Rini decreases in the Pt/NiO/Pt cells as mentioned above.

This clear difference may be partly attributed to different oxide deposition modes during
reactive sputtering. In the case of NiO deposition in a metallic mode, the NiO layers react on the
sample surface and the NiO crystallinity is affected by the crystallinity of the Pt BEs. Conversely,
in the case of TiO2 deposition in an oxide mode, the effect of crystallinity of the Pt BEs on
TiO2 layers seems to be weaker because of oxide formation at the surface of a Ti sputtering
target [19, 20]. Although TiO2 crystalline structures are commonly composed of granular grains,
the differences in crystalline orientations and amounts of VOs in the TiO2 layers of the both TiO2

samples were caused by the crystallinity of the underlying Pt BEs, leading to the different forming
characteristics.
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4.5 Summary

Thermal annealing affected crystallinity and oxygen composition of NiO layers on Pt BEs. Depth
profile of oxygen in the NiO layers was sensitive to thermal annealing conditions, which suggested
oxygen diffusion toward the NiO surface. These changes by thermal annealing possibly contributed
to obtain multiple resistance states of RS cell.

Moreover, crystallinity and time-dependent forming characteristics on Pt/NiO/Pt and
Pt/TiO2/Pt RS cells were investigated. The NiO layer exhibited a granular or columnar struc-
ture in samples on Pt BEs deposited by EB evaporation or sputtering, respectively. Conversely,
whereas both the TiO2 layers exhibited a granular structure in the two types of samples, the concen-
tration of oxygen vacancies and oxygen composition seemed to differ in these sample. In addition,
although the Weibull distributions of time to forming (tform) in the samples with different diameters
exhibited different lines, almost all the Weibits normalized by cell sizes fell in the same line. This
result indicated that the formation of conductive filaments at forming by applying electrical stress
followed a weakest-link theory, and that weakest spots and defects such as oxygen vacancies were
distributed in NiO and TiO2 layers according to Poisson statistics. The variation of tform increased
as the distribution of initial resistance was reduced in Pt/NiO/Pt cells with different NiO crys-
tallinities. In contrast, the variation of tform decreased as the distribution of the initial resistance
was reduced in the case of the Pt/TiO2/Pt cells. These results reflected differences in both the grain
boundary density (crystallinity) and the oxygen-vacancy concentration (oxygen composition) of
resistance change materials used in the RS cells. The clear difference of crystallinities and oxygen
compositions seemed to originate from differences in the oxide deposition mode during reactive
sputtering.

The results in this chapter revealed that where the conductive filament created by forming was
at grain boundaries in the TMO layers, and that crystallinities and oxygen compositions of the
TMO layers played an important role on forming and RS operation.
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Chapter 5

Formation of Conductive Filaments with a
Quantum Point Contact

5.1 Introduction

The resistive switching (RS) mechanism in resistive random access memory (ReRAM), especially
using binary transition metal oxide (TMO) layers, has been explained by the formation and rupture
of conductive filaments. This reversible resistance transition by applying repeated electrical stress
between the low-resistance state (LRS) and the high-resistance state (HRS) can occur after the
forming process to create conductive filaments in pristine TMO layers, such as nickel oxide (NiO)
and titanium dioxide (TiO2), between top electrodes (TEs) and bottom electrodes (BEs). The
conductive filaments are believed to be composed of oxygen vacancies (VOs) [1–3] or cation inter-
stitials [4–6], which result in the change of microscopic oxygen stoichiometry and the associated
formation of point defects in the TMO layers. The VOs or cation interstitials typically act as
mobile donors because the migration of a negatively charged oxygen ion from the oxygen lattice
site creates a positive charge according to the charge neutrality condition.

In particular, RS memories based on the migration of nanoscale ions and a redox reaction are
named as valence change memories (VCMs) after this valence change [2]. The voltage polarities
between the transition from HRS to LRS (set) and that from LRS to HRS (reset) are opposite in
VCMs. In other specific TMO-based RS cells, RS behaviors are, however, not dominated by the
migration of oxygen ions but by thermally controlled diffusion and a redox reaction. These RS
memories are categorized into thermochemical memories (TCMs) [7]. TCMs exhibit unipolar
RS behaviors, which means that the voltage polarities between set and reset are the same, as
opposed to bipolar RS behaviors in VCMs. However, RS memories consisting of both one active
(oxidizable) electrode, such as silver (Ag) or copper (Cu), and the counter inert electrode, such
as platinum (Pt) or titanium nitride (TiN), are widely known as conductive bridging random
access memories (CBRAMs) [8]. When a positive voltage is applied to the active electrode,
dissolution and ionization of the active metal and bridging of a metallic conductive filament
occur to the opposite inert electrode through the TMO layer. The metal ions move toward the
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active electrode and the filament is eventually ruptured by application of a negative voltage to
the active electrode. This kind of memory is called electrochemical metalization memory (ECM)
owing to these electrochemical processes [7]. ECMs show only bipolar RS behaviors. When
the scale of the weakest spot in conductive filaments reaches an atomic contact size, conductance
quantization is expected to appear. In recent years, the observation of quantized conductance
discrete steps, characterized by integer or half integer multiples of G0 = 2e2/h, has been reported
in ECMs [5, 9–15] and VCMs [16–20]. There have only been a few studies on the conductance
quantization effect in TCMs [11, 21].

In this chapter, the author investigates the appearance condition of conductance quantization
in the Pt/NiO/Pt cells by controlling oxygen (O2) flow rate during NiO deposition by reactive
sputtering. Dependences of both the forming characteristics and oxygen composition ratio at
grain boundaries (GBs) in NiO layers on deposition parameters are focused on. Distribution of
microscopic oxygen stoichiometry and the source of point defects in the NiO layers are revealed by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analyses. Moreover, the oxygen composition dependence
of semi-forming voltage indicates the correlation between the oxygen stoichiometry of the weakest
spot in conductive filaments and the O2 flow rate. Finally, the RS model based on quantized
conductance is also discussed.

5.2 Resistive Switching based on Quantized Conductance

5.2.1 RS cell fabrication

The author prepared two kinds of Pt/NiO/Pt RS samples. One is capacitor-type RS samples,
and the other is crossbar-type RS samples. Capacitor-type RS samples can be fabricated by a
simple process and therefore is for optimization of NiO deposition to exhibit the specific forming
characteristics discussed in later. Crossbar-type RS samples is suitable for a reduction in the
accurate RS cell size. The schematic illustration of these samples is shown in Fig. 5.1.

Capacitor-type Pt/NiO/Pt RS samples were fabricated as follows. A Pt BE was deposited by
radio-frequency (RF) or DC sputtering on a silicon dioxide (SiO2)/p-Si(100) substrate inserted
by a titanium (Ti) adhesion layer. Here, surface roughness, crystalline structures, and crystalline
orientations of Pt BEs deposited by RF and DC sputtering can be almost the same, as described
in Section 4.3.2. The thickness of the Pt BE was roughly 80 nm. A NiO layer as a resistance
change material was subsequently deposited in argon (Ar) and O2 gas mixture by using reactive
RF sputtering system (ANELVA: L-250-FHL). The Ar flow rate was kept at 7.8 sccm. The O2

flow rate was precisely controlled from 0.90−1.05 sccm in a metallic mode because electrical
properties in Pt/NiO/Pt RS cells are sensitive to oxygen composition in a NiO layer. The pressure
and the substrate temperature during sputtering were kept at 0.6 Pa and 350◦C, respectively. The
thickness of the NiO layers was 80 nm. Pt TEs with a diameter of 100 µm and 180 µm (in 50−500
µm) were deposited on the NiO layer by electron beam (EB) evaporation through a metal shadow
mask. The Pt/NiO/Pt RS cell size is determined by the area of the TE.
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(a) capacitor-type RS sample (cross-sectional)

Si (100)

/SiO2

Pt TE

NiO

Pt BE

(b) crossbar-type RS sample (top view)

NiO

cell

4 μm

20 μm

88 μm

Pt TE

Pt BE

Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of (a) capacitor-type Pt/NiO/Pt RS samples and (b) crossbar-
type Pt/NiO/Pt RS samples.
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Crossbar-type Pt/NiO/Pt RS samples were also fabricated to investigate the cell size depen-
dence of the forming characteristics. The Pt/NiO/Pt RS cells were directly sandwiched between
bar-shape top and bottom electrodes with pad regions selectively formed by ultra-violet (UV)
photolithography. The photolithography process sequence is described in Table 5.1. The Pt TEs
of cells were separated from each other to avoid a sneak-path problem [22, 23]. The deposition
conditions of Pt BEs and a NiO layer were the same as capacitor-type samples. The thickness of
the Pt top and bottom electrodes was approximately 50 nm. Pt TEs were deposited on the NiO
layer by DC sputtering. The cell size is equivalent to the cross-point area between both electrodes,
which falls under any of 4 × 4 µm2, 20 × 20 µm2, and 88 × 88 µm2.

A Pt BE was grounded and a voltage was applied to a Pt TE. A beryllium-copper (BeCu)
probe was contacted to the pad regions without cell areas in the case of the crossbar-type RS
samples. Current-voltage (I–V ) characteristics, such as the forming characteristics of the cells,
were measured in a voltage-sweep mode at room temperature (RT) by using a Keithley 4200-SCS
semiconductor parameter analyzer.

5.2.2 Two types of forming

The I–V characteristics in the initial state and RS characteristics of cells in several capacitor-type
RS samples were measured. When a NiO layer was deposited by reactive sputtering at a selected
O2 flow rate, the specific characteristics of two types of forming can be observed, as shown in
Fig. 5.2.

In the pristine cells, a voltage sweep results in the first abrupt current increase at Vs−form. When
compliance current (Icomp) is relatively low to be approximately 100 µA, cell conductance reaches
nearly G0 corresponding to quantized conductance by the current increase. In the meantime, when
Icomp is relatively high to be more than 1 mA, a voltage sweep results in a discrete increase of the
cell conductance value several times and finally the sudden current jump to Icomp. The first abrupt
current increase at Vs−form will hereafter be referred to as “semi-forming,” and the second one at
Vform2 as “second forming.” When a voltage sweep stops just after semi-forming within a relatively
low compliance current, an RS behavior can be observed at the cell conductance of below G0

by the following voltage sweep, as shown in Fig. 5.2(b). After second forming occurs when the
compliance current is relatively high, the following applied voltage induces a different RS behavior
at the cell conductance of above G0, as shown in Fig. 5.2(d). Semi-forming and second forming are
derived from the following RS characteristics, which involve the initial formation of conductive
filaments, nothing but forming process. Moreover, the discrete increase of the cell conductance is
based on integer or half-integer multiples of G0 after semi-forming, as shown in Fig. 5.2(e). Note
that Vs−form and Vform2 of cells exhibited a relatively smaller variation than normal forming voltage.

The author focused on the decrease in forming voltage and reset current at the beginning [24].
The specific characteristics enable the decrease by suppressing a compliance current level. In
fact, relatively low forming voltage of 1−2 V can be obtained, which is nearly equivalent to set
voltage. However, if Icomp is lower than 30 µA before semi-forming, an RS operation occurs with
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Table 5.1: Photolithography process sequence.

photoresist formation
dehydration bake 120◦C, 3 min

HMDS vapor coating 140◦C, 30 sec
photoresist coating 4000 rpm, 30 sec

pre-bake 100◦C, 90 sec
UV exposure 105 mJ/cm2

development by TMAH(2.38%) 90 sec
post-bake 120◦C, 90 sec

SiO2 etching on Si substrates 150 sec (BHF)
Pt BE deposition

Lift off
NiO deposition

photoresist formation
photoresist coating 4000 rpm, 30 sec

pre-bake 100◦C, 60 sec
UV exposure 105 mJ/cm2

development by TMAH(2.38%) 90 sec
Pt TE deposition

Lift off
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Figure 5.2: Typical I−V characteristics of the forming process showing two modes in Pt/NiO/Pt
cells. After (a) semi-forming occurs when compliance current is low, (b) RS operation can be
observed at cell conductance of below G0. After (c) second forming occurs when compliance
current is high, (d) RS operation can be observed at cell conductance of above G0. (e) G/G0 − V

characteristics before second forming.
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a cell conductance of lower than even several tens of µS, and therefore an RS behavior based
on quantized conductance was hindered by the suppression. Anyway, RS characteristics seem
to originate from the formation and rupture of conductive filaments in NiO layers. Hence, the
discrete increase of cell conductance in the second mode indicates conductive filaments with a
quantum point contact (QPC).

5.2.3 Temperature dependence of cell conductance

In order to clarify the possible source and distributions of conductive filaments with a QPC and to
explore the cause of QPCs, the temperature dependence of the conductance was investigated [25].
The temperature range was from 77 K to 400 K by using prober system (TOYO Corporation:
CPX-VF). The measured states of cells were in the initial state, just after semi-forming, during the
second mode, and in the HRS after second forming.

First, the cell conductance in the initial state Gini at 0.1 V was measured over the wide
temperature range from 77 K to 400 K. After only semi-forming was performed under Icomp of 100
µA at RT, the cell conductance G just after semi-forming was also measured. G was equivalent
to G0 in most cells regardless of the cell area. Here, repeatable RS was confirmed with the
conductance of between Gini and G0. The typical temperature dependence of G/G0 is shown in
Fig. 5.3(b). Although G/G0 was unity over the temperature range from 77 K to RT, the value
increased with elevated in temperature above RT. In contrast, the value of (G−Gini)/G0 was unity
and independent of temperature, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3(c). This result revealed that the conductive
and bulk regions were separated in parallel as an equivalent circuit in the cell, as shown in Fig. 5.4,
and that a conductive filament with a QPC with a conductance of G0 formed as a conductive
region because the temperature dependence of G can be expressed as G(T ) = G0 + Gbulk(T ).
Note that Gbulk is equal to Gini above RT because the filament area is thought to be negligibly
small compared to the bulk area and the bulk conductance increases exponentially with elevated
temperature [26].

The cell conductance exhibited two types of temperature dependences in the same sample,
as shown in Fig. 5.5(a). In several cells (defined as a Type 1 cell), the G values at RT did not
change between before and after heating to 400 K. This result means that the conductive filaments
in NiO maintain their states during heating. In contrast, the G values in other cells (defined as a
Type 2 cell) differed. G in Type 2 cells decreased at 370 K, while the temperature dependence
of G coincided with that in Type 1 cell below 350 K. The conductance gap at 370 K between
Type 1 and Type 2 cells was equivalent to G0 and was kept even while the temperature changed.
These results indicate that the conductive filament with a QPC is possibly ruptured by heat at a
temperature of merely about 100◦C, as shown in Fig. 5.5(b), which is presumably much lower than
Joule heating [7, 27, 28]. Note that the author analyzed several tens of cells and have confirmed
enough their reproducibility [25] for exhibiting their typical characteristics even by using another
prober systems. The ruptured of the conductive filament with a QPC by heating to more than 370
K will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Figure 5.3: Temperature dependence of (a) Gini/G0, (b) G/G0, and (c) (G − Gini)/G0 just after
semi-forming in cells, which were equal to unity at RT for diameters of 100 µm and 180 µm.
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Figure 5.4: Equivalent circuit model of a Pt/NiO/Pt RS cell. (a) schematic illustration of the cell
and (b) equivalent circuit of the cell conductance.
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Next, voltage sweep under Icomp of a few mA was performed in cells with a diameter of
180 µm before second forming so that they would exhibit different quantized conductance after
semi-forming. When they exhibited different quantized conductance (nG0), the voltage sweep was
stopped manually to prepare such states in the cells. Figure 5.6(a) shows the typical temperature
dependence of (G − Gini)/G0, which not only took on the value of 1 just after semi-forming
[see Fig. 5.3(c)], but also approximately 2 and 4 at RT before second forming. The temperature
dependence of G can be expressed as G(T ) = G0 +Gbulk(T ) because G is almost constant at each
n and almost independent of temperature. The discrete fluctuation of G in Fig. 5.2(e) corresponds
to the change in n in this equation. This result points to either a change in width of a conductive
filament with a QPC or the formation of conductive filaments with a QPC under an applied voltage.

Finally, second forming was performed under Icomp of a few mA, followed by the re-application
of a positive voltage to cause each cell to be in the HRS. Repeatable RS phenomenon can be
observed after second forming, as shown in Fig. 5.2(d). The typical temperature dependence of
(G − Gini)/G0 in the HRS after second forming in cells with a diameter of 180 µm is shown in
Fig. 5.7. As in the case of the trend before second forming, (G−Gini)/G0 was almost independent
of temperature and satisfied the equation G(T ) = nG0+Gbulk(T ). This suggests that the conductive
filament with a QPC retains its states before and after second forming, because the resistance in
the HRS after second forming is closer to the resistance just before second forming (at Vform2)
compared with the initial resistance.

5.2.4 Discussion

The specific forming and RS characteristics based on the various temperature dependencies are dis-
cussed. NiO layers on Pt BEs deposited by sputtering exhibit a columnar structure containing GBs
almost perpendicular to the thickness direction as confirmed in Chapter 4. Normally, the atomic
arrangements within GBs are considered to be more open than in the bulk phase, and GBs seem to
exhibit the crystallographic mismatch between adjacent grains. In addition, dielectric breakdown
takes place by increasing the applied electric field to SiO2 in metal-oxide-semiconductor field-
effect transistor (MOSFET) according to weakest-link theory, although the universal mechanism
of the breakdown has not been fully clarified yet. Therefore, the author presumes that the cells
showing two types of forming process include “moderately” defect-rich GBs in the NiO layers.
The defects (weakest spots) as possible source of conductive filaments exist presumably along the
GBs of the NiO layers in their initial state, suggesting that the conductive filaments are formed
along the GBs due to electrical stress.

The author considers an RS behavior model based on conductive filaments. The application of
a voltage to the initial cells results in semi-forming and the formation of a conductive filament with
a QPC at the weakest GB (with the maximum number of defects) in NiO layers. When a voltage
sweep just after semi-forming is stopped manually or under relatively low compliance current,
the following voltage leads to reset and set alternately, as shown in Fig. 5.2(b). The RS behavior
corresponds to the rupture and reformation of the conductive filament with a QPC.
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In the meantime, a possible reason for cell conductance discrete increase has been discussed
whether a change in width of a conductive filament with a QPC or the formation of incremental
conductive filaments with a QPC in parallel [25]. The temperature dependence of G/G0 normalized
to (G−Gini)/G0 at RT in the second mode is exhibited in Fig. 5.6(b). Although values of G barely
decrease with elevated in temperature, despite the almost temperature independency of G before
second forming. Moreover, the rate of decrease was enhanced and G started to take on even
non-integer values, as G(RT)/G0 (= n) increased. The case of n = 4 in Fig. 5.6(b) should be
equivalent to n = 1 if four conductive filaments are present, each with a conductance of G0. It can
be inferred that as the quantum wire width increased, the effective length of the wire also increased
and the energy interval between subbands in the quantum wire narrowed, making carriers more
prone to being affected by inter-subband scattering. The conductance became more sensitive
to thermal fluctuations as n increased because the career transport became less ballistic and the
interval became as small as a few kBT . Thus, the results imply that n of conductive filaments
with a conductance of quantized conductance G0 are unlikely to be formed before second forming.
Nevertheless, additional formation of several conductive filaments with a QPC should not be
denied completely. The temperature dependency indicates that at least a single fat filament with
a QPC is considered to be formed [29]. As a result, upon the application of a higher voltage
after semi-forming, the conductive filament with a QPC gradually begins to be fat according to
conductance quantization.

Further voltage application induces second forming and formation of a new fat conductive
filament. The resistance in the LRS after second forming varied from 50 Ω to 150 Ω and was
comparable to the resistance after the conventional single forming. After second forming occurs,
the applied voltage transfers the resistance state of a cell from the LRS to the HRS. The cell
conductance in the HRS barely decreases with elevated temperature, as shown in Fig. 5.7, which
resembles the temperature dependence of cell conductance before second forming. In addition,
values and their temperature dependence exhibit similarity between the conductance just before
second forming (at Vform2) and that in the HRS after second forming. These results reveal that the
formation and rupture of the new fat filament, rather than filaments with a QPC, are observed as
an RS phenomenon after second forming.

Moreover, the driving force behind reset is regarded as Joule heating through current because
Pt/NiO/Pt cell can be categorized into TCM. The threshold current required for the reset process
in RS operation after second forming seems to be much larger than the current after semi-forming,
although the conductive filaments with a QPC are possibly sensitive to heat. Therefore, the new
conductive filament forms by second forming at one of other defect-rich GBs, instead of a change
in the conductive filament with a QPC to much fatter filament. The author confirmed that the
maximum number nmax was 15, and however, such the large conductance before second forming
was easily disappeared by the application of a DC voltage, which preclude stable measurements
such as temperature dependence of cell conductance of approximately nmaxG0.

In conclusion, Fig. 5.8 exhibits the proposed RS behavior model based on conductive filaments
in NiO layers.
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Figure 5.8: Proposed RS behavior model based on conductive filaments in NiO layers of Pt/NiO/Pt
RS cells.
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5.3 Dependence of Forming Characteristics on Oxygen
Composition and Cell Size

5.3.1 Oxygen composition dependence

NiO layers in capacitor-type Pt/NiO/Pt RS samples were deposited on Pt BEs in Ar and O2 gas
mixture by using reactive RF sputtering system (ANELVA: L-250-FHL). Whereas the Ar flow rate
was kept at 7.8 sccm, the O2 flow rate was precisely controlled at approximately 0.96 sccm in a
metallic mode to obtain two types of forming characteristics in Pt/NiO/Pt RS cells relied on the
rules of thumbs. The pressure and the substrate temperature during sputtering were kept at 0.6 Pa
and 350◦C, respectively. The thickness of the NiO layers was 80 nm.

Figure 5.9 exhibits dependence of the forming characteristics in capacitor-type RS samples on
O2 flow rate during NiO deposition by reactive sputtering. The varied range of O2 flow rate was
less than 5% of the middle. The values of O2 flow rate in Fig. 5.9(a), (b), and (c) were 0.94 sccm,
0.96 sccm, and 0.98 sccm, respectively. When the O2 flow rate is relatively low, forming does not
occur below an Icomp of 10 mA (non-forming) because cell resistance in the initial state is too low
to reach the compliance current, as shown in Fig. 5.9(a). Conversely, the cells fabricated with a
higher O2 flow rate tend to show only single forming, which corresponds to conventional typical
forming characteristics in TMO-based RS cells, as shown in Fig. 5.9(c). As a result, when the NiO
layer is deposited with a selected O2 flow rate (0.96 sccm in this case), conductance quantization
appears between semi-forming and second forming, as shown in Fig. 5.9(b). Strictly speaking, the
selected O2 flow rate can shift slightly because of erosion depth of the metallic nickel (Ni) target
and RF power.

The author confirmed a columnar polycrystalline structure of NiO layers on Pt BEs deposited
by DC sputtering, as described in Section 4.3.2. A cross-sectional TEM image of a typical
capacitor-type Pt/NiO/Pt stack structure is shown in Fig. 5.10(a). The image reveals that NiO
layers and Pt BEs exhibit a columnar structure with a grain diameter of tens of nanometer scale.
Note that roughly all of GBs run along the thickness direction, which distribute along mainly
[111] orientation from X-ray diffraction (XRD) in Section 4.3.2. The structure of NiO layers in
crossbar-type RS samples is columnar polycrystalline as capacitor-type RS samples.

Next, taking advantage of GBs along thickness direction in NiO layers, plane-view high-angle
annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning TEM (STEM) images were taken at NiO layers. The
samples for HAADF are strictly selected as NiO/Pt BEs stacks, that is, regions without Pt TEs
for investigating the forming characteristics and RS operation, because Pt TEs possibly hinder
the signal detection from NiO layers. Moreover, the backside materials (Pt BEs and substrate)
and protection layers (mainly carbon deposited for TEM observation) on NiO layers should be
completely removed by focused ion beam for the TEM observation to acquire the intrinsic signals
only from the NiO layers, as shown in Fig. 5.10(b). Figure 5.11 shows plane-view HAADF images
taken at NiO layers deposited with different O2 flow rates. As the O2 flow rate decreases, more
bright spots appear in the images.
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Figure 5.9: O2 flow rate dependence of forming characteristics in capacitor-type Pt/NiO/Pt cells.
The O2 flow rate gradually increases from (a) to (c).
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Figure 5.10: (a) A cross-sectional TEM image of a capacitor-type Pt/NiO/Pt RS sample and (b)
a plane-view STEM region in the sample.
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Figure 5.11: Plane-view HAADF STEM images taken at only NiO deposited with different O2

flow rates in capacitor-type Pt/NiO/Pt samples. The O2 flow rate gradually increases from (a) to
(c).
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The magnified image near bright spots shown in Fig. 5.12(a) reveals that the bright spots can
be observed at GBs, and more specifically frequently at the GB triple-points. Figure 5.12(b)
and (c) are energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX) mapping images of O and Ni signals
corresponding to the area shown in Fig. 5.12(a), respectively. These maps reveal that the bright
spots in HAADF images indicate VO-rich and Ni-rich GBs. Because the brightness of the spots in
Fig. 5.12(a) means the average composition ratio of O to Ni along the thickness direction, the ratio
at the triple-points is smaller than the value within grains. These results suggest that O adatoms
desorb from the GBs in Pt BEs and deposited NiO layers more easily than from other regions
within grains during NiO deposition. This is because formation of stable Ni-O chemical bonds is
more difficult at GBs than on the NiO grain surface.

As the O2 flow rate decreases, VO-rich GBs generate an extremely low oxygen composition
ratio at the GB triple-points, which correspond to bright spots in the HAADF images. However, it
is difficult to determine whether the physical origin of bright spots is a row of VOs or segregated
Ni atoms. For simplicity, the author hereafter proceeds discussion in terms of the number of VOs
as a source of the distribution of the oxygen composition ratio rather than excess Ni atoms. As
a consequence, VOs are randomly distributed at GBs, especially the triple points in NiO layers,
as a function of brightness in the HAADF images. As the O2 flow rate decreases, the number
of VO-rich GBs increases, as expected. Therefore, defects (weakest spots) exist as VOs locally at
mainly the GB triple points in the NiO layers.

5.3.2 Cell size dependence

Next, cell size dependence of the forming characteristics in crossbar-type Pt/NiO/Pt RS samples
was also investigated. NiO layers in the RS samples were deposited by the same method as the
capacitor-type RS samples. Whereas the values of Ar flow rate during NiO deposition was kept
at 7.8 sccm, the values of O2 flow rate was selected to be 0.94 sccm, value of which is a bit lower
than the appropriate value (0.96 sccm) for the appearance of conductance quantization after semi-
forming in the cell with a TE diameter of 100 µm in the capacitor-type RS samples. Figure 5.13
exhibits the dominant forming characteristics in each cell with a size of (a) 4× 4 µm2, (b) 20× 20
µm2, and (c) 88 × 88 µm2. The dominant forming characteristics for a cell size of 88 × 88 µm2

in crossbar-type RS samples is very similar to that of the same size (a TE diameter of 100 µm) in
capacitor-type RS samples.

Figure 5.13(b) shows two types of forming and conductance quantization between semi-
forming and second forming. When the cell size reduces, the cells tend to exhibit single forming,
as shown in Fig. 5.13(a), which is similar to the forming characteristics shown in Fig. 5.9(c).
Although the cell size and initial resistance are different with those of the cells in Fig. 5.9, this
forming characteristic is equivalent to that shown in Fig. 5.9(c). Conversely, forming does not
occur because of initial low resistance as the cell size increases, as shown in Fig. 5.13(c). These
results suggest that magnitude relationship of Pt/NiO/Pt cell size is the same as that of VO-rich
GBs in NiO layers.
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Figure 5.12: Bright spots at grain-boundary, especially triple-points, in (a) a HAADF-STEM
image indicated (b) VO-rich (O-deficient) and (c) Ni-rich regions in EDX maps of oxygen and
nickel signals, respectively.
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Figure 5.13: Cell size dependence of forming characteristics in crossbar-type Pt/NiO/Pt cells.
The cell size is (a) 4 × 4 µm2, (b) 20 × 20 µm2, and (c) 88 × 88 µm2.
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5.4 Appearance Condition of Conductive Filaments with a
Quantum Point Contact

5.4.1 RS model based on quantized conductance

The appearance condition of conductive filaments with a QPC are discussed based on the exper-
imental tendency of the forming characteristics described in Section 5.3. Figure 5.14 illustrates
the schematics of a proposed RS model, which is a revised version of the model discussed in
Section 5.2.4 by considering VOs at GBs. When too many VOs are present along a GB in a NiO
layer, the initial resistance of the cell is low and it is difficult to observe the forming (non-forming).
This kind of cell should be excluded to consider the proposed RS model because forming does not
occur. The number of VOs at all GBs in a cell, which exhibits a low initial resistance, is assumed
to be larger than 4 in Fig. 5.14.

When a voltage is swept for the pristine cells, semi-forming occurs and a conductive filament
with a QPC forms at the weakest VO-rich GB (with the maximum number of VOs), in which a
“moderate” number of VOs are included (the number of VOs is assumed to be 4 in Fig. 5.14). If
voltage sweeping is stopped just after semi-forming, re-application of the voltage results in reset
and set alternately, as shown in Fig. 5.2(b), which corresponds to the rupture and formation of the
conductive filament with a QPC.

Upon the application of a higher voltage after semi-forming, the conductive filament with a
QPC gradually begins to be fat according to conductance quantization. Further voltage application
causes second forming by creating a new fat conductive filament at one of the other weak GBs
(the number of VOs is assumed to be less than 4 in Fig. 5.14) rather than by changing a conductive
filament with a QPC to a much fatter filament. In the case that a “moderately” VO-rich GB (the
number of VOs is 4) does not exist in the cell, that is to say the maximum number of VOs at all
GBs is less than 4, only single forming occurs in the same manner.

After second forming or single forming, an RS behavior is observed by the rupture and
formation of a new fat filament, namely, the alternate occurrence of the reset and set, as shown
in Fig. 5.2(d). This is because the resistance in the HRS just after a large current through a
higher-conductive filament followed by reset is closer to the resistance just before second forming
compared with the initial resistance, although the conductive filaments with a QPC are possibly
ruptured by heating to even 370 K, as described in Section 5.2.3.

As a result, the author concludes that the maximum number of VOs at a GB is a key parameter.
Too-many or too-few VOs result in a non-forming or single forming, respectively. It is necessary
to be careful that the number of VOs at a GB is never actually 4 for a “moderately” VO-rich GB,
because the number of 4 was used in Fig. 5.14 only for the simplicity of schematic illustration. In
summary, a key factor for the appearance of conductive filaments with a QPC in a Pt/NiO/Pt RS
cell is the existence of a “moderate” VO-rich GB in a NiO layer.
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Figure 5.14: Schematics of a proposed RS model. When voltage is swept to the initial cells,
semi-forming occurs and a conductive filament with a QPC is formed at the weakest VO-rich GB
(red solid triangle). Further voltage application brings about second forming by creating a new
fat conductive filament at one of other weak VO-rich GBs (blue open triangle). In the case that a
“moderate”VO-rich GB does not exist in the cell, single forming occurs and only a fat conductive
filament at the weakest VO-rich GB is formed (black open triangle).
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5.4.2 Appearance or disappearance of QPC

Figure 5.15 shows the typical forming characteristics in capacitor-type RS samples deposited with
slightly different O2 flow rates, which exhibit two types of forming or single forming. Figure 5.15(a)
and (c) were previously shown as Fig. 5.9(b) and (c), respectively. The values of the O2 flow rate
in Fig. 5.15(a), (b), and (c) were 0.96 sccm, 0.97 sccm, and 0.98 sccm, respectively, and the Ar
flow rate was 7.8 sccm. The physical meaning of semi-forming voltage (Vs−form) is of importance
for considering the appearance of QPC. As the O2 flow rate increases, the number of VO-rich GBs
decrease, the average Vs−form gradually increases, and finally a cell exhibits only single forming.

From the viewpoint of the appearance of QPC in conductive filaments created by semi-forming,
too-few VOs in the NiO layers is equivalent to the absence of a “moderately” VO-rich GB, and
thus, the number of VOs at the weakest VO-rich GB (with the maximum number of VOs) is
less than the “moderate” number of VOs. Conversely, too-many VOs in the NiO layers can be
regarded as too many VOs at more than one of the GBs to result in forming because of a low cell
resistance. Therefore, the appropriate number of VOs at the weakest VO-rich GB should be equal
to the “moderate” number of VOs, and a GB with a “moderate” number of VOs is designated as a
“moderately” VO-rich GB in Section 5.4.1. As a result, the appearance condition of QPC is not
only that “moderately” VO-rich GBs exist in a NiO layer, but also that the “moderately” VO-rich
GB is identical to the weakest VO-rich GB in the NiO layer. A conceptual illustration for the
appearance of QPC is depicted in Fig. 5.16. Average Vs−form decreases as the number of VO-rich
GBs increases; therefore, the density of “moderately” VO-rich GBs D also increases as long as
the GB is the weakest.

As discussed in Chapter 4, forming in RS cells can be often compared with SiO2 soft breakdown
in MOS structures [30–32]. The forming follows the weakest link theory based on a percolation
model, where percolation paths thorough SiO2 thin films are created by defects arising from
electrical stress [33–35]. Because the defects are randomly distributed according to Poisson
statistics, the cumulative breakdown probability F is described as follows:

F = 1 − exp (−DA) , (5.1)

where D is the defect density in a SiO2 layer and A is the cell size. When F and D are replaced by
the cumulative semi-forming probability and “moderately” VO-rich GB density, respectively, Eq.
(5.1) supports the cell size dependence of the semi-forming characteristics, as shown in Fig. 5.14.
As the “moderately” VO-rich GB density decreases, the value of F changes from 1 to 0. F = 0
means the disappearance of QPC in the conductive filaments created by semi-forming and only
single forming is observed.

The relationship of the Pt/NiO/Pt RS cell size and the number of VOs at GBs in a NiO layer
reveals that a decrease in the “moderately” VO-rich GB density D or cell size A leads to an
increase in Vs−form, which means less occurrence of semi-forming and the appearance of QPC.
Actually, as Vs−form increases, second forming voltage (Vform2) tends to decrease, and finally not
only conductance quantization but also two types of forming disappear. Figure 5.17 exhibits the
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Figure 5.15: Forming characteristics in capacitor-type samples deposited with slightly different
O2 flow rates, which exhibit two types of forming or single forming. The O2 flow rate gradually
increases from (a) to (c).
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degree of the disappearance of QPC defined as Y = 1 − F and Eq. (5.1). which is similar to
production yield analysis for semiconductor manufacturing. Figure 5.15 and Fig. 5.13 correspond
to the dependences of the “moderately” VO-rich GB density D and cell size A on the probability
change of the appearance of QPC. As a consequence, these results indicate that “moderately”
VO-rich GBs, which act as the source of a conductive filament with a QPC by semi-forming, are
distributed in a NiO layer according to Poisson statistics.

5.4.3 Discussion

Dependencies of the forming characteristics in Pt/NiO/Pt RS cells on the number of VO-rich GB
and cell size were clarified. The author considered why a VO-rich GB is preferentially formed in
the NiO layers. In reactive sputtering, a reactive gas reacts with sputtered molecules or atoms on
the substrate surface [36]. During NiO deposition by reactive sputtering in a metallic mode, the
oxygen composition incorporated into the deposited layers is determined by the balance between
the mean time for the reaction with sputtered Ni atoms and the mean residence time of O adatoms
on the substrate surface. The O adatoms desorb from the GBs, which reflects GBs of Pt BEs, more
easily than from stable grain surfaces during NiO deposition.

The author attempted to characterize the oxygen composition ratio (O to Ni) especially at the
GB triple points in NiO layers, to estimate the number of VOs at each triple point for quantification
of the “moderately” VO-rich GB density D. EDX results indicated that the oxygen composition
within grains was approximately 1.12−1.23, which agreed with the previous result of the author’s
group [24, 25]. Conversely, oxygen compositions at areas near the GB triple points were obviously
lower than the value within grains, as long as the brightness of the areas in the HAADF images was
stronger than that within grains. However, the calculated absolute values definitely depend on a
conversion coefficient (K factor) and how many carbon atoms remain on the characterization area,
and thus the values exhibit a large variation. Therefore, these absolute values do not necessarily
reflect the intrinsic oxygen composition even within possibly stoichiometric grains in NiO, and
accurate quantification of the density D was confirmed to be impossible.

Next, the author challenged to identify the location of a conductive filament with a QPC. A
temperature mapping microscope system (Quantum Focus Instruments: InfraScopeTM) may enable
the identification by detecting the local Joule heating at semi-forming. The temperature of the
sample stage was kept at 50◦C to enhance the capture sensitivity of the infrared camera, where
heating to 50◦C was confirmed to confer no adverse effect to RS operation after semi-forming.
Figure 5.18 shows the temperature maps in one of the Pt/NiO/Pt RS cells, which exhibited two
types of forming. Whereas local Joule heating with maximum temperature of approximately
250◦C can be observed below the center of the cell when second forming occurred, a slight
temperature change was never observed at semi-forming in all cases. The estimated low Joule
heating at semi-forming seems to be difficult to detect in a conventional system, even if thermal
diffusion to the outer region is restricted by means of a reduction in the thickness of Pt TE and so
on. This result indicates the temperature of Joule heating can be estimated to be more than 250◦C.
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Figure 5.18: Temperature maps overlaid on captured images (a) at semi-forming and (b) at second
forming. Pt TE edge is depicted by red dash circle with a diameter of 200 µm.
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Moreover, the author also performed conductive-atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) measure-
ments (Asylum: Cypher S). A platinum-iridium (PtIr)-coated conductive probe with a tip radius
of 20 nm was used to scan the area without Pt TEs in Pt/NiO/Pt RS samples, where the forming
characteristics were investigated. Although a minimal leakage current was detected in several
spots near GBs in the RS samples, which exhibited non-forming because of a low resistance like
the previous results [24], no current was detected even at a number of GBs in the RS samples
which exhibited two types of forming.

Although TEM-EDX observation was carried out in a vacuum after destructive sample mod-
ification, VO-rich GB could be observed and the fact that the number of GBs in the NiO layers
tended to decrease with an increase in O2 flow rate during NiO deposition was confirmed. The
appropriate value of O2 flow rate was 0.96 sccm for the appearance of QPC in the cell with a TE
diameter of 100 µm in the capacitor-type RS samples. Nevertheless, these values should be tuned
depending on changes of deposition parameters, such as the erosion depth of the metallic Ni target,
as described in Section 2.3.4. In fact, the O2 flow rate for the appearance of QPC was 1.1 sccm in
the previous study of the author’s group [24]. Although the difference can be within the expected
range, the window for the appearance of QPC is very narrow during the deposition of NiO layers.

5.5 Summary

The temperature dependence of conductance was investigated after semi-forming in Pt/NiO/Pt
ReRAM cells showing two types of forming. The dependence just after semi-forming indicated
that a conductive filament with a QPC was formed in the NiO layer and that the conductive filament
could be ruptured by heat at even 100◦C. The O2 flow rate and cell size dependences of the forming
characteristics and the composition ratio of O to Ni in NiO layers were also investigated. TEM-
EDX maps revealed that the ratio at GBs, especially near the triple points, was either equal to or
clearly smaller than the value within grains. Too-many or too-few VOs in GBs resulted in the
disappearance of QPC because of the non-forming or single forming characteristics, respectively.
The cell size dependence of the forming characteristics was well explained by the area scaling law,
because VO-rich weak spots seemed to be randomly distributed at the GB triple-points according
to Poisson statistics. The appearance condition of QPC in a Pt/NiO/Pt cell was not only that
“moderately” VO-rich GBs existed in a NiO layer, but also that the “moderately” VO-rich GBs
were identical to the weakest VO-rich GB in the NiO layer.

Furthermore, the author proposed an RS model based on forming characteristics especially
obtained from the RS cells with different sizes. When a voltage was swept for the initial cells,
semi-forming occurred and a conductive filament with a QPC was formed at the weakest VO-
rich GB. Further voltage application resulted in second forming by creating a new fat conductive
filament at one of the other weak VO-rich GBs. After both semi-forming and second forming, the
RS behavior occurred by the rupture and formation of both a conductive filament with a QPC and
a new fat filament, respectively.
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Chapter 6

Conductance Quantization and
Conductance Fluctuation

6.1 Introduction

An essential process for creating conductive filaments between top and bottom metal electrodes is
called forming, and is carried out by applying a voltage across a transition metal oxide (TMO), such
as nickel oxide (NiO) and titanium dioxide (TiO2). If the weakest spot of the conductive filaments
becomes an atomic-scaled quantum point contact (QPC), quantized conductance, characterized by
integer or half-integer multiples of G0 =2e2/h, appears. A resistive switching (RS) phenomenon
is believed to be dominated by the migration of oxygen ions and a redox reaction in valence change
memories (VCMs) [1]. VCMs exhibit only bipolar RS operation, which means that the polarities
of their set and reset voltages are opposite [2–6]. Conversely, the driving force for set and reset
in thermochemical memories (TCMs) is reported to be thermal diffusion and a redox reaction [7].
TCMs exhibit unipolar RS operation, which means that the polarities of their set and reset voltages
are the same [8, 9].

As was described in Chapter 5, two types of forming and RS behaviors exist in specific
platinum (Pt)/NiO/Pt RS cells. The first forming and the next forming are referred to as semi-
forming and second forming, respectively. Moreover, a unipolar RS operation is observed after
semi-forming and second forming. Here, the voltage polarity of two types of RS behaviors is
confirmed never to depend on the prior polarity of the set or reset. A nonpolar RS operation
like that includes unipolar and bipolar RS operations, which means a random order of voltage
polarities. Figure 6.1 shows the nonpolar RS characteristics after semi-forming and second
forming in RS cells. The conductance in the low-resistance state (LRS) after semi-forming is
approximately equivalent to the quantized conductance G0. Furthermore, the probability that the
conductance quantization occurs after semi-forming depends on the distribution of the oxygen
vacancy (VO)-rich grain boundary (GB) triple points in NiO layers, as suggested by the high-
angle annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images
and energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX) maps provided in Section 5.3.1.
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Figure 6.1: Two typical types of nonpolar RS characteristics (a) after semi-forming and (b) after
second forming in Pt/NiO/Pt cells. The cell diameter of is 100 µm.
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In this chapter, the author observes conductance fluctuations before and after semi-forming
of the Pt/NiO/Pt cells, as shown in Fig. 6.2. Note that the conductance fluctuation differs from
conductance quantization because the discrete fluctuation step is clearly smaller than half of
quantized conductance G0. These fluctuations imply the existence of multilevel resistances [10,
11], which offers the possibility of multiple discrete weighting of the synapse [12–15]. Moreover,
the author discusses the driving force behind reset after semi-forming based on how Joule heating
affects the conductance fluctuations.

6.2 Conductance Fluctuation

6.2.1 Sample preparation

Two types of Pt/NiO/Pt RS cells were fabricated on the same samples as in Section 5.2.1. Capacitor-
type RS cells consist of a planer Pt bottom electrode (BE) of millimeter-scale size, a common
NiO layer as a resistance change material, and a circular Pt top electrode (TE) with a diameter
of 100 µm. Crossbar-type RS cells consist of bar-shape bottom and top electrodes with a pad
region for probing and the common NiO layer. The Pt TEs of cells were separated from each
other to avoid a sneak-leak path [16, 17]. The electrodes with various sizes were formed by using
UV photolithography and a lift-off technique. The cell size is equivalent to the cross-point area
between top and bottom electrodes, which is 2500π µm2 for capacitor-type RS cells, and basically
88×88 µm 2, 20×20 µm 2, and 4×4 µm 2 (as needed additionally 50×50 µm 2, 30×30 µm 2, and
10×10 µm2) for crossbar-type RS cells. The size of crossbar-type RS cells with a bar width of 88
µm is identical to that of capacitor-type RS cells.

Pt BEs were deposited by DC sputtering on a silicon dioxide (SiO2)/p-silicon (Si) substrate
inserted by a titanium (Ti) adhesion layer. The common NiO layer with a thickness of basically
80 nm (as needed 30−80 nm) was subsequently deposited on the Pt BEs and the SiO2 insulator
areas by radio-frequency (RF) reactive sputtering in the mixture of argon (Ar) and oxygen (O2)
using a metallic nickel (Ni) target. The total pressure and substrate temperature during sputtering
were held at 0.6 Pa and 350◦C, respectively. The O2 flow rate was precisely controlled because
the probability of a QPC occurring was extremely sensitive to the number of VOs at GB triple
points in NiO layers, as discussed in Section 5.4.3. Finally, Pt TEs were deposited on the NiO
layer by DC sputtering in the same way as done for the BE. The top and bottom Pt electrodes were
approximately 50 nm thick.

The current-voltage (I–V ) characteristics of Pt/NiO/Pt cells were measured in a voltage-sweep
mode by using a Keithley 4200-SCS or 4200A-SCS semiconductor parameter analyzer. The BE
was grounded and the bias voltage was applied to the TE. The samples were heated in air by using
the heater stage of a vacuum prober system (Nagase Techno-Engineering: Grail10-Logos01S-4-
LV-HT). The temperature was varied from room temperature (RT) to 570 K at the widest. In all
samples, most of the cells were confirmed to exhibit nonpolar RS characteristics after any forming
processes.
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Figure 6.2: Typical conductance fluctuations before and after semi-forming.
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6.2.2 Equivalent circuit model of conductance quantization

Capacitor-type RS cells with a NiO layer deposited using a moderate O2 flow rate exhibit conduc-
tance quantization between semi-forming and second forming such as Chapter 5. When voltage
sweeping is stopped just after semi-forming, reset and set occur alternately, as shown in Fig. 6.1(a).
The cell conductance in the LRS is then equivalent to quantized conductance G0, which indicates
the rupture and reformation of a conductive filament with a QPC by reset and set, respectively.
The dominant force behind reset seems to be Joule heating originating from a small current
(sub-mA range) because the bias polarity of reset is not restricted by the prior polarity of set.
Conversely, when voltage sweeping continues after semi-forming, the conductive filament with
a QPC gradually grows according to the increase in conductance quantization. Considering the
temperature dependence of cell conductance G after semi-forming as described in Section 5.2.3,
G can be expressed as G = nG0 + Gbulk. Note that Gbulk represents the conductance component
after removing the conductive filament with a QPC, which corresponds to the conductance not
only of the bulk but also of the GB regions (except for the conductive filament).

In addition to the conductive filamentary and bulk components (nG0 and Gbulk), conductance
fluctuations (Gf) can be observed and tend to appear mainly in capacitor-type RS cells with a
NiO layer deposited at an O2 flow rate slightly less than the moderate flow rate mentioned above.
Figure 6.2 shows an example of conductance fluctuations from 1.2 to 1.9 V, (i.e., before and after
semi-forming at 1.7 V). Although the conductance fluctuation implies a mostly gradual increase
in cell conductance as the voltage is swept, sometimes the conductance decrease occurs between
1.4 to 1.5 V, as shown in Fig. 6.2. The discrete fluctuation step is irregular and is clearly smaller
than half of the quantized conductance G0. Therefore, the conductance of the conductive filament
should not fluctuate because the incremental step of the cell conductance is G0 at semi-forming
and the conductance fluctuation remains basically unchanged before and after semi-forming. The
fluctuation can also be observed in the high-resistance state (HRS) after semi-forming, as shown
in Fig. 6.1(a) for voltages greater than 1.0 V. These results indicate that, as the applied voltage
increases, a certain alternating phenomenon occurs in the NiO layer in parallel with the formation
of the conductive filament with a QPC. Thus, G should be modified to G = nG0 + Gbulk + Gf ,
as indicated in Fig. 6.3, because such a conductance fluctuation makes the cell conductance G a
non-integer multiple of G0. The alternating component Gf in the NiO layer (contributing to the
conductance fluctuation) and the properties of the alternation are explained below.

6.2.3 Dependence of dominant cell conductance on O2 flow rate

The O2 flow rate during NiO deposition by reactive sputtering should be precisely controlled to
obtain cells, in which a conductive filament with a QPC is created by semi-forming. Figure 6.4
shows how the O2 flow rate affects the RT cell conductance as forming characteristics in capacitor-
type RS cells. Here, five samples (denoted sample I−V) were prepared, with the O2 flow rate
gradually increasing from sample I to sample V. Between samples, the O2 flow rate was changed
by less than 5% of the flow rate for sample III.
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Figure 6.3: Equivalent circuit model of conductance of a Pt/NiO/Pt RS cell. nG0 and Gf refer to
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Figure 6.4: Normalized RT cell conductance as a function of applied voltage for several O2 flow
rates to show the forming characteristics in capacitor cells. The O2 flow rate during NiO deposition
gradually increases from sample I to sample V, which exhibits the dominant change shown in panel
(a) to panel (e), respectively.
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For low O2 flow rate, as with sample I, the cell conductance G is too large and neither semi-
forming nor second forming occurs, as shown in Fig. 6.4(a). This result is explained by too
many VOs in the initial state at the GBs in the NiO layer. In this case, the Gbulk component
is large. In sample II with a NiO layer deposited at a higher O2 flow rate, most cells have a
smaller Gbulk because of fewer VOs at GBs than for sample I. Figure 6.4(b) shows the increase
in conductance accompanied by conductance fluctuations that occurs upon applying a voltage
greater than 1 V. Moreover, conventional forming occurs upon further increasing the applied
voltage, which corresponds to second forming in the cells, as mainly observed in sample III, which
undergoes semi-forming and conductance quantization. Some of the cells in sample III undergo
conductance fluctuation during conductance quantization before second forming, as shown in
Fig. 6.4(c). Furthermore, the conductance fluctuation disappears around semi-forming in some
of the cells in sample IV. For high O2 flow rate, as with sample V, only single forming occurs,
which corresponds to conventional forming characteristics, as shown in Fig. 6.4(e). Surface
topographies of NiO layers deposited for three O2 flow rates were investigated by atomic force
microscopy. They exhibit no significant difference, indicating roughness of Pt/NiO interfaces does
not affect the appearance probability of conductance quantization and conductance fluctuation.

How the cell conductance depends on the O2 flow rate should be discussed. The range of
cell conductance G at 0.1 V begins to decrease from 1−10 mS to a saturated conductance of less
than 10 µS according to the decrease in VOs at the GBs in the NiO layer. Here, G corresponds
to Gbulk because of the larger number of VOs. The component Gf becomes dominant above 1 V
in Fig. 6.4(b) and (c) because the number of VOs at several GBs is more strongly modified upon
increasing the voltage. With slightly fewer VOs, the component nG0 of a conductive filament with a
QPC created at semi-forming appears clearly because the relatively small Gf does not hinder the cell
conductance nG0 after semi-forming. From the viewpoint of the sudden conductance increase by
the electrically driven process, the modification of VOs resembles the formation of the conductive
filament with a QPC and may be thought of as a possible precursor of a conductive filament
with a QPC created by semi-forming or even as a precursor of a fat filament created by second
forming. As the number of VOs decreases further, (i.e., the density decreases of “moderately”
VO-rich GBs for the appearance of QPC), the average semi-forming voltage gradually increases.
This phenomenon results in the disappearance of the conductance fluctuation (G = nG0 + Gbulk),
as shown in Fig. 6.4(d), and finally the disappearance of semi-forming (G = Gbulk), as shown in
Fig. 6.4(e).

The dependence of the transitions in the dominant cell conductance on O2 flow rate can be
explained using Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5. The cell conductance G is determined solely by Gbulk for
applied voltages below 1 V because neither conductance fluctuation nor conductance quantization
occurs. The schematic diagram of Fig. 6.5(a) shows the dominant cell conductance in a NiO
layer at 1.0 V with increasing O2 flow rate or decreasing number of VOs at GBs. Conversely, the
dominant cell conductance at 2.5 V in Fig. 6.4 evolves according to the number of VOs, as shown
by the solid lines in Fig. 6.5(b). Too few VOs make the cell conductance G equal to Gbulk, which
is the same result as too many VOs, although the forming characteristics and Gbulk in both cells
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apparently differ from each other. As the number of VOs decreases, Gf decreases, nG0 begins to
appear, and finally nG0 disappears accompanied by an increase in semi-forming voltage. Note that
the schematic diagram of Fig. 6.5(b) is just an example and that the characteristics of Gf and the
value of n in nG0 have large distributions that depend on the number of VOs at GBs in each cell.

6.2.4 Dependence of dominant cell conductance on cell size

Next, based on the O2-flow-rate dependence of RT cell conductance as a function of applied voltage
to show the forming characteristics of capacitor-type RS cells, the author discusses how RT cell
conductance depends on the cell size in terms of the forming characteristics of the crossbar-type
RS cells.

Figure 6.6 shows frequency distributions of cell conductance characteristics at RT in crossbar-
type RS cells with the sizes of 88×88 µm 2, 20×20 µm 2, and 4×4 µm 2 in three samples (I, II,
V). Here, each number of cells in the statistics is more than 15. Conductance fluctuation during
conductance quantization before second forming corresponds to characteristic in Fig. 6.4(c). A
dominant characteristic of cell conductance in sample II shown in Fig. 6.6(b) shifts from Fig. 6.4(b)
to Fig. 6.4(d) as the cell size decreases. All cells exhibit only single forming in sample V with a NiO
layer deposited at the higher O2 flow rate, whereas a dominant characteristic of cell conductance
shifts from Fig. 6.4(a) to Fig. 6.4(c) as the cell size decreases in sample I with a NiO layer deposited
at lower O2 flow rate. Therefore, the cell size dependence of RT cell conductance as a function
of applied voltage to show the forming characteristics of the crossbar-type RS cells is presented in
Fig. 6.7. Here, the transition in the dominant conductance for an 88×88 µm2 cell is very similar
to that of capacitor-type RS cells of the same size, as shown in Fig. 6.4. Figure 6.7(b) shows not
only semi-forming and second forming but also the conductance quantization and the conductance
fluctuation between semi-forming and second forming for a 20×20 µm 2 cell. As the cell size
increases, the conductance fluctuation shown in Fig. 6.7(a) occurs when a voltage above 1 V is
applied; this is similar to the change in cell conductance shown in Fig. 6.4(b). Conversely, only
single forming occurs as the cell size decreases, as shown in Fig. 6.7(c).

In addition, other samples including crossbar-type Pt/NiO/Pt RS cells with NiO thickness of
30 nm were also prepared. The cell sizes are not only 88×88 µm 2, 20×20 µm 2, and 4×4 µm 2,
but also 50×50 µm 2, 30×30 µm 2, and 10×10 µm 2. Figure 6.8 exhibits frequency distributions
of conductance characteristics of these cells at RT in three samples (designated as α, β, γ). The
O2 flow rate during NiO deposition gradually increase from sample α to sample γ. A dominant
characteristic of cell conductance in sample β shown in Fig. 6.8(b) shifts from Fig. 6.4(a) to
Fig. 6.4(d) as the cell size decreases from 88×88 µm 2 to 4×4 µm 2. In comparison with sample
II shown in Fig. 6.6(b), distribution of conductance characteristics of cells in sample β is larger
within the same cell size. The frequency of occurrence of the characteristics such as Fig. 6.4(b)
to (d) tends to decrease in samples with NiO thickness of 30 nm, thinner than that of 80 nm (the
conventional sample I−V). Moreover, categorization into the characteristics such as Fig. 6.4 (b) to
(d) is more difficult especially in the case of large cell size in the thinner NiO samples than in the
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Figure 6.6: Frequency distributions of cell conductance characteristics at RT in crossbar-type RS
cells with the sizes of 88 × 88 µm2, 20 × 20 µm2, and 4 × 4 µm2 in three samples. Conductance
fluctuation during conductance quantization (semi-forming) before second forming corresponds
to a characteristic in Fig. 6.4(c).
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conventional samples. These results indicate that relatively large cell in the thinner NiO samples
easily results in the disappearance of the conductance quantization and conductance fluctuation
due to large background conductance, that is to say, components nG0 and Gf of cell conductance
are hindered by increased Gbulk. Therefore, Gbulk should be decreased by means of an increase in
NiO thickness to some extent or a reduction in cell size to observe the conductance quantization
and conductance fluctuation.

The dependence of transitions on cell size in dominant cell conductance can be explained in a
manner similar to that for the dependence on O2 flow rate. Although both Gbulk and Gf decrease as
the cell size reduces, Gf decreases more than Gbulk because VO-rich GB density that contributes
to the modification of VOs upon applying a voltage decreases. A further decrease in Gf leads to
the appearance of nG0 by a reduction in cell size. Moreover, a decreased density of “moderately”
VO-rich GBs or a reduction in cell size results in an increase in semi-forming voltage as discussed
in Section 5.4.2, and fewer QPCs as per the relationship described above between the cell size and
the number of VOs at GBs in a NiO layer.

6.3 Effect of Voltage Mode and Heating on Conductance
Fluctuation

6.3.1 Step-by-step voltage sweep

In this section, the author considers the properties of conductance fluctuation in detail. A sample
in which capacitor-type RS cells exhibit conductance fluctuations without the occurrence of semi-
forming was prepared, as shown in Fig. 6.4(b).

The authors swept voltages step by step over the RS cells. The maximum positive voltage
gradually increased, for investigation of cell conductance after the modification of VO concentration
in the GBs of a NiO layer. Figure 6.9 shows an example of the results by step-by-step voltage
sweeping. In this case, the maximum voltage was set successively to 1.3, 1.7, 2.2, and 2.8 V. If
the maximum voltage is below approximately 1 V, the cell conductance tends to remain almost
unchanged. Whereas, the cell conductance at a selected voltage below 1 V gradually increases
after each applied voltage of 1.3 V or more, which means the appearance of the modification of
VOs by a voltage sweep. Note that the conductance increase was confirmed never to be observe
after the voltage sweep even many times as long as the maximum voltage is the same as or less
than the prior values. This result suggests that the modification of VOs is basically caused by the
applied voltage and unfortunately does not recover to the state before the modification.

In contrast, several RS cells in the sample exhibit typical conductance fluctuations before and
after semi-forming, as shown in Fig. 6.2. Therefore, the number of VO-rich GBs in the former RS
cell is estimated to be more than that in the latter RS cells.
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6.3.2 Pulse voltage

For the practical use of the Pt/NiO/Pt RS cell, the electrical characteristics upon applying a pulse
voltage to the cell should be investigated.

First, the author investigated the effect of conductance quantization and conductance fluctuation
as a function of ramp rate of the applied voltage by using a Keithley 4200-SCS semiconductor
parameter analyzer equipped with a source measure unit (SMU) and a pulse measure unit (PMU).
The ramp rate R was varied in the range from 10 V/s to 2×105 V/s. The measured capacitor-type
RS cells were confirmed to exhibit typical conductance fluctuation before and after semi-forming
in a conventional voltage sweep, in which R corresponded to 0.2−0.3 V/s. To prevent the cells
from the occurrence of semi-forming, Icomp was selected as 30 µA. When R was smaller than
approximately 104 V/s, a conductance fluctuation was clearly observed in the cells. In particular,
a few cells exhibited a conductance fluctuation at a voltage below 1 V, which seemed to originate
from a relatively larger number of VO-rich GBs within the cells. Conversely, when R was larger
than approximately 105 V/s, almost all of cells never exhibited a conductance fluctuation before
the cell current reached Icomp. Moreover, the author applied these ramped voltages to such cells
several times using an R of 2.5×103 V/s. Although conductance fluctuation appeared above 1 V
during the first ramping of the voltage, the application of the second ramped voltage in several RS
cells revealed a disappearance of the conductance fluctuation, as shown in Fig. 6.10. Furthermore,
in other RS cells, conductance fluctuation was not observed after the voltage sweep even after many
times, as long as the maximum ramped voltage was less than the prior values, which was similar
to the result shown in Fig. 6.2. As a consequence, these results indicate that the application of
relatively slow ramped voltage to the RS cell in the initial state provokes a conductance fluctuation,
whereas conductance fluctuation is insensitive to a relatively fast ramped voltage.

Next, the author attempted to control the conductance quantization by applying a pulse voltage
to the capacitor-type RS cells. Tsuruoka et al. reported discrete changes of the cell conductance
by applying a pulse voltage to silver (Ag)/tantalum pentoxide (Ta2O5)/Pt RS cells (results not
shown) [18]. The incremental amplitude of the positive pulse voltage with a width of 20 ms
at intervals of 2 s resulted in a discrete increase in the cell conductance based on quantized
conductance. In like manner, decrease in the quantized conductance was observed by applying
a negative pulse voltage according to the typical bipolar RS characteristics in electrochemical
metalization memory (ECM), in which the metal ions (Ag) move toward the active electrode (Pt)
by application of a negative voltage to the active electrode and the filament is eventually ruptured
by application of a negative voltage. However, the control of conductance quantization in TCMs
has scarcely been reported. The author prepared two samples (samples A, B) including capacitor-
type Pt/NiO/Pt RS cells with TE diameters of 50−200 µm. Several cells in samples A and B were
confirmed to exhibit conductance quantization and conductance fluctuation. The thickness of the
NiO layers was 50 nm in sample A and 30 nm in sample B. In addition, the typical semi-forming
voltage by the conventional voltage sweep was 1.2−1.6 V in sample A and 1.0−1.5 V in sample
B, where the values in the smaller cells were likely to be larger than those in the larger cells. Only
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one pulse voltage with a rise and fall time of 10 µs and with a width of 500 µs was applied to
the cells at each time, to exclude a heating effect from the prior voltage application (sufficiently
long interval). Although the adoption of the pulse amplitude at each time was very difficult, the
tentative amplitude of the first application was selected as approximately 1.5 times of the typical
semi-forming voltage by the conventional voltage sweep in the same sample, and the following
amplitude was varied flexibly depending on the prior response at each time.

Figure 6.11 shows an example of the changes of cell conductance in sample A by the application
of the pulse voltages for five times. The minimum amplitude of the pulse voltage to induce
conductance quantization in the cells with a TE diameter of 50 µm tended to be larger than that in
the cells with a TE diameter of 100 µm. In the case shown in Fig. 6.11(a), the second application
of 1.8 V amplitude enabled an increase in the conductance by 2 G0, followed by an increase in
the conductance by approximately 0.5 G0 upon the fourth application of 1.95 V amplitude, and
finally second forming occurred. In the case shown in Fig. 6.11(b), the second application of
1.7 V amplitude enabled an increase in the conductance by approximately 2 G0, followed by a
gradual increase in the conductance based on G0 during the fourth application of 1.9 V amplitude
and saturation of approximately 15 G0. Upon the fifth application of 2.0 V, a drastic conductance
fluctuation from 9 G0 to 16 G0 was observed. The drastic indiscrete fluctuation was sometimes
observed during pulse voltage application under a higher conductance of more than 10 G0. When
application of a pulse voltage to the cells in sample A was conducted after semi-forming under
Icomp of 100 µA followed by reset by applying negative voltage sweep, the cells tended to exhibit
conductance quantization more clearly.

However, Fig. 6.12 shows an example of changes of cell conductance in sample B by nine
or ten times after application of the pulse voltages. In the case of the cell with a TE diameter
of 50 µm shown in Fig. 6.12(a), the second application of 1.8 V amplitude provided a two-step
increase in the conductance by G0, followed by an increase in the conductance by approximately
0.5 G0 upon the fourth application of 2.0 V amplitude, and several times increase by approximately
0.5 G0. Upon the ninth application of 2.4 V, a conductance fluctuation from 5.5 G0 to 6.5 G0, and
semi-forming occurred during the tenth application of 2.4 V. In the case of the cell with a TE
diameter of 100 µm shown in Fig. 6.12(b), sequential applications of a pulse voltage resulted in
an increase in thel conductance by approximately 0.5, 1.0, or 1.5 G0. During the fifth application
of 1.6 V to the cell, a periodic conductance fluctuation was observed at a conductance level of
approximately 2.5 G0. Most of the cells in sample B exhibited a clear conductance increase by 1.0
or 0.5 G0 until the conductance reached 6−8 G0. The fact that conductance quantization became
unstable as the conductance increased agrees with the results in the voltage sweep mode.

These changes in cell conductance based on not only G0 but also 0.5 G0 have been reported in
valence change memories (VCMs) [8, 19–21] and TCMs [4]. Even by the conventional voltage
sweep, a quantized plateau at half-integer multiples of G0 was sometimes observed in the author’s
Pt/NiO/Pt RS cells, as shown in Fig. 6.13. Therefore, the RS cell can be categorized into a TCM
also in terms of the appearance of half-integer multiples of G0. Nevertheless, the controllability
of conductance quantization in the Pt/NiO/Pt RS cells was by no means satisfactory. Although
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Figure 6.11: An example of changes of cell conductance in sample A by five times application of
pulse voltage with a width of 500 µs. The RS cell size of (a) 625π µm2 and (b) 2500π µm2.
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incremental voltage application to the cells tended to result in a discrete conductance increase
by G0 or 0.5 G0, correlation between the incremental voltage and the incremental conductance
exhibited a large distribution, and thus, the author struggled to select the amplitude of the pulse
voltage. Moreover, conductance fluctuation was often observed with a pulse width of only 500 µs,
especially in relatively large number multiples of G0.

Finally, the authors attempted to achieve a discrete decrease in the cell conductance in the
capacitor-type RS cells by applying a negative pulse voltage as in Ag/Ta2O5/Pt RS cells [18]. It
has been reported that the opposite polarity of reset voltage to the polarity for set possibly reduces
the reset current in TCMs, rather than the same polarity of reset as set [22]. Therefore, reset occurs
more easily by the opposite polarity of reset to set rather than by the same polarity of reset as set
in TCMs. This seems to originate from an additional drift effect of VO by the opposite polarity
to the Joule heating effect for contributing to the occurrence of reset. Despite the many efforts,
however, the application of even a negative pulse voltage to the RS cells provoked only an increase
in the cell conductance instead of a decrease. In the voltage sweep, stable nonpolar RS behavior
could be obtained in the RS cells, as shown in Fig. 6.1. As a consequence, the enhancement of the
controllability should be tried again by an optimization of many parameters in the pulse voltage.

6.3.3 Heat to the cell

The author also investigated how heating affects the fluctuation in conductance. To do this,
capacitor-type RS cells in the HRS after semi-forming and subsequent reset were prepared. The
TE diameter of the cells was 100 µm, and NiO thickness was 80 nm. By sweeping the voltage
to the maximum voltage (the first sweep, see Fig. 6.14) and preventing the set operation, the cell
conductance at RT was maintained at 1.48 G0 after the second sweep. Upon heating the sample to
470 K in air, the cell conductance at RT changed to 1.17 G0 after cooling (the third sweep), which
is equivalent to the cell conductance before the appearance of the modification. The decrease of
0.31 G0 in conductance (1.48 G0−1.17 G0) at RT represents the disappearance of the modification
component Gf because of heating to 470 K. In addition, another crossbar-type RS cell with a size
of 20×20 µm 2 and 4×4 µm 2 and NiO thickness of 50 nm exhibited similar characteristics. The
cells in the same samples were confirmed to cause the conductance quantization and conductance
fluctuation. The conductance values of the measured cells at RT were maintained at approximately
1.2−1.9 G0 after semi-forming and stopped voltage. Although several cells with a size of 20×20
µm2 did not show conductance decrease after heating to 470 K, such cells exhibited the decrease
in 0.1−0.6 G0 after heating to 570 K at least. Whereas, conductance at RT of cells with a size of
4×4 µm2 decreased by 0.2−0.6 G0 after heating to 470 K. As a result, temperature of heating for
the disappearance of the modification of VOs may depend on VO-rich GB density that contribute
to the modification.

Moreover, another capacitor-type RS cell in the LRS was prepared for a similar investigation.
The cell conductance G at RT in the HRS and the LRS was 1.48 G0 and 2.47 G0, respectively.
Upon heating to 470 K in air, as shown in Fig. 6.15(a), the cell conductance at 470 K suddenly
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changed from 11.61 G0 to 10.66 G0. Here, a conductance over 10 G0 originates from the increase
in Gbulk owing to the high temperature. The difference of approximately G0 between these values
suggests that the QPC has disappeared. Figure 6.15(b) exhibits change of (G − Gbulk)/G0 at
each stage. (G − Gbulk)/G0 values at high temperature during heating are estimated from the
temperature dependence of G in the initial state of other cells in the same sample as that of
Gbulk. The disappearance supports the result involving in the disappearance of QPCs by heating
to even 370 K as described in Section 5.2.3. Furthermore, upon heating the cell to 470 K, the cell
conductance decreases by approximately 0.3 G0, as shown in Fig. 6.15(a), which also suggests that
the modification has disappeared. As a consequence, the formation of a conductive filament with a
QPC and the modification of VOs at GBs in the NiO layer are possibly destroyed by heating, which
means that these phenomena are similar in terms of contributing to the change in cell conductance.

6.4 Driving Force behind Reset

6.4.1 Two types of reset

Based on the proposed model on forming in Fig. 5.14, a further increase in voltage after semi-
forming causes second forming by creating a new fat conductive filament instead of transforming
a conductive filament with a QPC. The physical basis of the model relies on the fact that the
resistance in the HRS is nearly identical to that just after second forming, instead of being the
same as the initial resistance of RS, as shown in Fig. 6.1(b). In this section, the author focuses on
the reset after second forming in crossbar-type RS cells of varying sizes.

The O2 flow rate must differ in each cell of different size for both semi-forming and second
forming to occur because the semi-forming characteristics depend on the cell size in a given
sample, as described in Section 6.2. Two types of reset appear in crossbar-type RS cells with a
size of 20×20 µm 2, as shown in Fig. 6.16. After second forming, the cell conductance in the
HRS is equivalent to either the resistance just after second forming, as described above, or the
initial resistance. The former reset after second forming will hereafter be called“reset A,”and
the latter reset is called“reset B.”The probabilities of reset B occurring were 0%, 20%, and 44%
in 88×88 µm2, 20×20 µm2, and 4×4 µm2 cells, respectively, which suggests that reset B occurs
more frequently as cell size decreases. Moreover, we observed that conductance fluctuations after
reset B and before set tended to become unclear in the cells which showed reset B after second
forming.

This experimental result and disappearance of QPC upon heating described in Section 6.3.3
clarifies the driving force behind the reset after second forming. The reset B occurs as follows. In
the LRS after second forming, a cell conductance of at least 2 mS causes a large current through
the fat conductive filament during voltage sweeping. Just before reset occurs at a threshold voltage
of approximately 0.5 V, a current of over 1 mA flows, causing local Joule heating around the
fat filament created by second forming. If a conductive filament with a QPC exists near the fat
filament, Joule heating at second forming would increase the temperature around the filament
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with a QPC. Such heating would dissolve not only the fat filament at reset but also possibly the
filament with a QPC such that the cell conductance would finally reach the initial conductance
corresponding to reset B. Conversely, if a fat filament were created far from the GBs where the
filament with a QPC forms, the cell conductance after reset would result in conductance just after
second forming, corresponding to reset A. As a result, the probability of reset B occurring naturally
increases as the cell size decreases and the average separation distance between the two types of
filaments decreases.

6.4.2 Joule heating by reset

The author demonstrates a rough thermal simulation to validate correlation between Joule heating
as a driving force behind reset and experimental results described above. In the thermal simulation
using a heat transfer solver in commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics, many assumptions
are applied as follows.

Layer structures and parameters are based on single crystal materials, although NiO and Pt
layers includes many GBs. The fat conductive filament created by second forming is assumed to
be a cylindrical conductor with a diameter of 10 nm, which corresponds to an average apparent
size of GB triple points revealed from TEM images. The cross-sectional view of a cylindrical
layer structure is shown in Fig. 6.17(a). The fat filament is located at the center of the NiO layer
with a width of 44 µm (maximum cell size is 88×88 µm 2). The details of the simulation are
described in Section B.1. The physical property values of required parameters for the simulation
are shown in Table 6.1. Although particularly the heat capacity Cp of NiO seems to depend on
temperature as in Eq. (B.12), the temperature dependence is regarded as negligible. The author
adopts the values of physical parameters of Ni as those of the filament region because the filament
can be treated as the mixture of NiO and Ni in several simulations [23–25], and VO concentration
seems very high at the filament region. In the cylindrical coordinate system (r, ϕ, z), heat equation
of Fourier’s law is described as follow:

∂T
∂t
= α

(
∂2T

∂r2 +
1
r
∂T
∂r
+
∂2T

∂z2

)
+

Q̇
ρCp
, (6.1)

where α (= k/ρCp) is the thermal diffusivity and Q̇ is the internal volumetric heat source originated
from Joule heating at the fat filament. The ϕ component can be neglected due to symmetry.

Temperature at the filament region before reset is assumed to be tentatively 600 K, as shown in
Fig. 6.17(b), as estimated by reset current of 1 mA [24]. Figure 6.17(c) shows thermal conduction
toward the outer region just before reset (tentatively at 1 ms), and after reset the temperature of
the outer region gradually falls. One of the thermal simulation results indicates that Joule heating
at second forming would elevate the temperature (above 400 K) enough to dissolve the conductive
filament with a QPC and to vanish the modification of VOs especially within approximately 2 µm
from the fat filament. As a result, reset after not only second forming but also semi-forming can
be thermally induced rather than voltage driven, which results in two types of reset and nonpolar
RS operation with different ranges of conductance.
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Table 6.1: Values of parameters used in a thermal simulation.

Thermal conductivity Density Heat capacity
k (W m−1 K−1) ρ (kg m−3) Cp (J kg−1 K−1)

Pt 70 21450 1340
NiO 20 6670 600

Filament 91 8908 4410
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6.5 Discussion

The author discusses new and original findings based on the results in the thesis.

Significance of two types of nonpolar resistive switching

Nonpolar RS has been reported much previously in TCMs [26–32]. The driving force behind
reset has been considered to be local Joule heating at a conductive filament mainly by using several
simulations [24, 25, 33]. However, the estimated temperature required for reset varies widely from
400 K to over 1000 K depending on reports due to possible different assumptions, such as a
diameter of the filament [24, 25, 33, 34].

On the contrary, two types of nonpolar RS operation with different conductance range, as
shown in Fig. 6.1, have not been reported in any RS cells, and the original phenomena in the
specific Pt/NiO/Pt RS cells. Moreover, a conductive filament with a QPC and the modification
of VOs possibly disappear upon heating the RS cells to 370−570 K, which has never reported
by other groups. From the viewpoint of a fat filament created by second forming equivalent to
the filament reported above by other groups created by the conventional forming, the relatively
low temperature required for the disappearance of the conductance quantization and conductance
fluctuation in the cells indicates that the estimated temperature to destroy the conventional filament
is higher than the temperature to destroy the conductive filament with a QPC and the modification
of VOs.

One of the experimental basis is that the fat filament created by second forming has been
never ruptured upon heating the RS samples to 600 K during a few days. Note that the initial
resistance of several RS cells in samples decreased and such cells became not to exhibit semi-
forming characteristics after the heating temperature to the samples was above 600 K. Other basis
is the difference of temperature maps between semi-forming and second forming, as shown in
Fig. 5.18. Therefore, the temperature required for reset is thought to exhibit two types depending
on the filament properties.

Coupled simulation for reset by voltage sweep

The author demonstrates a rough simulation to validate correlation between Joule heating
as a driving force behind reset and experimental results described above. In this simulation
using solvers of heat transfer, electric current, and diffusion in commercial software COMSOL
Multiphysics, many assumptions are also applied. The conductive filament is assumed to be a
cylindrical conductor with a diameter of 10 nm. The cross-sectional view of a cylindrical layer
structure is shown in Fig. 6.18. Whereas the thickness of Pt electrodes and NiO is the same as
that in thermal simulation in Section 6.4.2, the diameter of the RS cell is 100 µm. The air regions
around the cell and heat sink at the bottom of SiO2 on Si substrate are set for the simulation.

The time-dependent Joule heat conduction equation in these materials are

ρMater.CpMater.
∂T
∂t
= kMater.∆T + σMater. |∇V (t) |2, (6.2)
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under the time-dependent VO diffusion equation in the NiO layer described by

∂cv
∂t
= ∇ · (Dv(T )∇cv), (6.3)

where Dv is the diffusion coefficient value of VOs assumed to be isotropic in the NiO layer. The
details of the coupled simulation are described in Section B.2. The physical property values of
required parameters for the simulation are shown in Table 6.2 [24, 25]. Note that the dependencies
of these values of NiO on temperature and the VO concentration can be reflected in Eqs. (B.10) −
(B.12) (described under the table). The values in these equations are shown in Table 6.3. The most
difficult assumption is to define the diffusion coefficient of VOs (Dv) in the NiO. Dv is theoretically
described as follow: [35]

Dv(T ) = Dv0 exp
(
− UA

kBT

)
, (6.4)

where Dv0 is the coefficient and UA is the energy barrier between the confining potential wells for
VOs. Table 6.4 exhibits the adopted Dv0 and UA, as discussed in Section B.2.

The voltage sweep was applied to the cell with a fat filament in the LRS. Figure 6.19 exhibits
one of the results of the coupled simulation for reset. The gradual change in the calculated profiles
of the filament properties and temperature originated from local Joule heating is caused by the
voltage sweep, the rate of which R is 1 V/s. Before the profile of the filament begins to change
because of the VO diffusion at 0.46 V (t = 0.46 s), the maximum temperature in the filament region
reaches 600 K at 0.34 V. The VO diffusion toward outer region is assisted by the Joule heating due
to the power dissipation before reset, which extends the depleted gap of VOs and decreases the
electrical conductivity of the cell. At 0.86 V (t = 0.86 s), just before reset, the temperature shows
a parabolic profile with a maximum value around 880 K at the middle of the filament. After the
reset, the temperature begins to drop drastically because of the sufficient extension of depleted gap
and the lack of power dissipation.

It is confirmed that the temperature profiles are parabolic with line symmetry at the center
of the filament. This should be because the Pt electrodes work as a sufficient heat sink through
the substrate and a probe for the application of voltage to the cell. However, Larentis reported
the asymmetric calculated profiles at reset, in which the point of both the VO depletion and the
maximum temperature was above the middle of the filament [36]. The difference of the profiles
seems to originate from the drift effect of VOs. If the drift effect was required, the time-dependent
VO diffusion equation in the NiO layer could be described by Eq. (B.15). The author dared to
neglect the drift effect of VOs because the strict valence number of ionized VO was not clarified,
as discussed in Section B.2. Russo reported that the similar evolution of the depleted gap at
increasing voltage, irrespective of the assumed initial diameter of the filament [24]. This can be
understood by the independence of the local electric field and temperature on the filament size.
Although reset voltage depended on the filament size, it was confirmed by the experimental results
that the reset voltage was almost independent of the compliance current at forming and the oxide
material composition [37, 38].
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Table 6.2: Values of parameters used in a coupled simulation.

Thermal conductivity Density Heat capacity Electrical conductivity
k (W m−1 K−1) ρ (kg m−3) Cp (J kg−1 K−1) σ (S m−1) ×106

Pt 70 21450 1340 9.43
NiO kNiO(cv) 6670 CpNiO(T ) σNiO(T, cv)

SiO2 1.38 2200 700 10−20

kNiO(cv) = min
{

kNi , k̄NiO + (kNi − k̄NiO)
cv

cvth

}

CpNiO(T ) = 506.64 J/(kg·K) + 10.563 J/(kg·K) exp
(

T
140.3 K

)
σNiO(T, cv) = min

[
σNi , σNi

cv
cvth

exp
{
−Ea(1 − cv/cvth)

kBT

}]

Table 6.3: Values used in a coupled simulation.

kNi k̄NiO σNi Ea cvth

91 W/(m·K) 20 W/(m·K) 14.4 MS/m 0.3 eV 6.45×1027 m−3

Table 6.4: Adopted values used in a coupled simulation.

Dv UA

1010 m2/s 1.0 eV
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The author considers the dependence of the profiles of the filament and temperature on the
voltage sweep rate R. Figure 6.20 exhibits the time-dependent temperature profiles both at
beginning of the VO diffusion and just before reset. Note that reset is defined as the beginning of
decreasing maximum temperature. The applied voltage required for the trigger of VO diffusion
and reset, as well as the maximum temperature at each event, increases as R increases, because
VO diffusion takes a reasonable time. Figure 6.21 exhibits R dependence of the applied voltage
and maximum temperature at each event. Here, the applied voltages required for reaching to
the maximum temperature of 350 K and 600 K are also displayed, which reveals the constant
value (0.14 V for 350 K, and 0.34 V for 600 K) irrespective of R. These results indicate that
the temperature required for the VOs diffusion is 600 K at least in the R range of 0.01−1000 V/s.
Moreover, when R is more than 1 MV/s in the simulation, the applied voltage can not cause reset
or even the VO diffusion, which may reveal the speed-up limitation of nonpolar reset as long as
the conventional Dv is used.

Significance of nonpolar resistive switching based on quantized conductance

The results described above revealed that the temperature for the disappearance of the conven-
tional filament (above 600 K) was higher than that for the conductive filament with a QPC (below
600 K) by heating to the cell during a long time. In the similar manner, the maximum temperature
required for VO diffusion in the fat filament can be estimated to be much higher than that for the
filament with a QPC generated by Joule heating during a relatively short time. The experimental
and calculated results of two types of the filament with the wide range of conductivity reinforce
the validity of Joule heating as the driving force behind reset.

In contrast, forming voltage also tends to increase as the voltage sweep rate increases [39].
Although the contribution degree of Joule heating between forming (set) and reset seems to be
different, the tendency of forming voltage is similar to the sweep-rate dependence of reset voltage.
The result suggests that electrical accumulated parameter (electric charge, for example) is needed
for forming or set, such as the Joule heating for reset.

Two types of reset after second forming revealed that both the conductive filament with a
QPC and the modification of VOs possibly disappeared owing to Joule heating conducted from
the fat filament, as discussed in Section 6.4. Considering voltage- and heat-driven conductance
fluctuation, the modification of VO concentration can be seen as a possible precursor of the
conductive filament with a QPC created by semi-forming, or even of the fat filament created by
second forming. Based on the similarity between possible rupture of the conductive filament with
a QPC and the modification by a relatively low heating, conductance quantization seems a special
form of the conductance fluctuation.

Although poor retention under the temperature of above 100◦C should be solved for applications
at high temperatures, the conducted heating from the fat filament does not require any special
consideration as long as only the RS based on quantized conductance is used, instead of RS
accompanied by large Joule heating after second forming.
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(c) temperature profile at the beginning of Vo diffusion 

(d) temperature profile just before reset
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Figure 6.20: Coupled simulation result for reset by the voltage sweep with the various sweep
rates. To result in the VO profiles at (a) beginning of the diffusion and (b) just before reset, the
temperature profiles at (c) beginning of the diffusion and (d) reset are needed, respectively.
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Figure 6.21: Voltage-sweep-rate dependence of (a) applied voltage and (b) maximum temperature
at the particular events.
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Verification of filament model

The location where the conductive filament with a QPC was not directly observed as discussed
in Section 5.4.3. However, VOs as a possible source of the filament at GB triple-points were
confirmed owing to the columnar structure in NiO layer deposited by sputtering (in the SP-Pt sam-
ple), as described in Section 4.3.2. Nevertheless, the author confirmed conductance quantization
in several RS cells in the EB-Pt samples. Although the VO distribution in the NiO layer in the
EB-Pt sample can not be analyzed by EDX due to the granular structure, the appearance condition
of QPC seems to be insensitive to the structure of NiO, and just the existence of “moderately”
VO-rich GBs in the NiO layer.

As a consequence, the author has succeeded in verifying the filament model for explanation
of RS operation, through the observation of VO distribution at GBs and nonpolar RS based on
quantized conductance.

6.6 Summary

Nonpolar RS operation after semi-forming and second forming in Pt/NiO/Pt stack cells was
confirmed, in which the NiO layers were deposited by reactive sputtering at various O2 flow rates.
Upon sweeping the applied voltage, the conductance fluctuates in some cells in the initial state
and in the HRS after semi-forming. Conductance fluctuation after semi-forming results in the
cell conductance being a non-integer multiple of the quantized conductance G0. The conductance
increase owing to the fluctuations originates from the modification of VO concentration at grain
boundaries in the NiO layer.

Moreover, the modification of VOs possibly disappears upon heating to 470−570 K through the
formation of a conductive filament with a QPC created by semi-forming. Joule heating conducted
from another fat filament in the NiO layer created by second forming. Cell size dependence of reset
after second forming revealed that both conductive filaments with a QPC and the modification of
VOs possibly disappeared owing to Joule heating conducted from the fat filament. Considering
voltage- and heat-driven processes, the modification of VO concentration can be seen as a possible
precursor of the conductive filament with a QPC by semi-forming or even of a fat conductive
filament by second forming.

Furthermore, the author considered a driving force at the origin of the reset based on the types
of reset that occur after semi-forming in cells of varying size. The large Joule heating caused
by the current through the fat filament created by second forming determines whether the cell
conductance after reset takes on the value of the conductance just after second forming or whether
that depends on the initial conductance. The thermal simulation and coupled simulation with heat
and diffusion equation indicated that the maximum temperature required for VO diffusion in the fat
filament was much higher than that for the filament with a QPC generated by Joule heating during
a relatively short time. As a result, the dominant driving force behind the reset in Pt/NiO/Pt cells
was determined to be Joule heating.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, the author focused on forming and resistive switching (RS) characteristics in binary
transition metal oxide (TMO)-based cells for elucidating the nonpolar RS mechanism of ther-
mochemical memories (TCMs). Distributions of forming voltage and the origin of conductive
filaments in TMO-based RS cells created by forming have been investigated. In particular, the for-
mation of conductive filaments with a quantum point contact (QPC) by specific forming in nickel
oxide (NiO)-based RS cells has been discussed, as well as the appearance and disappearance of
nonpolar RS characteristics based on quantized conductance.

The major conclusions obtained from the results in the present study are summarized as follows.
In Chapter 2, deposition methods of NiO and titanium dioxide (TiO2) layers as the TMO and

platinum (Pt) electrode were explained. The TMO layers were deposited by reactive sputtering
using a metallic nickel (Ni) or titanium (Ti) target and a mixture of argon (Ar) and oxygen (O2),
which enabled the control of oxygen composition in the TMO layers by varying the O2 flow
rate. Moreover, the deposition systems for various layers were described, together with their
modifications for the severe control of the oxygen composition. The fabrication procedure of the
basic Pt/TMO/Pt RS cells was also explained. In addition, dependences of deposition rate and
oxygen composition in the NiO layers on O2 flow rate during reactive sputtering were analyzed
based on Berg’s model. To obtain appearance of the RS phenomenon, NiO layers were deposited
in a metallic mode, while TiO2 layers were deposited in an oxide mode. The RS condition based
on quantized conductance in NiO-based RS cells was given.

In Chapter 3, admittance spectroscopy was performed on NiO layers with various oxygen
compositions deposited on n-silicon (Si) substrates, whose structures were for characterization of
localized defect levels in the NiO layer as a p-type semiconductor. The depletion layer width of
the p-NiO/n-Si heterojunction was approximately 10 nm at zero bias, which was much thinner
than the thickness of NiOx layers within x of 1.0−1.2. The localized levels in NiOx layers strongly
depended on the oxygen composition x. For the NiOx layers with low oxygen compositions
(x ≦ 1.07), only a single peak was observed in the (G − Gdc)/ω curve, while two peaks (or one
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peak and a shoulder) existed for the NiOx layers with higher oxygen compositions (x ≧ 1.15).
The energy levels of observed defects located above the valence band edge in the NiOx layers
with low oxygen composition (x ≦ 1.07) were relatively large, 120−170 meV, whereas those
with higher oxygen composition (x ≧ 1.10) were smaller than 100 meV. In addition, current-
voltage (I–V ) measurement of Pt/NiO/Pt structures on p-Si substrates was also conducted. The
structures with lower oxygen composition (x ≦ 1.07) only exhibited RS operations because of
the deposition of NiOx layers by reactive sputtering in a metallic mode. The NiO-based resistive
random access memory (ReRAM) cells exhibited potential for high-temperature applications in
the future, because the Pt/NiO1.07/Pt RS cells showed repeatable RS operation even at temperature
as high as 550 K.

In Chapter 4, effects of crystallinity of the TMO layers and deposition condition on RS char-
acteristics, especially forming characteristics, in TMO-based RS cells were investigated. At first,
the thermal annealing condition dependence of crystallinity and oxygen composition in the NiO
layers was examined. The annealing contributing to oxygen diffusion toward the NiO surface
brought about changes in the crystalline orientation, strain, and oxygen composition in the NiO
layer, which could obtain multiple resistance states of the RS cells. Next, crystallinity and time-
dependent forming (TDF) characteristics in as-deposited Pt/NiO/Pt and Pt/TiO2/Pt RS cells were
investigated. While the NiO layers exhibited a granular structure on Pt bottom electrodes (BEs)
deposited by electron beam (EB) evaporation, NiO columns preferentially exhibited <111> orien-
tation on the Pt BE deposited by sputtering. Conversely, whereas both the TiO2 layers exhibited
a granular structure in the two types of samples, the concentration of oxygen vacancies (VOs)
differs between these samples. These results revealed that the crystalline structure and oxygen
composition of the TMO layers reflected the crystalline structure of Pt BEs. In addition, Weibull
distributions of time to forming under constant voltage stress (CVS) in various cells were also
investigated. The results indicated that the formation of conductive filaments at forming followed
a weakest-link theory, and that the weakest spots such as VOs were distributed in the TMO layers
according to Poisson statistics. The Weibull slope depended on the crystallinity of Pt BEs in NiO
and TiO2-based RS cells, independent of constant voltage and oxide thickness. As a result, the
difference of Weibull distributions between the TMO-based RS cells reflected differences in both
grain boundary (GB) density (crystallinity) and the VO concentration (oxygen composition) in
NiO and TiO2-based RS cells. Furthermore, the difference of correlation between variations of
initial resistance and distributions of time to forming was explained based on the crystallinity and
the oxygen composition in the TMO layers. The author concluded that GBs in the TMO layers
were where conductive filaments were created by forming.

In Chapter 5, the appearance condition of conductance quantization in the Pt/NiO/Pt cells was
discussed. When a NiO layer was deposited by reactive sputtering at a selected O2 flow rate, the
specific characteristics of two types of forming were observed. The first abrupt current increase was
referred to as “semi-forming,” and the second one as “second forming,” Dependence of forming
characteristics on oxygen composition in the NiO layer revealed that the forming characteristics
strongly depended on the number of VOs at GB triple points in the NiO layers confirmed by
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transmission electron microscopy (TEM)-energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX) mapping,
and that the O2 flow rate during sputtering for the appearance of two types of forming should
increase as the cell size reduced. Moreover, cell size dependence of semi-forming characteristics
was explained by the area scaling law, which indicated an analogy of semi-forming with second
forming (corresponding to the conventional forming). In addition, an RS model based on quantized
conductance was proposed as follows. A voltage sweep resulted in a conductive filament with a
QPC created by semi-forming at the weakest VO-rich GB. Upon the voltage sweep after semi-
forming, the conductive filament with a QPC gradually began to be fat according to conductance
quantization. Further voltage application caused second forming by creating a new fat conductive
filament at one of the other weak VO-rich GBs. After both semi-forming and second forming, RS
behavior occurred due to the rupture and formation of both the conductive filament with a QPC
and the other fat filament, respectively. As a result, the appearance condition of a QPC turned out
to be the existence of “moderate” VO-rich GBs as long as the VO-rich GBs were identical to the
weakest VO-rich GB in the NiO layer.

In Chapter 6, nonpolar RS operations after both semi-forming and second forming were
focused on in terms of the Pt/NiO/Pt RS cells as TCMs. The O2 flow rate during sputtering for
the appearance of dominant conductance fluctuation was confirmed to be a bit smaller than that
for the appearance of conductance quantization in RS cells of the same size. The physical origin
of conductance fluctuation accompanied by conductance quantization was estimated to be the
modification of VOs at GBs in the NiO layers. The conductance fluctuation before and after semi-
forming resulted in the cell conductance being a non-integer multiple of the quantized conductance
G0. In addition, the voltage-driven conductance fluctuation as well as conductance quantization
probably disappeared upon heating the RS cells to 470−570 K. Moreover, cell size dependence of
the appearance of two types of nonpolar RS operations indicated that conductance quantization and
conductance fluctuation also disappeared by Joule heating conducted from another fat filament
in the NiO layer created by second forming. From the viewpoint of voltage- and heat-driven
disappearance of the conductive filament with a QPC and the modification of VOs, conductance
quantization seemed to be a special form of the conductance fluctuation. As a result, the driving
force behind reset after semi-forming was considered to be Joule heating.

7.2 Future Outlook

The author offers several challenges and suggestions for detailed understanding of RS phenomena.

Other resistance change materials

In this thesis, the author focused on forming and RS characteristics in binary TMO (NiO
and TiO2)-based RS cells. To generalize the proposed conclusion that the correlation between
variations of initial resistance and distributions of time to forming was explained based on the
crystallinity and the oxygen composition in the TMO layers, the statistical analyses of forming
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characteristics in RS cells using other resistance change materials should be investigated for the
comparison with the results for NiO and TiO2-based RS cells.

Tantalum pentoxide (Ta2O5) is suitable as a candidate for such the other materials. The basic
crystalline structure of Ta2O5 is an orthorhombic crystal system in the stoichiometric Ta2O5 instead
of cubic and tetragonal crystal systems such as Pt, NiO, and TiO2. The difference of the basic
crystalline structure in Ta2O5 from that in Pt may be of importance for the generalization of the
correlation between variations of initial resistance and distributions of time to forming. Moreover,
the difference seems to affect the crystalline orientation of Ta2O5 on Pt BE, which results in
poor crystallinity and a reduction in grain size, and therefore an extremely low density of GBs in
Ta2O5. As a result, various electric characterizations of GB-free resistance change material can
be obtained, without hindering the intrinsic physical property of the bulk by GBs.

Control of number of VOs at grain boundaries in NiO layers

As discussed in Chapter 5, VOs are distributed at GBs in as-deposited NiO layers according to
Poisson statistics. The variation of forming characteristics and dominant cell conductance seems
to originate from the almost random distribution of VOs. As long as NiO layers are deposited by
reactive sputtering, the distribution is unavoidable because of the intrinsically physical deposition
method in spite of a reactive (chemical) element. To suppress the variation, therefore, the NiO
deposition method should be changed to a more chemical one, or be performed by post treatment.
As the latter approach, post thermal annealing of as-deposited NiO may be effective.

Quantized plateau in conductance quantization

As discussed in Chapter 6, Pt/NiO/Pt TCMs with a QPC will face the possible problem of
very-fast reset operation, because of an insufficiently high diffusion coefficient of VOs. To avoid the
problem, potentiality for NiO-based ECMs with a QPC as one of the solutions should be considered.
Although the author succeeded in acquiring RS based on almost quantized conductance by using
silver (Ag) or gold (Au) as top electrodes (TEs), the quantized plateau was less clear than that in
the Pt/NiO/Pt cells. The quantized plateau in conductance quantization has been considered to be
integer of G0 in electrochemical metalization memories (ECMs) and half-integer of G0 in valence
change memories (VCMs) [1, 2]. However, the physical reason remains unclear, and correlation
between the plateau and types of ReRAM should be investigated to clarify RS mechanism based
on quantized conductance.
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Appendix A

Reactive Sputtering Model

Berg’s model is well known as one of models which explains reactive sputtering quantitatively. The
model assumes the steady-state values, instead of time-variations during reactive sputtering [1, 2].

A.1 Equations in Berg’s model

A flux of reactive gas F molecules to the surfaces of the target and collector is caused by introducing
partial pressure of the reactive gas P in the chamber. The relationship between F and P is described
by

F =
P

√
2kBTπm

(A.1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, and m the mass of the reactive gas
molecule. The total supply Qtot is the sum of all sources for reactive gas consumption, such as the
consumption at the target Qt, the consumption at the collector (including the substrate) Qc, and
the evacuation by a pump Qp:

Qtot = Qt +Qc +Qp = αtF (1 − θt)At + αcF (1 − θc) Ac + SP, (A.2)

where θt and θc are the sticking coefficient for unreacted fraction at the target and at the collector,
respectively, θt and θc the compound fraction at the target with a size of At and at the collector with
a size of Ac, respectively, and S pumping speed. Here, the total number of sputtered compound
molecules Fc and metal atoms Fm per unit time from the target can be described by

Fc =
J
e

Ycθt At, (A.3)

Fm =
J
e

Ym(1 − θt) At, (A.4)

where J is the ion current density to the target, e the elementary charge, and Yc and Ym the sputtering
yield of compound molecules and metal molecules, respectively.

The author assumes reactive atom composition n in the compound MXn (M: metal, X: reactive
gas). Therefore, a steady-state equation of X atoms for the target is described as follow:

nFc = 2Qt. (A.5)
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Here, a factor of 2 means normal number of atoms per the reactive gas molecule. In the similar
manner, a steady-state equation for the collecting area is described as follow:

2Qc + nFc(1 − θc) = Fmθc. (A.6)

Note that the terms on the left and right hand correspond the contributions supporting an increase
and decrease in θt, respectively.

A.2 O2 Flow Rate Dependence

The author calculated the dependences of characteristic parameters on oxygen (O2) flow rate Qtot

during the nickel oxide (NiO) deposition.

Partial pressure

θt and θt can be derived from Eqs. (A.3)−(A.6). Qtot can be easily described as a function of
the O2 partial pressure P by using Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2).

Deposition rate

When the compound fraction θc at Ac are calculated, the deposition rate D is expressed as

D =
Fm + Fc

Ac
{c1(1 − θc) + c2θc} , (A.7)

where c1 and c2 are constants accounting for unit conversions. The first term represents the
contribution by elemental metal atoms, while the second term represents the contribution by
compound material. In the NiO deposition, c1 and c2 are 1.10×10−29 m3 and 1.82×10−29 m3,
respectively.

Oxygen composition

The oxygen composition x in the NiOx layer is equivalent to nθc. Note that the author assumed
n as 1.2 because experimental oxygen composition deposited in an oxide mode were approximately
1.2.
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Appendix B

Coupled Simulation

COMSOL Multiphysics provides lots of solvers of various scientific and engineering phenomena,
which enables a coupled simulation based on multiple physics phenomena simultaneously. The
author has utilized the coupled simulation with heat transfer, electric currents, and transport of
diluted species.

B.1 Heat Conduction Simulation

Thermal simulation involving Joule heat conduction in oxide-based resistive switching (RS) cells
can be simply performed by using the heat transfer solver. The heat source relates to electric
heating through conductive filaments by applied voltage to the cell. The Joule heat conduction
takes place in the oxide mainly by molecular motion which take the form of lattice vibrations
(phonons) in the matrix.

Heat equation in solids is described as follow:

ρCp
∂T
∂t
+ ∇ · q = Q̇, (B.1)

where ρ is the density, Cp the heat capacity, q the heat flux by conduction, and Q̇ the internal
volumetric heat quantity. Here, heat convection and heat transfer by radiation in the heat transfer
solver are not considered. The dependent variable is temperature T . Fourier’s law indicates that
conductive heat flux is proportional to the temperature, according to which the heat equation in
the oxide, nickel oxide (NiO) in this thesis, is described by

q = −k∇T, (B.2)

where k is the thermal conductivity, which is normally anisotropic. Although the thermal conduc-
tivity of the NiO layers with a crystalline structure of columnar along to the thickness direction is
obviously anisotropic, it is assumed that k is isotropic and regarded as not a tensor but the specific
value k. Therefore, the adopted heat equation becomes

ρCp
∂T
∂t
= k∆T + Q̇. (B.3)
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The author applied the heat equation to platinum (Pt)/NiO/Pt RS cells in which a fat conductive
filament created by second forming was located at the center in the cylindrical coordinate system,
as described in Section 6.4.2. Figure 6.17(a) shows the cross-sectional view of a cylindrical layer
structure. The thickness is 50 nm in Pt top and bottom electrode, and 80 nm in NiO. The diameters
of the fat filament and the RS cell is 10 nm and 88 µm, respectively. For simplicity, heat source was
supplied as the specific temperature T0 in the filament area instead of the correct change of Joule
heat (product of current density and electric field), because the specific change of heat quantity by
Joule heating is not important in the rough thermal simulation. As discussed in Section 6.4.2, T0

was set tentatively as 600 K. Table 6.1 shows the values of k, ρ, and Cp of the materials for the
simulation.

The setting of thermal insulation affects the thermal simulation result. In Section 6.4.2, no
material around the cell region were set and the outer portion of the cell was thermally insulated.
Therefore, the heat transfer simulation result under the above condition tend to enhance the
temperature in the cell. The actual temperature can be lower than the simulation result value for
the air region around the cell or heat sink below the Pt BE (strictly the bottom of the Si substrate
under the Pt BE).

B.2 Coupled Simulation for Reset

The coupled simulation for reset can be performed by using three solvers of heat transfer, electric
currents, and transport of diluted species. The heat transfer solver was already explained in
Section B.1.

In the electric current solver, stationary electric current density J is described by Ohm’s law
as follow:

J = σE = −σ∇V, (B.4)

where E is the electric field and σ is the electrical conductivity. Here, the externally generated
current density is neglected. The static form of the equation of current continuity for electrical
conduction is

∇ · J = −∇ · (σ∇V ) = 0. (B.5)

The dependent variable is voltage V .
Joule heat conduction can be simulated to combine all features from the electric currents solver

with the heat transfer solver. In the electromagnetic heat interface, the internal volumetric heat
source Q̇ is replaced as Joule heat J · E. Therefore, the heat equation in Eq. (B.3) becomes

ρCp
∂T
∂t
= k∆T + σ |∇V |2. (B.6)

The dependent variables T and V are linked by this equation. In the simulation involving Joule
heat conduction, the definition of the electrical conductivity σ of the material related to heat
conduction is very crucial for the simulation results.
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Next, in the transport of diluted species solver, mass balance equation in transport of the species
through diffusion and convection is as follow:

∂c
∂t
= ∇ · (Di j∇c) − u · ∇c (B.7)

where Di j is i j component of the normally anisotropic diffusion coefficient D, and u is the velocity
vector. The first term on the right hand expresses the diffusive flux according to Fick’s law, whereas
the second term accounts for the convective transport due to the velocity u. Here, a kind of reaction
rate expression for the species is neglected. The dependent variable is the concentration of the
species c.

The author conducted the coupled simulation in Pt/NiO/Pt RS cells in low-resistance
state (LRS) (with a conductive filament) during voltage sweep for reset. Let the physical ori-
gin of the filament be oxygen vacancies (VOs). The usual reset mechanism by Joule heating is
qualitatively explained as follows. As Joule heat raises temperature (T) by voltage (V ) sweep at
the filament with high concentration of the VOs (cv) and thus low electrical conductivity and its
surrounding region, more VOs diffuse outward due to rapid increase in the diffusion coefficient.
Consequently, the concentration at the filament gradually decreases, and thus a reduction in the
electrical conductivity brings about the dissolution of VOs at the part of the filament, that is,
occurrence of reset. Therefore, correlation between the concentration and temperature is a key for
the simulation. Moreover, the diffusion by Soret effect can be introduced by Si j∇T as u·, where
Si j is coefficient of thermophoresis to temperature gradient [1]. Kinoshita reported the coupled
simulation for reset in the RS cells by combination of Fick and Soret diffusions [2].

The dependent variables T , V , and cv are directly linked each other through Eqs. (B.3),
(B.7), and other dependent parameters. One of the effective characteristics is temperature and the
concentration dependence of the electrical conductivity. As a result, the time-dependent equations
from the viewpoint of the dependences in the NiO layer are

ρNiOCpNiO(T )
∂T
∂t
= kNiO(cv)∆T + σNiO(T, cv) |∇V (t) |2, (B.8)

∂cv
∂t
= ∇ · (Dv(T )∇cv), (B.9)

where parameters with a subscript of NiO are the physical property values of NiO, and Dv is the
diffusion coefficient value of VOs assumed to be isotropic in the NiO layer.

Figure 6.18 shows the cross-sectional view of a cylindrical layer structure. The thickness of Pt
electrodes and NiO is the same as that in the thermal simulation in Section B.1. The diameter of
the filament composed of VOs is 10 nm, whereas the diameter of the RS cell is tentatively 100 µm,
which does not affect the simulation results as long as the diameter is more than approximately
10 µm. In contrast, the setting of thermal insulation possibly affects the results. Therefore, the
air region around the cell and heat sink below the Pt BE (strictly the bottom of the SiO2 on a Si
substrate and a sample stage for measurements) are set.
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The simulation results were confirmed to be very sensitive to the initial concentration of VOs
at the filament, the concentration dependence of electrical conductivity of NiO, and the diffusion
coefficient of VO in the NiO.

The author considers the initial concentration of VOs (cvini) in the filament region in the LRS.
The concentration of VOs in the NiO layer varies from the minimum (cvmin= 0) as a stoichiometric
NiO to the maximum (cvmax= 5.38×1028 m−3) as almost metallic nickel (Ni). Taking into account
of sufficiently high conductivity of the filament equivalent to a metal, cvini is assumed to be
approximately 1.2 cvth, where the specific value cvth ( = 0.1 cvmax) means the threshold between Ni
and VO-depleted NiO. That is to say, the filament with the concentration (cv) of larger than cvini

can be regarded as a row of metallic Ni atoms. Based on the above assumptions, the concentration
dependence of the thermal conductivity of NiO is described by

kNiO(cv) = min
{

kNi , k̄NiO + (kNi − k̄NiO)
cv

cvth

}
, (B.10)

where kNi and k̄NiO are the thermal conductivity of Ni [91 W/(m·K)] and the stoichiometric NiO
[20 W/(m·K)] [3], respectively. In the same manner, the concentration and temperature dependence
of the electrical conductivity of NiO shown in Fig. B.1 is described by

σNiO(T, cv) = min
[
σNi , σNi

cv

cvth
exp

{
−Ea(1 − cv/cvth)

kBT

}]
, (B.11)

where σNi is the electrical conductivity of Ni [14.4 MS/m], Ea the activation energy for electrical
conduction in NiO [0.3 eV] (0.17−0.45 eV from the authors’ results), and kB the Boltzmann
constant. In this case of cvini= 6.45×1027 m−3, resistance of the RS cell in the LRS at room
temperature (RT) equals with approximately 70 Ω. Furthermore, cv in initial state or high-
resistance state (HRS) at RT is estimated to be approximately 6×1021 m−3, because experimental
resistance of the RS cell in the HRS equals with 100 kΩ.

Table 6.2 shows the values of k, ρ, Cp, and σ of Pt, NiO, and SiO2 for the simulation. The
heat capacity can be expressed as follow: [2, 4]

CpNiO(T ) = 506.64 J/(kg·K) + 10.563 J/(kg·K) exp
(

T
140.3 K

)
. (B.12)

Anyway, CpNiO(T ) was confirmed not to affect the simulation results as well as kNiO(cv).
The most difficult assumption is to define the diffusion coefficient of VOs (Dv) in the NiO. Dv

is theoretically described as follow: [1]

Dv(T ) = fesca2 exp
(
− UA

kBT

)
= Dv0 exp

(
− UA

kBT

)
, (B.13)

where fesc is the effective vibrational frequency of VOs within their confining potential wells,
and a and UA are the distance and the energy barrier between the wells, respectively. The author
adopted Dv0 as 1010 m2/s, because fesc and a were roughly estimated to be 108 Hz and 10−9 m,
respectively. Moreover, UA was selected as 1.0 eV [2].
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Figure B.1: Temperature and the concentration of VOs dependence of electrical conductivity of
NiO in (a) linear and (b) log scale.
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When the Soret diffusion is considered as in Refs. [1] and [2], the diffusion equation should be
transformed to the below:

∂cv
∂t
= ∇ · (Dv∇cv) − DvSv∇ · (cv∇T ), (B.14)

where Sv = UA/(kBT2) is the Soret coefficient value of VOs. The Soret diffusion tends to help
prevent the reset resulting in even the increase in the cell resistance by voltage sweep, which was
also experimentally confirmed as the voltage sweep rate increases [2]. The results indicate that
the Fick and Soret diffusions are competing during voltage sweep, and that the Soret diffusion can
enhance the maximum temperature just before reset.

In the meantime, when the drift effect is considered as in Refs. [3] and [1], the diffusion
equation should be transformed to the below:

∂cv
∂t
= ∇ · (Dv(T )∇cv) − Ze

kBT
∇ · (Dv(T )cv∇V ), (B.15)

where Z is the valence number of VOs and e is the elementary charge. Here, it should be
assumed that the diffusion coefficient value Dv is isotropic in the NiO layer. Russo reported
the asymmetric calculated profiles at reset, in which the point of both the VO depletion and the
maximum temperature was below the middle of the filament [3]. The author dared to assume Z as
zero in the simulation because the strict Z and the expression of ionization energy of VOs during
applied voltage were not clarified, although the valence number of ionized VOs may be naturally
considered to be 2 (VO

+2).
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